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ABSTRACT
Technology and knowledge seem to be at hand for everyone, but evidence shows
that both still are eluding us. The University of Guadalajara (UDG) as well as other
higher education institutions create knowledge from research on a daily basis.
Nevertheless, in UDG there is not a system that promotes creation, preservation, and
sharing of knowledge created experiences from research work among faculty members.
Nonaka and Takeuchi‟s Theory of Spiral Knowledge Creation had used as
theorical foundation for the present study. This theory proposes that tacit knowledge is
transformed into explicit knowledge creating new knowledge among members of an
organization through for types of knowledge conversion: Externalization, socialization,
Combination and Internalization.
At the University of Guadalajara-South Coast campus, a virtual community was
created in a Wiki website, which was used as a Knowledge Management System (KMS)
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tool for collaboration and experiences interchange among its members to promote
knowledge creation when conducting research.
The Wiki contained a set of 27 topics related to research issues previously posted.
For three months its members were able to post questions, answers and/or replies on
corresponding topics.
Findings suggest that the Virtual of Community is comprised of one or two
leaders and its followers. They also suggest for a knowledge item to be created in the
Wiki what matters is not how interesting the subject matter but how actively members
participate on the discussion.
Evidence from the study suggests that informal knowledge is created and shared
among the members of the Virtual Community, although it does not follow the strict
sequence of knowledge conversion of Nonaka and Takeuchi‟s (1995) creation spiral
theory of knowledge.
Furthermore, evidence also suggests that for successful KMS important
characteristics such as shared culture, internet tool knowledge, and members‟ identity
disclosure are needed.
Questions have arisen from this study with implications for future research, such
as why did not knowledge creation necessarily follows the proposed sequence of
knowledge conversions of Nonaka and Takeuchi‟s Knowledge Creation Spiral theory
proposes? What are its implications of knowledge creation does not follow the strict
sequence of the four knowledge conversion in the theory proposed by Nonaka and
Takeuchi? What is the cost in human resources terms of creating a knowledge sharing
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culture in higher education institutions? These new questions open a research window on
Knowledge Management Systems for future research work.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Use of Knowledge Management Systems (KMS) has increased worldwide as an
answer to the globalization phenomenon. Rather than information, knowledge is power,
and he who manages knowledge holds the power.
Organizations and industries need to rethink the way they work, as collaboration
and teamwork are no longer just words but frameworks and/or strategies that every
competitive organization or company uses effectively for innovation development and in
congruency with market and societal needs. In order to achieve this, organizations as well
as industries need to dedicate more effort and resources to create, preserve, and
disseminate all pieces of knowledge created by its members.
In Mexico, Knowledge Management (KM) is an unknown or little understood
concept. Use of a KM is limited to the largest cities (Mexico City, Guadalajara, and
Monterrey). No scientific literature reports any KMS being used or developed by
Mexican industry or universities.
Even though they are dedicated to knowledge and learning, Mexican universities
throughout the country, both public and private, have no KM strategies, and their
knowledge is lost within the bureaucracy and administration process. This is the case of
the University of Guadalajara (UDG), the second largest university in Mexico with
243,500 students and 19,000 faculty members.
UDG is known as the University Network with 13 campuses in various cities
around the state of Jalisco. The main objective for research at UDG is for the project to
1

end with a product, such as a scientific report published in a referred journal or,
depending on the nature of the research, a presentation at a national or international
conference. However, all that occurs between the beginning and the conclusion of a
research project is held only in the mind of each researcher.
In addition to the research project results and the creation of new knowledge from
research activities, a number of questions may arise, such as:


What have researchers learned from their experience?

 What was left in the researcher‟s agenda to be learned, mastered, or managed
that can be applied to future research projects?
 Besides knowledge directly linked to the research, what other knowledge has
been created?
 Could the research project have been accomplished better and more accurately
if it was carried out under a collaborative/cooperative approach?

Answers to these questions are highly relevant not only for the individual
researcher but also for instructors and students on all campuses in the UDG Network and
for the scientific community as well.
This research project tested the use of a Wiki as a tool to create a collaborative
learning community to conduct research activities by harvesting tacit and explicit
knowledge from members of the community. Participants were full-time University of
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Guadalajara - South Coast Campus (CUCSUR) professors currently conducting or who
have conducted research projects in the past.
Perhaps the biggest challenges this project faced are the lack of an existing
sharing culture, the lack of collaborative work, and the lack of a computer-Internet
culture, which is predominant among UDG administration and faculty members.
It is well known that a culture change can take a decade to accomplish. Thus, the
present project is contributing a small step to this big change. In addition, this project and
its findings may be taken as an example for future initiatives for UDG, as well as other
universities around Latin America or worldwide.

Rationale
The Case of University of Guadalajara-South Coast Campus (CUCSUR)
Scientific research and technological development activities at CUCSUR have
grown considerably by applying financial resources more efficiently (cost-benefit). The
following questions have emerged:
1. What impact does UDG scientific work have on our society?
2. Is scientific work really linked to the social environment?
3. What level of collaborative and cooperative work does UDG have on
research?

These questions are not easily answered due to a lack of truthful and timely
knowledge emerging from the scientific work and a lack of knowledge about creating
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communities of practices. With the implementation of a KMS at CUCSUR-UDG,
professors could learn from one another to conduct better research by exchanging
information, knowledge, ideas, and experiences.
CUCSUR’s everyday work is based on creation and disclosure of information and
knowledge through diverse academic activities, such as the shaping of new human
resources (teaching), scientific production (research work), and cultural disclosure
(cultural events). In organizations such as CUCSUR, vision is as important to information
and knowledge creation as it is to preservation and disclosure to society for future
generations.
Although the amount and complexity of information resulting from scientific
work has grown considerably at CUCSUR, it has not been processed and preserved in
archives (hardcopies and electronic files). Information is highly dispersed, and there is no
systematic method to process and manage it, thus hindering the development of
knowledge from past scientific work.
If CUCSUR wants to improve its research effectiveness using a KMS approach,
information and research reports would need to be collected from every professor and
gathered in a KMS where the Research and Development Department (R&D) would
make the material available to other administrative offices. The R&D office has the
responsibility of creating reports concerning all scientific production conducted at
CUCSUR and used for other administration offices. Although these activities are very
episodic and specific, they are carried out in manual fashion and are limited to an
expressed request. Due to this process, creating new knowledge from past scientific
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experiences (better practices) is not an easy task. Currently, CUCSUR has no system to
deal with already described problems. The implementation of a KMS at CUCSUR would
allow for creating and implementing solutions.
KMS developed in the mid-1980s when managers began to realize that the total
value of their organization's assets could not be described by simply considering tangible
assets such as stock, office equipment, and buildings. Knowledge management (KM) is
about generating value by managing the intellectual and knowledge-based assets of an
organization (Davenport, 1998).
Furthermore, Knowledge Management is not only about capturing, storing and
sharing knowledge but is also about effective collaboration, the promotion of best
practices, measuring and evaluating KM efforts, and maintaining and improving the
knowledge system as a whole.
However, while KM is often facilitated by IT, technology itself is not KM.
Knowledge management (KM) is about how an organization can use information and
ideas better (Davenport, 1998).
Knowledge Management Perceived Problems at CUCSUR
1. No KMS is used in the management, sharing, and preservation of knowledge
created from CUCSUR scientific work.
2.

There is no collaborative learning strategy that promotes improving scientific
performance among CUCSUR’s faculty members.

5

Nonaka and Takeuchi‘s Spiral Knowledge Creation Theory was built from a
series of interviews with Japanese companies’ employees and CEOs. The theory is based
on the premise that explicit and tacit knowledge interact with each individual and, from
the individual to the community and back into the individual. Throughout these
interactions, knowledge is created in a spiral shape where knowledge is transformed
through four types of knowledge conversion in a new knowledge that is an embedding of
personal and other experiences. Since its publication, many researchers have studied this
theory and have provided evidence that support the statements of this theory (Davenport,
1998; Conway & Sligar, 2002).
Moreover, recent scientific literature reports that Wikis; a fifth generationIinternet
social software are being used as Knowledge Managements Systems for Virtual
Communities. Scientific studies conducted on the use of a Wiki as a KMS are reporting
some success on knowledge creation, although they also report low participation levels
from Wiki members.
Finally, nothing was found in scientific literature reporting the use of a Wiki as
collaborative tool for knowledge creation among faculty members of a higher education
institution nor was there any scientific literature reporting the use of a Wiki as tool for
knowledge creation that leads to a better research performance in scientific workers.

6

Research Question
The research question for this dissertation was: Given easy access to a Wiki as a
collaborative learning tool, will knowledge creation, sharing, and preservation increase
among CUCSUR faculty members?
To answer this question, a Wiki was designed and implemented as a KMS tool to
enable professors to create, preserve, and store knowledge gathered from scientific
research through collaborative features. How well this KMS tool affected knowledge
creation, sharing, and preservation with CUCSUR faculty members is the focus of this
research.

7

CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
Foundations of Knowledge
Nonaka (1994) defines information as “the flow of messages or meanings which
might add to or restructure or change knowledge…” “Information is data embedding
with relevance and purpose” (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). Converting data into
information requires knowledge, and knowledge is information with meaning. Nonaka
and Takeuchi also refine the definition of knowledge as “…a dynamic human process of
justifying personal belief toward the „truth‟…” This definition is different than western
epistemology where knowledge is based on the absolute, static, and non-human nature of
knowledge that is expressed merely in propositions and formal logic.
Knowledge by its definition is specialized “…and always begins with an
individual…” (Leonard & Gavin, 1998). Nevertheless, Ferber (1999) posited that
knowledge is not an individual affair but that “…knowledge is largely the fruit of
interactions with other human beings…” In other words, knowledge is a joint work using
contrasting points of view, trading, confrontations, objections, and proofs. Consequently,
all knowledge created from individuals‟ interactions will need tools and strategies to be
managed. In response to this need, KMS has emerged as a science.

Explicit and Tacit Knowledge
There are two classes of knowledge: explicit and tacit (Brockmann & William,
2002; Leonard & Gavin, 1998; Nonaka, 1994; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). Knowledge
8

creation and knowledge transfer are comprehensive social processes that implicate
explicit and tacit knowledge. It is impossible to consider tacit knowledge without its
complement, explicit knowledge (Brockmann & William, 2002). Thus, tacit knowledge
and explicit knowledge are not totally separate but mutually complementary entities
(Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995).
In the process of creating knowledge, it is possible to find four basic patterns
(Leonard & Gavin, 1998):
1. From Tacit to Tacit: an individual shares knowledge directly with another;
2. From Explicit to Explicit: an individual combines pieces of explicit
knowledge to the whole;
3. From Tacit to Explicit: an individual voices foundations of tacit knowledge
and converts it into explicit knowledge; and
4. From Explicit to Tacit: an individual internalizes explicit knowledge and
reframes it into his/her own tacit knowledge.
Thus, for a knowledge-creating organization or company, these four patterns exist in
dynamic interaction (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). Leonard and Gavin (1998) describe this
interaction as a kind of spiral of knowledge where different events take place, such as
Socialization (tacit-to-tacit), Articulation (tacit-to-explicit), Combination (explicit-toexplicit), and Internalization (explicit-to-tacit).

9

Explicit Knowledge
Explicit knowledge is the physical manifestation of our knowledge (Conway &
Sligar, 2002) that can be transmitted from one individual to another in formal and
systematic language (Nonaka, 1994; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). Our explicit knowledge
is composed of meaningful pieces of information that are clearly set in order to perform
our tasks based on our tacit knowledge (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). Thus, it is possible
to find explicit knowledge in libraries, archives, and databases, which make it available to
be transferred from one individual to another (Huang, 2004; Nonaka, 1994; Nonaka &
Takeuchi, 1995; Werr & Stjernberg, 2003). Organizations should be capable of
processing information to create more information and knowledge, as well as using
innovation as a key tool (Huang, 2004; Nonaka, 1994; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995;
Renaud, Lefebvre, & Fonteix, 2004).
Explicit knowledge is frequently the only knowledge that is visible, so it is
tempting to focus on it, but we know that our most valuable knowledge is tacit
knowledge. Explicit knowledge is definable and objective; therefore, it can be easily
documented and transferred. Explicit knowledge is also formal and systematic (Nonaka
& Takeuchi, 1995; Rego, 2005). For this reason, it can be easily communicated and
shared in such ways as product specifications, a scientific formula, or a computer
program (Leonard & Gavin, 1998).

10

Tacit Knowledge
Tacit knowledge is highly personal. Some people are skilled in a particular field
but unable to articulate their tacit knowledge (Davenport, 1998) because it is defined as
all things we are capable of doing (Conway & Slingar, 2002). It is hard to formalize and,
therefore, difficult to communicate to others, because it is deeply rooted in action and
experience, commitment and involvement in a specific context (Brockmann & William,
2002; Leonard & Gavin, 1998; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; Rego, 2005).
Tacit knowledge is composed of our intuitions, accumulated beliefs, insights,
experiences, skills, and abilities (Brockmann & William, 2002; Nonaka & Takeuchi,
1995; Werr & Stjernberg, 2003). Thus, tacit knowledge involves cognitive (what is) and
technical (know-how) elements or dimensions (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). Mental
models, such as schemata, paradigms, perspectives, beliefs, and viewpoints help
individuals perceive and decide their world. The technical element of tacit knowledge
includes concrete know-how and skills. All of these elements have shaped us in the way
we conduct our tasks living in our society, as well as in the way we perform on the job
(Nonaka, 1994).
According to Renaud, et al. (2004), tacit knowledge is manifested in talents,
skillfulness, individual tricks of the trade, beliefs, and shared behavior. Tacit knowledge
lives in an individual‟s head and in his or her behaviors. It is also deeply rooted in action
and in a commitment to a specific craft or either working alone or with others (Leonard &
Gavin, 1998; Werr & Stjernberg, 2003).
Tacit knowledge consists partially in technical skills or “know-how.” At the same
11

time, tacit knowledge has an important cognitive dimension that consists of mental
models, beliefs, and perspectives that are so ingrained that most people take them for
granted, and therefore, are not easy to articulate (Werr & Stjernberg, 2003). For this very
reason, these implicit models profoundly shape the way in which we perceive the world
around us (Renaud, et al., 2004). Tacit knowledge is subjective and context-rich
knowledge - the exchange of which goes unnoticed even though people are using it daily.
Tacit knowledge is the most valuable type of knowledge we possess, but it can be
difficult to explain. The first step in capturing tacit knowledge is using oral expressions,
such as a metaphor or analogy. In reality, they are often hard to distinguish from each
other (Leonard & Gavin, 1998; Renaud, et al., 2004). This fact is very important when
designing KMS solutions, since it is the most common, natural way to promote the
creation of knowledge. Currently, learning organizations around the world are promoting
workshops and learning strategies for their members to develop skills in writing oral
expressions to create and capture knowledge. Once knowledge is written in any of the
three forms of oral expression, it should become easier to share among organizations‟
members.

Knowledge Spiral Theory
Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) proposed their own theory for knowledge creation,
which has been inspired by their experiences studying Japanese companies. Their theory
has two dimensions: ontological and epistemological. Under the ontological dimension,
knowledge is created only by individuals, whereas using the epistemological dimension,
12

knowledge is created for the interaction and involvement of individuals with objects.
Therefore, scientific objectivity is not a mere source of knowledge. In the words of
Nonaka and Takeuchi “…much of our knowledge is the fruit of our own purposeful
endeavors in dealing with the world…” They believe knowledge is not just another
resource alongside the traditional features of production but today‟s only meaningful
resource. The fact that knowledge has become The Resource rather than a resource is
what makes this so-called knowledge society unique. Nonaka and Takeuchi‟s dynamic
model of knowledge creation is based on a critical assumption that human knowledge is
produced and extended through the continuous interactions or “knowledge conversion”
that occurs between tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge. They coined this term and
defined it as a social process between individuals and not restricted to an individual.
Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) have posited three of the four types of knowledge
conversion - Socialization, Combination, and Internalization – and have taken into
account a number of perspectives in organizational theory. However, Externalization has
been somewhat ignored.
Socialization shares experiences and thereby creates tacit knowledge, such as
shared mental models and technical skills (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). Thus, we are able
to acquire tacit knowledge directly from others without using any spoken language but
through observation, imitations, and practice.
Externalization articulates tacit knowledge into explicit concepts. This knowledge
conversion is a component of concept creation and is triggered by dialogue or collective
reflection like teamwork and brainstorming.
13

Combination is the classification of concepts into a knowledge system combining
different bodies of explicit knowledge through documents, meetings, telephone
conversations, or computer networks, thus restructuring the existing information and/or
explicit knowledge to create new knowledge.
Internalization embodies explicit knowledge into tacit knowledge, which is
related to learning by doing. When explicit knowledge becomes tacit, it helps knowledge
to be verbalized and diagrammed. Individuals then internalize what they have
experienced enriching their own tacit knowledge. Another use of Internalization is reexperiencing other people‟s occurrences and expanding the scope of bodily experience
that is critical for Internalization. Consequently, when people‟s experiences through
Socialization, Externalization, and/or Combination can be internalized into individuals‟
tacit knowledge bases forming shared mental models, they can be considered as valuable
assets for the organization. As Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) have proposed,
organizational knowledge creation is a continuous and dynamic interaction between tacit
and explicit knowledge created by shifts between all four different modes of knowledge
conversion.
Socialization very often begins by building a field of interaction, which may
promote members‟ experiences and mental model sharing. The Externalization mode is
released by a meaningful exchange of ideas using metaphors or analogy that may help
individuals express undiscovered tacit knowledge not easily communicated. The
Combination mode is triggered by developing networks between the newly created
knowledge and existing knowledge from other entities of the organization, thereby
14

crystallizing them as a new product. Learning by doing leads to Internalization (Nonaka
& Takeuchi, 1995).
Following Nonaka and Takeuchi‟s knowledge spiral theory (1995), the content of
the knowledge created by each mode of knowledge conversion is naturally different.
Thus, Socialization yields sympathized knowledge, such as shared mental models and
technical skills; Externalization outputs conceptual knowledge; Combination gives rise to
systemic knowledge; and Internalization produces operational knowledge.
Tacit knowledge of individuals is the basis of organizational knowledge creation.
Hence, an organization needs to move tacit knowledge created and accumulated at the
individual level to the group level. The mobilization of tacit knowledge is amplified
through four modes of knowledge that Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) call Knowledge
Spiral in which the interaction between tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge becomes
larger in scale as it moves up ontological levels. A spiral emerges when the interaction
between tacit and explicit knowledge is elevated dynamically from a lower ontological
level to higher levels.
The role of the organization in the organizational knowledge-creation process is to
provide the proper context for facilitating group activities, as well as the creation and
accumulation of knowledge at the individual level. Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) have
proposed five conditions for promoting a knowledge spiral:
1. Intention - the knowledge spiral is driven by organizational intention, which is
defined as an organization's goals;
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2. Autonomy - all members of an organization should be allowed to act
independently as much as possible;
3. Fluctuation and Creative Chaos - stimulate the interaction between the
organization and the external environment;
4.

Redundancy - enable the knowledge spiral and the existence of information
beyond the immediate operational requirements of organizational members;
and

5.

Requisite Variety - maximize differences in the organization so everyone can
be assured of quick access to the broadest variety of information using the
fewest steps.

Knowledge Management Systems
KMS has been defined by Liebowitz (2001) as a “…process of creating value
from an organization‟s intangible assets.” Liebowitz also has defined Intangible Assets as
“…intellectual capital, including human capital, structural capital, and customer or
relationship capital.” Salisbury (2003) posited his own definition for KMS “…as the
deployment of a comprehensive system that enhances the growth of an organization‟s
knowledge.” Nevertheless, Conway and Slingar (2002) believe that “KM is the
conversion of the tacit to the explicit and presenting the result in such a way as to
encourage reuse and generate new knowledge… A KMS is the technology platform and
infrastructure that an organization employs to share its knowledge.” These definitions
describe different approaches to the need for managing all knowledge created in
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organizations. These also refer to the richness of KM as a solution in managing
knowledge. What is relevant is the knowledge link to technology with individuals as a
core component.
KMS is not a new science. Fifteen years ago it was a concept of comprising
information that people transformed and used to create specific meanings to exchange
and share in their job sites. Conway and Slingar (2002) believe KMS has a specific
meaning as “...the process of revealing and mapping the work activities, behaviors, and
knowledge sources within an organization.” KMS has a goal that is related to the primary
businesses goals: productivity, efficiency, and asset growth.
KMS is understood as a life cycle where a new knowledge is created by
organization members and deposited in a repository system along with previous
knowledge (Conway & Slingar, 2002; Salisbury, 2003). This storage system may not be
located in a single place but in multiple areas and many times far from the organization‟s
work site. Other organization members can then access new and old knowledge and use
and/or reuse the knowledge. When those members share their experiences about
using/reusing knowledge to other organization members, it may lead to new knowledge
that will become part of the continuum of the KMS life cycle (Churchill, Sullivan,
Golovchinsky, & Snowden, 1998; Salisbury, 2003).
Implementation of KMS solutions is also not new. Many organizations and
companies have been determined to create an institutional culture around organizational
knowledge with some success (Conway & Slingar, 2002). Examples are company
standard operating manuals that align goals by clarifying rules (know-what) and
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procedures (know-how). Thus, these manuals can be considered landmarks for
knowledge transfer from one employee to another, and, in some cases, from one
generation to another (Chatzkel, 2003). Know-how is partial knowledge ingrained in
ruled behaviors, a number of standards of practice, and equipment settings. However,
knowing why is more essential, because it will capture all core cause-and-effect
relationships and will accommodate all exceptions, adaptations, and hopefully, any
unforeseen events (Chatzkel, 2003; Leonard & Gavin, 1998).
Organizations around the world are using KMS with a variety of goals, such as
increased innovation within the organization, knowledge and people retention, and
strategic alignment (Liebowitz, 2001). Organizations and industry believe that use of new
knowledge and know-how will increase product performance by enhancing innovation
that continuously assists with product improvement (Nonaka, 1994; Nonaka & Takeuchi,
1995). Thus, all available knowledge is used inside the organization. Product
improvement will include reinforcing strategies of know-how and skills shaping through
learning interventions and formalized procedures (Renaud, et al., 2004).
The information-based organization poses its own management problems.
Leonard and Gavin (1998) see the following as particularly critical:
1. Developing rewards, recognition, and career opportunities for specialists;
2. Creating unified vision in an organization of specialists;
3. Devising the management structure for an organization of task forces; and
4. Ensuring the supply, preparation, and testing of top management people.
All are found in new and old structured organizations. Corporations expend enormous
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sums of money fixing these problems. Sooner or later, all will face at least one of these
problems and will then spend great effort with some level of success on fixing them
(Davenport, 1998; Harris-Jones, 2006; Leonard & Gavin, 1998).
In an information-based organization, knowledge will be primarily at the bottom,
right inside the minds of its specialists who perform different works and direct
themselves (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). In many of today's businesses around the world,
knowledge incorrectly tends to be concentrated in service staffs, with the goal to deliver
knowledge from the top rather than integrate information from below, which would be
more advantageous (Leonard & Gavin, 1998). To offset this effect, every informationbased organization requires making a clear, simple, and common objective, or maybe a
few objectives, that can be translated into specific actions. An information-based
organization must be also structured around goals that clearly state management‟s
performance expectations (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). By so doing, members will
classify feedback that will compare consequences with performance expectations
(Leonard & Gavin, 1998).

Components of Knowledge Management Systems
The main objectives of a KMS are to create, preserve, and disseminate new and
old knowledge within an organization (Salisbury, 2003). KMS creation has three steps:
1.

To identify knowledge that will be managed in a systematic way by the
organization,

2. To identify the current workflow processes of the organization, and
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3. To determine knowledge transfer needs.
A KMS implementation has three steps:
1. Perform a knowledge analysis,
2. Develop a knowledge network, and
3. Plan training for the whole system.
Interventions for organizational development are also required to ensure support for a
KMS and its organization members (Salisbury, 2003).
Conway and Slingar (2002) consider that “…a KMS may carry at least the basic
features of storage, publishing, subscription, reuse, collaboration and finally
communication.”


The repository system may carry capabilities, such as tracking and version
control, security access, search/inquiry functions, and rating elements.



Publishing allows access to and sharing of information among the
organization‟s members.



Subscription creates rules for organization members regarding accessing and
updating information located in the repository system.



Reuse provides different formats for pieces of information.



Collaboration supplies an environment for collaborative work among the
organization‟s members.



Communication captures and manages all pieces of information.
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This last feature should include technological tools for local as well as long distance
sharing and/or collaborative and cooperative work (Conway & Slingar, 2002; Salisbury,
2003).
Today, KMS design is aimed at creating strategies that will allow the reuse of
knowledge involved in problem solving instead of redesigning the product or redrawing
parts (Salisbury, 2003). Thus, with increasingly complex products and shorter lifecycles,
routine or fixed designs are all the more structured and automated. The use of
Knowledge-Based Engineering (KBE) provides an answer to this „„reusing‟‟ approach
with two advantages: the ability to capture and use knowledge and to make quick
alterations to the product engineering.
Ongoing programs normally involve a continuing series of small experiments
designed to produce incremental gains in knowledge. Successful platforms share several
characteristics. They work hard to ensure a steady flow of ideas, even if they must be
imported from outside the organization. They also require an incentive system that may
favor risk taking. Ongoing programs need managers and employees who are trained in
the skills required to perform and evaluate experiments. These skills are seldom intuitive
and must usually be learned (Brown & Duguid, 2001; Groff & Jones, 2003).
Demonstration projects are usually larger and more complex than ongoing
experiments, as they involve holistic, system-wide changes introduced at a single site and
are very often undertaken with the goal of developing new organizational capabilities.
Because these projects represent a tipping point from the past, they are usually designed
from scratch using a “clean slate” approach (Groff & Jones, 2003).
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Demonstration projects share a number of distinctive characteristics.


They are usually the first to embody principles and approaches that the
organization hopes to adopt later on a larger scale.



They implicitly set policy guidelines and decision making (Davenport, 1998)
and often encounter very strict tests of commitment from employees who wish
to see whether the rules have, in fact, changed.

Projects of this sort are normally developed by strong, multi-functional teams reporting
directly to senior management and tend to have only limited impact on the rest of the
organization if they are not accompanied by explicit strategies for transferring learning
(Groff & Jones, 2003).
Anderson, Krawthwohl, Airasian, Cruikshank, Mayer, Pintrich, Rath, and
Wittrock (1998, cited by Salisbury, 2003) identify knowledge as four separate
dimensions:


Factual Knowledge as terminology, specific details, and elements;



Conceptual Knowledge relating to theories, models, principles, and
generalizations;



Procedural Knowledge including skills, algorithms, techniques, and other
methods that are specific to a product or process; and,



Meta-cognitive Knowledge – "knowledge about knowledge" involving
general strategies for teaming, thinking, and problem solving regarding the
appropriate contents and conditions for the use of the strategies
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themselves.
It also includes “heuristics” or "rules of thumb" that experts use to solve problems
(Renaud, et al., 2004; Salisbury, 2003).
Accessibility to all categories of knowledge is important. Thus, a KMS based on a
collaborative cognition model will provide access to factual knowledge through a system
resource that manages documents that are the best medium for capturing and
disseminating this kind of knowledge, even though there are other media of factual and
conceptual knowledge. In the case of conceptual knowledge, the access is provided
through a system resource for synchronous or asynchronous, face-to-face or at a distance
instruction; online tutorials will provide the best medium.
System resources will provide access to procedural knowledge by a set of
instances that are carrying out procedures and outcomes. All steps will describe in detail
(sometimes in storytelling format) the process specific applications for each platform. In
this way, it is possible to ensure the accessibility of this knowledge, as well as its capture
and dissemination through organization members. Access to meta-cognitive knowledge is
given through system resources by simulations and decision support.
There are three terms regarding capture of the process when organizations convert
tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge. First, capture by linking contradictory objects
and ideas through metaphors. Then capture by resolving these contradictions through
analogy. Finally, capture by crystallizing the concepts created and making that
knowledge available to the rest of the company. When tacit and explicit knowledge
interact, something powerful happens (Renaud, et al., 2004).
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Redundancy is also important, because it encourages frequent dialogue and
communication and also spreads new explicit knowledge through the organization so it
can be internalized by employees.

Creating a KM Strategy for an Organization
Designing this task is comprised of three steps. The first is to systematically
identify all knowledge that will be the "core competency" to be managed by the
organization beginning with its vision, values, and business strategies (Salisbury, 2003).
If these are not clearly understood, Salisbury also recommends members need to clarify
them by an organizational development intervention.
The second step is to identify the current workflow processes of the organization
by simulations and decision support models and compare them to the business strategy of
the organization. If any difference in the current workflow has been created, any
performance gap within what the organization is currently doing and what it plans to do
should be identified.
The third step is to determine what knowledge transfer is required for the
organization to achieve its business strategy.

Planning for Knowledge Management Strategy Implementation
Planning for Knowledge Management Strategy Implementation requires a
knowledge analysis. Procedurally, knowledge analysis is the process of reducing large
bodies of subject matter into smaller and instructionally useful units. KMS designers may
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ask such questions as would a person need to know or do in order to complete this
process. The next step is to develop a knowledge network, and the final step is to develop
a training program on the completed system.

Knowledge Capitalization
Organizations, as well as industries, need to capture all knowledge created by
their experts (Chatzkel, 2003). Knowledge capitalization means that all knowledge
created by an organization‟s members becomes an organization‟s asset, and, therefore,
knowledge is preserved and disseminated among its members (Renaud, et al., 2004).
Knowledge capitalizations concentrate on creating a global and coherent model for all
information pertaining to a particular field. However, in order to achieve this, it is
necessary to follow some basic rules:


Have professional, expert knowledge available at all times in the design
process.



Ensure tracking and reuse of already-acquired knowledge to avoid redundancy
in knowledge production. However, redundancy is not always a bad thing; it
can be a way to stress product improvement (Leonard, 1998; Nonaka &
Takeuchi, 1995).



Reusing solutions identically and/or combined differently may represent an
undeniable gain in value (Davenport, 1998; Leonard & Gavin, 1998; Werr &
Stjernberg, 2003).
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Industry conceptualizes experts‟ knowledge as „„job knowledge” that may be
„„ready to use.” Renaud, et al. (2004) define job knowledge as “…knowledge that
integrates not only theoretical knowledge based on known scientific or technical
principles but also the experts‟ choice-making mechanisms or behavior, as well as the
decision making environment which is a fundamental factor when capitalizing on
expertise.” Job knowledge is created from all past and present experiences retained by
experts and put in service to all organization members or in service to a third
organization.
Information and knowledge must always be available in a timely manner for best
decisions. Renaud et al. (2004) believe that a savings in time will be possible when
knowledge of a product or process is available as soon as possible for more effective
decision making.
One of the biggest perceived problems for a KMS is professional jealousy
obstructing the flow and sharing of an organization‟s members‟ knowledge. Thus,
overcoming professionals‟ natural unwillingness to share their most precious asset –
knowledge - presents some very common and difficult challenges that every organization
or company must face in order to achieve some level of effectiveness in their KMS
solution. This cultural phenomenon is based on a set of reasons, such as competition
among professionals that very often inhibits sharing, and, when knowledge is a product
of teamwork, trying to assign credit for intellectual contributions (Nonaka & Takeuchi,
1995). When professionals are asked to collaborate as equals in problem solving, a slow
response is quite common among experts who will try to refine their particular solutions
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into the perfection stage. Professionals‟ knowledge is their power base, so strong
inducements to share must be implemented. Even then, the tendency of each skilled
member to regard his/herself as elite with special cultural values may get in the way of
cross-disciplinary sharing. Many professionals have little respect for those outside their
field, even though all parties may be seeking to accomplish the same goal (Renaud, et al.,
2004).
Much can be done by leveraging professional intellect through extraordinary
recruitment, training, and motivational measures, although increasing managing human
intellect alone is not enough. The most radical organizational structures supported by
specifically designed software systems are essential to capture, focus, and leverage
capabilities to the fullest. Such systems will become the glue that joins highly dispersed
service-delivery centers and will leverage the critical knowledge bases as well as
intellectual skills and valuable accumulated experience in professional organizations
(Leonard & Gavin, 1998; Liebowitz, 2001; Renaud, et al., 2004). A well-developed
system will bond professionals to the organization by prodding them with databases,
analytical models, and communication power that they cannot find elsewhere. These
tools enable experienced members to extend their performance beyond their personal
limits allowing them to achieve more inside the organization than they could on their
own.
People search for knowledge because they expect it will help them succeed in
their work. Knowledge is the most sought-after solution for hesitation and failure.
Consequently, organizations and industry will always struggle to seek the most
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knowledgeable people when they see the need to deliver a solution to a problem
(Churchill, Sullivan, Golovchinsky, & Snowdon, 1998). When organization members
supply knowledge, they also expect to benefit too and rarely will give away their valuable
possessions (including knowledge) without expecting something in return. In this way,
people make choices about spending their limited time and energy based on perceived
self-interest (Liebowitz, 2001; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; Renaud, et al., 2004). This
cultural tendency leads to the concept of Knowledge Markets wherein knowledge is an
article to be sold, exchanged, and bought by people inside and/or outside the
organization. All of this trading is accomplished by groups of people who play different
roles in these so-called Knowledge Markets (Davenport, 1998).

Knowledge Markets
Like any other market, the Knowledge Market is a system in which participants
exchange a scarce unit for present or future value. Understanding that there are
Knowledge Markets working similarly to other markets is essential in developing the art
of effective knowledge management in organizations and industry (Wierenga, 2002). Any
knowledge initiatives that ignore all dynamics for this kind of market (and of course, also
dynamics from human nature) are doomed to fail.
Davenport (1998) has developed preliminary taxonomy Knowledge Markets in
organizations. He believes the only way to have a commerce that works well is to
recognize the existence of business forces. People need to understand how they function
in order to make them more efficient for the good of the organization.
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According to Davenport (1998), Knowledge Markets work under the basic
assumption that knowledge is power, and owners of knowledge have power, which may
dissipate if other people come to know what they know. When organizations or
companies acquire knowledge by buying it from outside sources, they frequently (though
not invariably) pay for such information (Davenport, 1998; Wierenga, 2002).
Davenport (1998) suggests there are three kinds of people in Knowledge Markets.
Knowledge Buyers, also known as seekers, usually try to resolve an issue. Knowledge
Sellers have a great internal market reputation for having substantial knowledge about
processes or subject matters.
Virtually everyone is a knowledge buyer at one time or another, but not everyone
will necessarily be a seller. Some potential knowledge sellers keep themselves out of the
market, because they believe they benefit more from signposting their knowledge than
they would from sharing it. A knowledge seller will spend time and effort to share
knowledge effectively if he/she expects that buyers will be willing sellers when he/she is
in the market for their knowledge (Brown & Duguid, 2001; Davenport, 1998).
Knowledge Brokers are those who connect buyers and sellers: those who need
knowledge and those who have it. Some informal knowledge brokers actually become
knowledge entrepreneurs, and, over time, they purposely set out to become experts on
who has knowledge and how to exploit it (Wierenga, 2002).
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Organization Learning
A learning organization is one skilled at creating, acquiring, and transferring
knowledge and at modifying its behavior to reflect new knowledge and insights (Brown,
et al., 2001; Conway & Slingar, 2002; Leonard & Gavin, 1998). According to Leonard
and Gavin (1998), learning organizations are skilled at five main activities:
1. Systematic problem solving,
2. Experimentation with new approaches,
3. Learning from their own experience and past history,
4. Learning from the experiences and best practices of others, and
5. Transferring quickly and efficiently throughout the organization.
These activities are very expensive in resource investment and are not easily achieved.
In contrast to individual knowledge, organizational knowledge is highly dynamic,
as it is moved by a variety of forces (Davenport, 1998), and its continuous upgrading
requires a commitment to learning. Most scholars view organizational learning as a
process that unfolds over time and links with knowledge acquisition and improved
performance (Leonard & Gavin, 1998; Meho & Haas, 2001; Rego, 2005).
Leonard and Gavin (1998) posit that a true professional commands a body of
knowledge in a particular discipline that must be updated constantly. Because they have
specialized knowledge and have been trained as elite problem solvers, they often regard
their judgment highly in other realms.
The key to organized learning is embodied in questions that everyone may ask:
Who in this organization depends on me for what information, and on whom, in turn, do I
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depend? Each person's list will always include superiors and subordinates inside or
outside the organization (Meho & Haas, 2001).
Information responsibility to others is increasingly understood, especially in
middle-sized organizations and companies, but information to one‟s self is still largely
ignored (Leonard & Gavin, 1998). Everyone in an organization should constantly be
thinking through what information he or she may need to perform a job to make a
contribution (Meho & Haas, 2001), thus the core activity for a knowledge-creating
company is making personal knowledge available to others, and it takes place
continuously and at all levels (Rego, 2005).
For most companies, people (human capital) are considered the most important
asset. Human capital is a resource of behaviors that may affect the value of explicit
assets. Therefore, when human capital is managed efficiently, it can produce tangible and
recognizable abundance (Brown & Duguid, 2001; Conway & Sligar, 2002).
Every organization has two kinds of assets: tangible and intangible. Tangible
assets include cash, equipment, and physical inventory. Intangible assets are collective
knowledge, creativity, and innovative power (Conway & Sligar, 2002). Conway and
Sligar propose that knowledge is an individual asset created at an individual level. In
order to convert an individual asset into an organizational asset, management needs to
identify all tacit knowledge comprised of experiences, insights, intuitions, and hunches
that every member in the organization carries and make them available to be evaluated
and used by other members of the organization. Hence, an organization must have a
collaborative and sharing culture.
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A collaborative and sharing culture includes a special condition that is related to
the level of accountability of the organization‟s members when seeking others‟
knowledge to use or reuse on their own tasks (Salisbury & Plass, 2001). Exercising this
methodology will save time, gain productivity, and increase efficiency and knowledge
assets. However, knowledge by itself does not produce any value (Conway & Slingar,
2002), but the moment the organization gathers the knowledge from its members and
makes it available to the rest of the organization members, then that knowledge attains
real value (Salisbury & Plass, 2001).
Professional intellect of an organization operates on four levels:


Cognitive Knowledge (or know-what) is the basic mastery of a discipline that
professionals achieve through extensive training and certification. This
information is essential but usually far from sufficient for commercial success.



Advanced Skills (know-how) translate “book learning” into effective
execution. The ability to apply the rules of a discipline to complex real-world
problems is the most widespread value-creating skill level.



Systems Understanding (know-why) is a deep grasp of the cause-and-effect
relationships underlying a discipline. It permits professionals to move beyond
the execution of tasks to solve larger and more complex problems and to
create extraordinary value. Professionals with know-why can anticipate subtle
interactions and unintended consequences. The ultimate expression of systems
understanding is highly trained intuition, such as the insight of a researcher
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who knows instinctively which projects to fund and exactly when to do so.


Self-motivated Creativity (care-why) consists of will, motivation, and
adaptability for success. Highly motivated and creative groups often
outperform others with greater physical or financial resources. Without selfmotivation, intellectual leaders can lose their knowledge advantage through
complacency.

Organizations and companies are recognizing different kinds of learning applied
to different situations. As a consequence, they may need different strategies that can be
adopted to manage knowledge creation, storing, and sharing (Leonard & Gavin, 1998;
Salisbury & Plass, 2001).
Penuel and Cohen (2003) consider two different kinds of learning - novice
learning and expert learning. There are several learning principles that can be observed as
opposed to different learning situations, but a central assumption is shared in all
principles, that learning is taking place within Communities of Practice where members
are always acquiring knowledge in context by participating in activities with others,
either inside or outside their own organization, and from a variety of out-sources such as
organizations, writing material, and technologies. For a better understanding of applied
learning, it is important to know all the participants in an organization: novices,
practitioners, and experts.
Novices are the newcomers that comprise the workforce with little or no
experience. Even though novices have no experience, they are qualified to learn from
other members. Their main responsibility is to understand and remember all processes
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and procedures needed to perform their tasks. Once novices start using a KMS, they
become practitioners. Practitioners can perform and learn to apply and analyze factual
knowledge. When practitioners start using a KMS, over time they become experts using
the system to produce new knowledge (Salisbury, 2003).
In the process of becoming practitioners, novices need to utilize instruction to
understand conceptual knowledge, but they also need factual knowledge in order to
entirely assimilate conceptual knowledge (Salisbury, 2003; Salisbury & Plass, 2001).
When experts create new knowledge, they will use simulations as well as decision
support systems using tacit and explicit knowledge to evaluate and create meta-cognitive
knowledge.

Distributed and Collaborative Learning
Based on the rationale and the problem statement proposed for this project, a
distributed and collaborative learning approach has been chosen as a psychological
framework for KMS design. If knowledge is created for an individual (Conway &
Slingar, 2002) but we are sharing our individual knowledge with others and they with us,
we are talking about distributed cognition (Salomon, 1993). Knowledge is socially
constructed through collaborative efforts toward shared objectives or by dialogues and by
the differences in the people‟s perspectives.
The concept of distributed cognition is not new. Its origin is in the beginning of
the last century. “There is an interesting affinity between the considerations of cognitions
as socially and culturally distributed and the study of human behaviour as a part of a
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wider system of cultural, social, and technological elements” (Salomon, 1993). From a
cultural-historical approach, cognition is distributed across persons, generations,
occupations, classes, religions, and institutions. Culture is experienced locally by face-toface interactions between individuals. The notion of culture requires an understanding
about how cognition is distributed among people; hence, the social distribution of
cognition increases and decreases the degree of common culture mediating any particular
interaction. Another way to view the distribution of cognition is through time. Cognition
is distributed both vertically, in different time dimensions occupied by each of the
participants, and horizontally with respect to the past, present, and future (Salomon,
1993).
As with knowledge, intelligence may also be distributed for use in designing
artifacts as diverse physical tools, representations such as diagrams, and from computeruser interfaces to complex tasks (King, 1998). In some cases, intelligence is often
distributed by off-loading what would be elaborate and error-prone mental reasoning
processes as action constraints of either the physical or symbolic environments (Sutton,
2004). Hence, the distributed-intelligence orientation stands in sharp contrast to the
common focus of intelligence as an attribute of individuals. The material distribution of
intelligence originates for aspects of the environment or the exploitation of design
artifacts. Tools serve as artifacts of distributed cognition when they bring with them new
opportunities for contributing to activities defined as a community of users for such tools
(King, 1998).
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Cognition can be an approach as a flow of information. In a system, a typical
information-handling episode picks up knowledge from various places in the system and
operates with it, often increasing the knowledge. The episode can be analyzed in four
different categories:
1. Knowledge is concerned with what kinds of information are available,
including declarative and procedural knowledge, facts, strategies, and skilled
routines.
2. Representation relates to how knowledge is represented, how it is transported,
and how easily it can be picked up and recoded (Hewitt & Scardamalia,
1998).
3. Retrieval deals with how the system finds and retrieves pieces of information
into a new knowledge representation.
4. Construction is assembling pieces of knowledge retrieved into knowledge
structures (Sutton, 2004).
Thus, distributed cognition is a theoretical framework for a KMS where information and
knowledge is created by the organization‟s members, and the organization creates from
the new knowledge an organization asset (Barritt & Alderman, 2004; Salomon, 1993;
Sutton, 2004).
As well as distributed cognition, Collaborative Learning Theory (CLT) is another
theoretical framework that can be applied to a KMS. The application is based on the main
purpose of an information system enabling efficient and effective collaborations between
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individuals and groups within the enterprise and for collaboration with external partners
(Churchill, et al., 1998).
Rather than being a theory itself, collaborative learning is a collection of several
theories such as flexibility learning theory, constructive theory, distributed learning
theory, etc. (Reigeluth, 1999). Using this approach, people learn from each other by
sharing their insights and experiences in a learning environment and by working together.
Collaborative learning can also be considered a method of teaching and learning where a
group of students (in the same or in different locations) work together by sharing an
assignment using Internet technology to develop content knowledge in complex domains
(Miller, 1999). This supports Ostergaard and Summers‟ (2007) belief that collaborative
design is defined as “…an interactive team structure composed of actors, both humans
and artificial reasoning systems, working to achieve a common design goal via shared
ideas, expertise, responsibilities, and/or resources.”
It is important to understand the distinction between collaborative learning and
cooperative learning. Collaborative learning takes place any time students work together
rather than compete with each other individually.
Research reported by Lowry, Nanamaker, Booker, Curtis, and Lowry (2004)
suggests that cooperative and collaborative learning conveys positive results among
learners, such as a better understanding of content, improvement of the learner‟s selfesteem, promotion of higher motivation, and an increase in overall achievement,
depending on the strategies and tools used.
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Collaboration, cooperation, and sharing processes in a KMS are key tasks that use
different tools, such as computer software, Communities of Practice, etc. (Conway &
Slingar, 2002). Computer software has a primary objective of facilitating the flow of
inter-exchange and knowledge sharing processes when organization members are using
and/or reusing all kinds of knowledge already deposited in a repository systems
(Salisbury, 2003).
In the last few years, new Internet tools, such as chats, blogs, and Wikis, have
added new and different dimensions to the collaborative learning approach. Differences
in distance, time, cultures, and gender historically create barriers. Now students may
work together as a team to find information and share it through the Internet.
There are many choices of web-based software for school computer networks for
use in creating web-based Wiki and blogs to connect learners in synchronous or
asynchronous fashion, as a group on single common tasks or on projects (Dennison,
2006; Dickerson, 2004; Tsai, Lee, & Wang, 2006). However, creating successful online
collaborative communities isn't easy. Failures may result from unusable software with
overly complex routines, organizational readiness, governance, or communicating value
to the individuals involved (Fichter, 2005). Furthermore, collaborative tools must meet
unique requirements of community members (Fichter, 2005; Tsai, et al., 2006).
Tsai, et al. (2006) found that a collaborative course requires the cultivation of
students‟ cooperative teamwork through a synchronous, collaborative learning style that
must enhance students‟ abilities to integrate professional knowledge as assets of the
organization. A collaborative course must enable students and accelerate product
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development or task performance by using tools and other members‟ feedback to assist
students in learning to select and evaluate different tools and network services available.
Finally, collaborative design must inspire students‟ creativity through the synergy of
teamwork and by processes.
Online collaboration tools range from the simple to the complex, expensive or
low-cost, and with local or remote accessibility. All those collaborative tools need to
offer at least these basic services:


A way to communicate,



A mechanism to share documents, and



A means to discover other members of the community.

Some optional services need also be included, such as “…online calendaring; extensive
user profiles and expertise finders; recommender systems; shared whiteboard; and
multiple channels, including instant messaging, Web, and/or phone conferencing
facilities…” (Fichter, 2005).

What are the benefits of collaborative learning?
When a student has engaged in a collaborative activity, knowledge construction
begins, because knowledge is created in situ. Thus, a constructionist learning
environment (such as collaborative learning) emphasizes knowledge building based on
conversation and joint task execution among learners or even in collaborative groups of
learners that are interacting with each other. There are also benefits from small group
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learning in a collaborative environment that may include learners discovering how to
work with different types of people. Thus, students will develop a better understanding of
individual differences and will become actively involved in learning and appreciate
opportunities for personal feedback.

What are some critical perspectives on collaborative learning?
In educational settings, critics have pointed out problems:


Objectives that are too vague,



Poor expectations for accountability,



An avoidance of teaching,



The mix of students, and



The overuse of cooperative groups to the detriment of students who would
benefit more from learning alone.

Other possible problems involve racial and gender inequities and the possibility that
group learning may reinforce stereotypes, biases, and views of science and math as a
male domain (Noble, Ingleton, Doube, & Rogers, 2000).
To collaborate implies that the individual must have a clear project or task to be
accomplished. In teamwork, each collaborator must acquire a commitment of team work,
so a collaborator must be willing and motivated to work as a partner. This condition
implies a healthy dose of individual confidence that every single piece of collaboration
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will have a meaning for objectives of the task or project. Individuals need to be assured
that his/her contributions will be respected by others and benefit his/her reputation.
The need for combining knowledge management and learners in communities
arose from the overwhelming volume of data and information available, the need to
transform information into knowledge for effective solutions, and the need to capture
knowledge for storage (Rae, Taylor, & Roberts, 2006).
From an educational point of view, collaborative learning is also a philosophy of
teaching in which learners might work together on a common goal, exchange their
opinions on a subject, clarify the meanings of concepts, or jointly address and solve a
problem (Rae, et al., 2006). Collaborative learning allows the prior knowledge that each
brings to the community to be used on the problem at hand to construct new knowledge.
As Thomas Kuhn (1970) has pointed out, “Knowledge is intrinsically the common
property of a group or else nothing at all.”
A learning community is one that carries a responsibility to promote one another‟s
knowledge acquisition. Collaborative learning has as one of its goals to help individuals
acknowledge disagreements and handle difficulties within the community. This concept
can apply to staff development, curriculum development teams, subject group,
researchers, distance learners, applicants, alumni, colleges and schools, regional groups,
and more. The learning community may also have a tutor or group of tutors in order to
assist in supporting community interactions that may bring informal and formal learning
together combining knowledge management and information sharing at the same time as
building learning communities (Rae, et al., 2006).
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Communities of Practice
Watson (2008) defines Communities of Practice (CoP) as “self-organizing
networks of people dedicated to sharing knowledge” commonly defined in terms of the
connections made between members over shared interests. The creation of CoPs assist
co-workers who have complementary knowledge to form a self-organized group
generally initiated by employees who communicate with one another because they share
common work practices, interests, or aims (Brown & Duguid, 2001; Conway & Slingar,
2002).
The contexts in which people learn are often defined by a professional community
that works collaboratively or who share a common professional identity. As Cohen and
Penuel (2003) argue, learning takes place in a CoP, and it will shape its members in a
manner determined by what, why, and how knowledge is required at the workplace, as
well as increasing job performance.
Any new job requires novices understand what CoP resources are available. They
also need to know what expertise is distributed across the organization, the way those
resources can be accessed, how their organization is hierarchically organized, and the
ways information flows. In order to achieve novices‟ full engagement on organization
activities and to allow novices to learn from other organization members, a KMS strategy
needs to provide access to experts, as well as opportunities in training and informal
settings so that they can exchange information with other organization members.
Novices learn by interacting, thus providing opportunities to reflect on their own
practice and to get a deeper understanding of their work. These opportunities include
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shared stories from experts about successful practices and experiences of failure that
transfer knowledge based on past experience to CoP members. Other opportunities are
knowledge networks that may help leverage innovation and provide environments for
experts to solve new and emerging problems. In organizations where experts come from
different disciplines, domains, or organizations, some new opportunities will emerge for
experts to work outside their own specialization.
One of the main advantages of CoP is sharing information and experiences among
its members (Neus, 2001). If there are geographical distance issues, CoPs become Virtual
Communities of Practice (VCoPs) by combining traditional and emerging virtual
communication technologies. Thus, when collaborative work is needed, Wiki technology
is there, available for CoPs and/or VCoPs (Watson, 2008).
Wikis and VCoPs have been described as important knowledge management tools
(Walker, 2006; Ardichvili, Page, & Wentling, 2003) that offer geographically dispersed
group members a centralized, web-based knowledge repository for storing shared and
created knowledge (Watson, 2008). This tool facilitates efficient knowledge management
processed for groups and reduces the flow of back-and-forth e-mails and instant
messages. A Wiki knowledge repository can be indexed making all content searchable by
users. Despite its advantages, Wikis still face a common problem experienced with many
virtual applications: the lack of a sharing culture and participation among an
organization‟s members.
Sharing culture in Virtual Communities is a main requirement of all communities
of practice, virtual or otherwise, that is reflected in the level of social interaction among
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group members and its positive influences on the quality of all knowledge created
(Watson, 2008; Chua, 2002). By fostering an incremental question-and-answer
knowledge creation process, Wiki technology will also foster the process of users
creating hyperlinks to needed information and expecting other users will enhance what
they have added (Watson, 2008).

Social Networks
In order to understand the flow of knowledge in an organization, it is useful to
construct course maps that will illustrate the tacit and explicit knowledge streaming
proprieties, such as sources, links, and constraints (Chan & Liebowitz, 2006; Reinmoeller
& Chong, 2002). KM can benefit from the Social Network (SN) field by using its
methods and tools to determine SN‟s strengths and/or weaknesses by studying the
fluency of knowledge in a systematic and systemic manner (Chan & Liebowitz, 2006).
The field is an interdisciplinary research curriculum that works with a single goal:
to envisage relationships among the entities that are part of a given social network and its
impact on the relationships of other social phenomena (Benta, 2005; Evanschitzky,
Ahlert, Blaich, & Kenning, 2006). The elements of this curriculum are created around a
set of shared concepts and methods for analysis of SNs (Butts, 2008; Gummesson, 2006;
Scott, 2000).
Butts (2008) defines Social Networks as “…a set of entities, together with a social
relation on those entities. As such, a network is bounded by the set of entities on which it
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is defined.” The network formed by these entities is different from one to another.
Entities can be identifiable and are finite in number.
Social Network Analysis (SNA) is a requirement that might be defined as pairs of
entities that may be qualitative mutually excluding between relationships that are present
and those that are not. SNA is comprised of a set of methods that specifically allow
research of relational aspects of SN structures (Benta, 2005). Social science data is rooted
in cultural values and symbols and constituted through meanings, motives, definitions,
and typifications (Scott, 2000).
There are three kinds of data in all social research that are collected through
instruments such as surveys and interviews. Evanschitzky, et al. (2006) tell us that:


Attribute Data is related to attitudes, opinions, and behavior of individuals
regarding properties, qualities, or characteristics that belong to members of a
group or groups.



Relational Data are the contacts, ties and connections, attachments and
meetings relating one individual to another in such a way that they cannot be
reduced to a single individual. Relations are not the properties of each
individual but of a group of individuals; thus, these relations are connected in
pairs of individuals that are forming a larger relational system.



Ideational Data describes the meanings, motives, definitions, and
typifications of themselves. Scott (2000) considers that techniques used for its
analysis, despite their centrality, are less well developed than the two former
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ones.
These three kinds of data are related on network characteristics, such as time and context
that occur in networking relationships (Butts, 2008; Scott, 2000).
The methods appropriate to Relational Data are those of network analysis,
whereby all relations are treated as expressing the lineages that run between individuals
(Gummesson, 2006). Hence, SNA supplies a great set of tools for describing and
modelling the relational context in which a single behaviour or set is taking place,
including all its relational dimensions. (Butts, 2008; Scott, 2000).
A common framework for SNA programs is the mathematical approach of graph
theory, which provides a formal language for describing networks and their features
(Benta, 2005). Under the above SN definition and constrains, SN research uses graphs for
social relationship representations (Benta, 2005; Gummesson, 2006). Butts (2008)
defines a graph as “…a relational structure consisting of two elements: a set of entities
(called vertices or nodes) and a set of entity pairs indicating ties (called edges).” Thus, in
this framework the raw or coded data is organized in such a way that allows for the
conducting of analysis and performance of some inference about the phenomenon under
study.
Graph theory offers a translation of matrix data into formal concepts and theorems
that can be directly related to the substantive features of social networks (Scott, 2000). In
an undirected graph, balance is simply described as the particular pattern of signs
attached to the lines that make up the graph. Any balanced graph, no matter how large or
complex, can be divided into two sub-groups with interesting properties. The relations
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within each of these sub-groups will be positive, while those between each of these subgroups will be negative (Benta, 2005). Thus, a balanced SN will consist of at least a set of
two cohesive sub-groupings between which there is conflict and antagonism. This
concept of balance has been especially influential in experimental studies of group
cooperation and leadership (Scott, 2000).
The establishment of network boundaries plays a particularly important step due
to the interactive nature of relational systems that are present at that particular SN.
Without boundaries, problems such as the inclusion or exclusion of relevant or irrelevant
entities, as well as all relationships between those entities and others in the population,
may arise. In addition, many structural properties of interest may be affected by the
presence or absence of a limited number of relationships in some locations that may have
ramifications that extend well beyond those entities. Therefore, it is extremely important
to define the network boundary in order to ensure subsequent analyses (Butts, 2008).
Butts (2008) established three different boundaries for SN research:
1. The Exogenously Defined Boundary (EDB) is created by the researcher in
order to measures all links and relationships among the indicated entities. This
boundary is commonly used in groups with a small number of members and
for intra-organizational studies. Each individual‟s membership must be well
defined and the research objective concentrated only with interactions among
group members (Butts, 2008).
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2. A Relationally Defined Boundary (RDB) is generated by the conclusion
condition and commonly by a set of entities that are defined as being of
intrinsic interest and also satisfy some condition of social closure.
3. The Methodologically Defined Boundary (MDB) is determined by the
methodology used to obtain the network in research.
Researchers also use a set of designs called data aggregation models whereby knowledge
of cognitive social structures serves as a foundation by using appropriate data aggregation
models (Romney, Weller, & Batchelder, 1986; Butts, 2008).
Benta (2005) describes one-tier report design as the most common design for
interpersonal network studies. These studies imply directed relations, as they work on a
one-way relationship where an individual is asked to provide either incoming or outgoing
ties but not both. Hence, for conducting studies of inference about personal network
structure, complete network, or cognitive level, there are a number of designs that can be
used to meet this objective.
In other cases, the available designs are complete egocentric designs, link-trace
designs, and arc sampling designs. These designs are used in personal network research
and utilize sampling techniques to provide information regarding individual local
structural context by means of standard survey instruments. Using the egocentric design
family, selected informants are first asked to name those with whom they are related, then
which pairs are related to one another. All identifications under this design may be oneway or two-way in the directed case. Complete egocentric designs can also be used when
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attempting a network census but will provide some redundant information regarding
particular edges (Benta, 2005).
Link-trace designs are adaptive sampling methods that operate by iteratively
obtaining changes from a current set of individuals (as in one-tier report) and then using
these changes as individual in the next wave of data collection. In this way, link-trace
designs lead the network following chains of relationships from current respondents to
future respondents. Variants of link-trace designs include snowball sampling, randomwalk sampling, and respondent-driven sampling (Butts, 2003). Link-trace designs can
allow for some types of global network inference, despite the fact that not all edges are
measured; link-trace designs give one to two measurements per potential edge. As with
egocentric design, link-trace may have a sampling that is potentially contaminated by
reporting error.
Arc sampling designs differ from the others in that they begin by selecting
particular edges to measure and then seek information on those edges. Information need
not come from the individuals who are end-points to the edges in question; observer or
third party informant reports, archival materials, or even sensor data can serve to produce
observations (Butts, 2008). Arc sampling can be considered as emerging from contexts
such as archival data in which one sample is on conducted interactions and not on
potential interactions.
Once boundaries are created and study designs chosen, gathering data instruments
is needed. Network data is gathered from individuals by using survey instruments but
also can be gathered from archival materials, sensors, observation, or many other sources
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(Butts, 2008; Scott, 2000). The questionnaires, interviews, and participant observation of
documentary sources can be consulted in order to generate the data.
The two most common instruments used in SNA are prompted recall, also known
as “roster” instruments, and free list or “name generator.” Both instruments have their
own strengths and weaknesses.
Prompted recall or roster instruments consist of a stem question along with a list
of names. Subjects will be instructed to check names of those individuals that are linked
to the indicated relation and leave the other boxes blank. This tool is simple to use and
minimizes false negatives due to forgetting. As instrument length must not grow too long;
no more than 30-50 names should be used where the set of potential names is known in
advance and confidentiality is reinforced (Butts, 2008).
A name generator consists of a question that asks the subject to write down from
memory a list of individuals with whom the subject has a given relationship. The name
generator differs from the former instrument by only employing a free list protocol. The
biggest concern for this instrument is false negatives due to forgetting and/or subject
fatigue (Butts, 2008). Both methods produce very similar results.
Research questions on a Social Network involve the measurement and modelling
of particular structural properties that have been shown to be predictive of work
satisfaction and team performance (Benta, 2005). When the research questions require
examining specific structural properties, the structural index approach is used. This
method establishes the quantification of structural properties in a systematic way and
compares those properties against an established baseline model or null hypothesis. The
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foundation of this approach is the development of descriptive indices‟ real-valued
functions of graphs that will quantify the presence or absence of particular structural
elements. Co-variants in statistical models are sometimes used as dependent variables
(Benta, 2005).
When the primary objective of analysis is the characterization of the properties of
individual positions, Butts (2003) recommends using one of the four node-level indices.
The most basic index is the Centrality index, which is defined as the size of the
neighbourhood of the focal vertex.
As its name implies, Betweenness indices quantify the extent to which the focal
vertex lies on a large number of shortest paths between various third parties. Highbetweenness individuals thus tend to act as “boundary spanners” by bridging groups that
are otherwise distantly connected, if at all. Closeness captures the extent to which the
focal vertex has short paths to all other vertices within the graph. Of great importance is
the eigenvector centrality, the principal solution to the linear equation system (Butts,
2008).
In addition to the node-level indices, there are ego network indices, which
comprise a family of node-level measurement used for egocentric network properties.


Graph-level indices quantify structural properties of the network as a whole
and are especially important when comparing networks and determining the
large-scale structural context in which a specific behaviour occurs (Butts,
2008).
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The Density index is used to describe the connectivity properties of a network
and is considered the most basic index. Density can be interpreted as the
marginal probability of an edge from any given vertex v to some other vertex
v' and is a measure of local connectivity. However, Density per se does not tell
us about non-local connections between vertices and thus is not a very
satisfying index (Butts, 2008; Scott, 2000).



Network Comparison is used when a problem involves comparing structure
across networks. Such situations naturally arise when it is asked whether a
particular intervention affects team structure, whether participation in one
relation affects participation in others, or whether a particular collection of
relations reflect variations on a single underlying subject matter.

Social Networks and Social Network Analysis provide very useful tools and
comprehensive methodology for the research knowledge learning process in
organizations to aid in understanding the flow of learning into an organization (Chan &
Liebowitz, 2006; Rae, et al., 2006).

Wiki
Wiki (Hawaiian word for quick/fast) is a low-cost, web-based tool for sharing
data, information, and knowledge within a community and aids in providing a means for
disrupted groups to develop an on-line culture of sharing (Fichter, 2005; Gordon, 2006).
Watson (2008) describes a Wiki as a set of editable, interconnected web pages developed
by multiple users, as well as the philosophy surrounding the software (Louridas, 2006;
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Wagner, 2004). Wiki works in and out of real time (Watson, 2008) and is easily modified
and updated by its members (Fleenor, 2005; Harris-Jones, 2006; Minocha & Thomas,
2007). The most well-known and popular Wiki on the Internet is Wikipedia
(www.Wikipedia.org). Wikis are not only encyclopedias (Gordon, 2006) but can be
considered a knowledge community (Davidson, 2007; Davidson, 2005), as they presently
are used as Knowledge Management tools (Dickerson, 2004).
Incorporating a Wiki is especially useful when groups require a tool that allows
synchronous-asynchronous long distance collaborative. When a Wiki is used for
collaborative work on knowledge creation, establishment of conventions is required
(Watson, 2008), which may include guidelines, etiquettes, as well as a type of philosophy
where goals are provided. Wikis provide safe features and an effective virtual forum for
interaction, posting, and discussion, as they allow all voices to be heard, as well as
version control and a safety net (Watson, 2008; Desilets, Paquet, & Vinson, 2005). These
features are especially useful for Communities of Practice (CoP).
Research findings suggest that Wikis can go beyond technological innovations
and may offer a change of culture towards the knowledge creation process in
organizations (Desilets, et al., 2005; Andersen, 2005; Louridas, 2006; Watson, 2008).
Andersen posits, “Wikis offer a management philosophy that manages knowledge
creation through evolution of norms and values rather than directives and incentives.”
In the field of education, Wiki‟s major population target is students (K-12) and
Internet surfers (Roush, 2005; Spanbauer, 2005). Previously, it was impossible to
consider using Wiki in academic activities, so it was not possible to use data and/or
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information from a Wiki as a reference for research support or to enhance leadership
(Achterman, 2006; Fleenor, 2005). However, this is starting to change. Minocha and
Thomas (2007) reported that a study on a Wiki was used for a graduate engineering
course and found that Wiki helped students work in a collaborative fashion and enhanced
the learning process.
There are many Wikis available, such as Wiki Farm
(www.sven.de/librie/PmWiki/WikiFarms), BluWiki (www.bluWiki.org), BrainKeeper
(www.brainkeeper.com), and ClearWiki (www.clearWiki.com) where users are granted
membership after answering an on-line information survey (Gordon, 2006; Salz, 2006).
There are other Wikis that are formed by closed communities (Dickerson, 2004; Fichter,
2005) in which members share insights, information, and experiences so members can
learn from each other creating a learning community (Achterman, 2006; Fichter, 2005;
Salz, 2006; Sauer, Bialek, Efimova, Schwartlander, Pless, & Neuhaus, 2005). When this
kind of Wiki is used for Knowledge Management, it is known as BTpedia (Dennison,
2006). Members can publish and edit contained content in the repository system. BTpedia
users have taken many precautions regarding the information deposited on the BTpedia
so that other organizations cannot shut down their knowledge system. What they seek is
to share knowledge and intelligence (Dennison, 2006).
The key strategy for the proposed Wiki is generated among its members through a
continuous, substantive discussion and communication in a collaborative learning
environment (Dickerson, 2004; Sauer et al., 2005; Wikis, 2006) connecting people to
their knowledge (Salz, 2006). Some Wikis exist so users‟ access is restricted to members
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only, and information is structured individually in well-defined categories. Sauer, et al.
(2005) considers this tool as a quick way to create, preserve, and share knowledge.
A Wiki‟s primary goal is to capture and amass all tacit and explicit knowledge
from each member in an organization and make it available for all members (Manafy,
2007). This style of Wiki will be the focus used in this research. Its low cost and
accessibility (Harris-Jones, 2006), as well as its reputation as a tool to improve an
organization‟s productivity (Achterman, 2006; Gordon, 2006) makes it an ideal
instrument for the University of Guadalajara - South Coast Campus‟s needs. In order to
succeed, this tool must be carefully built and supported or it may fail (Salz, 2006).
With the easy availability of a Wiki, as a collaborative learning tool for members
of organizations, the following questions arise. Given easy access to a Wiki, will
knowledge creation, sharing, and preservation increase among CUCSUR faculty
members? What characteristics are needed among CUCSUR faculty members so
knowledge creation was elicited by its contributions to the scientific community whereas
knowledge, experiences and information is shared? Finally, under what conditions in a
virtual community knowledge was created?
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CHAPTER 3
Methodology
The research question that driven this dissertation was: given easy access to a
Wiki, as a collaborative learning tool, will knowledge creation, sharing, and preservation
increase among CUCSUR faculty members?
A knowledge sharing community was created in a Wiki website when 12 tenured
professors from The University of Guadalajara met for 12 weeks to learn to conduct more
successful research by posting their experiences, information, and knowledge. Twentyseven topics of discussion were provided by the researcher to promote discussion.
Due to the nature of this proposed study, this research project was performed
using a qualitative research approach as a case study design.
Merriam (1991) defines a case study as “…an examination of a specific
phenomenon such as a program, an event, a person, a process, an institution, or a social
group. The bounded system, or case, might be selected, because it is an instance of some
concern, issue, or hypothesis.” Merriam believes case study knowledge resonates with
our experience, because it is more vivid, concrete, and sensory than abstract. It is also
more contextual, as our experiences are rooted in context, as with knowledge in case
studies. This knowledge is distinguishable from the abstract, formal knowledge derived
from other research designs, because it is developed by reader interpretation. Readers
bring to a case study their own experience and understanding that leads to generalizations
when new data is added to old data.
Merriam (1991) states that these generalizations are “…part of the knowledge
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produced by case studies.” Qualitative research assumes that there are multiple realities,
that the world is not an objective article but a function of personal interaction and
perception, a highly subjective phenomenon in need of interpretation rather than
measuring. Analyzing case studies require rich description to develop conceptual
categories or to illustrate, support, or challenge theoretical assumptions that were held
prior to the data gathering. Evaluative case studies involve descriptions, explanations, and
judgment. Much has been written about naturalistic evaluation, responsive evaluation,
and qualitative evaluation (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
In qualitative investigation, the researcher is the primary instrument of data
collection and analysis, but training in observation and interviewing is often not readily
available to aspiring case study researchers. Further limitations involve the issues of
Trustworthiness, Transferability, and Positionality.
Trustworthiness is related to “…how an inquirer persuades his or her audiences
that the findings of an inquiry are worth paying attention to, worth taking account of…”
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Furthermore, Lincoln and Guba suggest that inquirers found it
useful to ask the following four questions:
1. How can confidence in the „Truth‟ of the findings be established?
2. How can applicability be determined?
3. How can findings of an inquiry be determined if the inquiry were replicated?
4. How can one establish the degree to which the findings of an inquiry are
determined by the subjects and conditions of the inquiry and not by the biases,
motivations, interests, or perspectives of the inquirer?
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Answers to these questions create an association with Internal Validity, External Validity,
Reliability and Objectivity.


Internal Validity is defined in conventional terms as the extent to which variations
in a dependent variable can be attributed to controlled variation in an independent
variable, whereas a causal connection between independent and dependent
variables is usually assumed (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).



External Validity is “…the approximate validity with which we infer that the
presumed causal relationship can be generalized to and across alternate measures
of the cause and effect and across different types of persons, settings, and
times…” (Cook & Campbell, 1979).



Reliability is synonymous with “…dependability, stability, consistency,
predictability, accuracy…” (Kerlinger, 1973). Reliability is usually tested by
replications (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).



Objectivity “…refers to what a number of subjects or judges experience – in short,
to phenomena in the public domain” (Scriven, 1971). Objectivity exists when
there is an isomorphism between the data of a study and reality (Lincoln & Guba,
1985). Objectivity is not threatened when good methodologies are used, because
these methodologies make possible for inquirer values to refract the natural data.



Transferability is provided by the researcher and is related to a thick description
necessary to enable someone interested in making a transfer to reach a conclusion
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about whether transfer can be contemplated as a possibility. To determine the
Transferability in a naturalistic approach is impossible. The naturalistic can only
work out hypotheses together with a description of the time and context in which
they were found to hold (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).


Positionality is the practice of a writer or theorist delineating his or her own
position in relation to the study, with the implication that this position may
influence aspects of the study, such as the types of information collected or the
way in which it is interpreted. Positionality has been criticized as using general
characteristics, such as gender, religion, class, or race - characteristics that may or
may not say much about the actual perspective of any particular individual
(Salzman, 2002).

All former limitations are taken into account in the research design to describe how these
issues will be managed in order to maximize the quality of the research as scientific work
and not merely a report of a personal experience. It will also clarify how data represent
the reality when they are gathered during the performance of the research project.

Subjects
Participants for this project consisted of male and female CUCSUR faculty
members between the ages of 31 to 60 who are dedicated to research. All participants had
a Masters in Science or a Ph.D. from various disciplines.
Fourteen to twenty participants were professors who are members of Sistema
Nacional de Investigadores or SNI (National Research System) and/or members of
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Programa de Mejoramiento Del Profesorado or PROMEP (Faculty Improving Program).
The number of participants is not final, since Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggest
“…sampling until a point of saturation or redundancy is reached.”

Subjects’ Description
A total of 23 people signed the consent form to become participants in the Wiki
website before the experiment started. However, from these 23, only 12 persons actually
contributed.

Participants by Age, Gender, Academic Level, and Academic Profile
Participants‟ age varied from 38 to 58 years, with a mean of 47.33; SD= 4.79.
There were nine males and three females; five hold a Masters in Science degree and
seven a Ph.D. In addition, eleven have a PROMEP profile, and only one holds the SNI
profile (see Table 4).

Description of UDG-CoP
CUCSUR has 281 full-time and part-time faculty members. Only full-time
professors responsible for research projects were considered. Part-time professors are
research collaborators and are responsible for a research project. Table 1 shows
CUCSUR‟S faculty distribution. Professors with a SNI and/or PROMEP profile are the
main target for this project, but others may be added by volunteering to participate. Thus,
56 professors comprise the study (see Table 1).
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Table 1. CUCSUR‟s faculty are listed by years of employment, their position, dedication,
and their profile as a researcher* in Fall 2008.
Academic
Senior Associate Assistant Technician Contract TOTAL
Full-time
86
35
12
133
Part-time
3
2
3
8
19
121
140
89
37
15
19
121
281
Dedication
Teaching
Professor
Research
Professor
Academic Profile
SNI
PROMEP

20

150

37

207

24

40

10

74

4
26

0
30

0
0

4
56

Note: * UDG-CUCSUR Human Resources Office, August 2008.

Table 2 shows the distribution of 12 participants that actually participated in this
research by postings their contributions in the Wiki website. The age, gender, academic
degree, academic profile, and experience are presented for each subject.
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Table 2. Distribution of Participant by: Age, Gender, Academic Degree, Academic
Profile and experience on research.
Academic
Academic
Experience
Gender
Degree
Profile
Participant ID Age Male Female M. in Sc. Ph. D. SNI PROMEP
38
M*
Part1
X
X
X
58
HC***
Part3
X
X
X
44
QG**
Part13
X
X
X
49
M
Part18
X
X
X
48
HC
Part22
X
X
X
50
QG
Part23
X
X
X
44
HC
Part24
X
X
X
48
QG
Part25
X
X
X
46
QG
Part28
X
X
X
46
QG
Part29
X
X
X
51
M
Part30
X
X
X
46
QG
Part31
X
X
X
TOTAL
9
3
5
7
1
11
Note: * Mortal, ** Quasi-God, ***Holy Cow. Mean=47.3, SD=4.79

Holy Cows, Quasi-Gods and Mortals
A local culture is developing at CUCSUR as well as within the UDG network.
Professors known as Holy Cows harvest substantial external and internal financial
resources (local, state, federal and international sources) for research projects at UDG and
are considered untouchables because of their vast experience on research and academics.
In addition to Holy Cows, others professors are known as Quasi-Gods because of
their research experiences (5-15 years) and access or ability to find/raise financial support
for research activities (local, state, and sometimes federal). They conduct research
projects from beginning (writing a project) to end (publication) and collaborate with Holy
Cows on joint research projects.
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The Mortals have little or no research experience, raise no funds for research
projects but collaborate with Holy Cows and Quasi-Gods.
Using Salisbury‟s classification (2003), it is possible to identify Holy Cows as the
Experts, the Quasi-Gods as Practitioners, and Mortals as the Novices.

By UDG regulations, only Senior or Associate professors may head a research
project. Assistant professors may collaborate on research projects, but they are not the
responsible party. Faculty members are further divided by their academic focus as a
teaching professor or research professor. Thus, a focus of teaching professor means
more hours in front of a class, and a focus as a research professor means more hours
dedicated to research, although professors from both categories teach as well as conduct
research. Teaching professors divide 25-50% of their time to teaching and the remainder
to research. Research professors dedicate 10-20% of their time to teaching and the
remaining to research projects.
Professors are also categorized into SNI and PROMEP. The SNI profile is a
nation-wide recognition as a high-performance researcher meaning they publish,
domestically and/or internationally, at least three to ten refereed scientific papers every
three years and may have created patents, industrial copyrights, and/or have written
books or book chapters. They are also main advisors for graduate students. Professors
with a SNI profile do not necessarily work in a higher education institution; they may
work in a research oriented organization. Professors with a PROMEP profile who work at
higher education institutions are dedicated to teaching as well as research. This rating is
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given to professors who have a high performance not only in teaching and research but
also in academic affairs, such as academic program design. Only full-time professors are
eligible for a SNI and/or PROMEP profiles.
Professors who wish to earn either a SNI and/or PROMEP profile may apply
every year. However, the profile lasts only three years, at which time professors may reapply to extend their designation. If a professor applies for either of these profiles and
then decreases or increases research production, he/she will lose or gain the profile and
will need to wait until the following year to re-apply to regain the profile. Hence, the
number of professors in either of these two profiles may vary year to year. In 2007
CUCSUR listed 11 professors with a SNI profile and 48 with a PROMEP profile. In 2010
there are four professors with a SNI profile and 56 with a PROMEP profile. Full-time
professors in Mexico are striving to earn at least one of these profiles, as it can double or
even quadruple his or her salary.
In addition to academic professors, some professors work as an Academic
Technician; they are able to teach but can only support and collaborate in research
projects. Most of them are in charge of a lab facility. Professors listed as “By Contract”
are hired to teach academic courses part-time, usually off-campus, and sometimes
participate as research collaborators.
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Artifacts
Artifacts such as interviews and surveys were developed especially for this project
and conducted with each participating professor at the end of working the Wiki process.
A review of the Wiki website content was conducted immediately after the experimental
phase was completed and before interviews were conducted. The objectives of the Wiki
website activity were to provide indirect “official” evidence of the perceived problems
and to ascertain the effectiveness of the KMS Wiki in learning by collaboration and
cooperation for CUCSUR-CoP members.

Interviews
Interviews detected and identified primary activities that each interviewee


Performed on his/her research projects,



His/her role,



What, how, and when they have learned from interacting with other
CUCSUR-CoP members by using Wiki contents, and



Individual problems regarding Knowledge Management Systems (KMS).

Interviews addressed problems faced during daily work on research and how a Wiki
website provided solutions and/or answers for posted questions.
All interviews were conducted with expressed participant consent using a directed
interview format that was recorded in electronic format for later analysis. The content of
interviews, as well participant identity, was discrete and confidential. To this end, each
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participant was assigned a nickname. Suggested questions for interviews are shown in
Appendix A.

Strategies
Research Design
A case study was selected as the project design, as there were more than two
subjects and only one site study. All subjects‟ data were compared and contrasted.

Sample
A convenience sample was used in this project. Professors were invited by the
researcher to be part of this study. Along with former participants, additional professors
were invited by previous participants to join the project. All professors who accepted as
full participants could withdraw from this study at any time.

Data Collection


Observation on Wiki website activities: All postings from participants were
filed electronically.



Interview: Content from all interviews was recorded in electronic files and
translated by voice recognizer software (Via Voice) into an electronic
document for data analysis.
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Documentation: If any posting carried an attached document, it was also
added to archives of this project for its pertinence and/or relevance.

Data Analysis
After the KMS was implemented in the WebPaint server and participants found it
to work reliably, the evaluation process began based on two strategies:
1. To compare the experiential information in the use of KMS and from its two
sources – participants‟ posting content and participants‟ interview content, and
2. To evaluate the transferability and appropriateness of a KMS and Wiki KMS
performance.
In order to implement both strategies, a set of directed participant interviews was
conducted. Interviews for all participants were the same, and were conducted on a
person-to-person basis and electronically recorded. Data gathered from interviews were
analyzed through the use of Atlas TI software, and raw data were assembled into
categories as previously described in the theoretical framework. Specific attention was
paid to relationships between keywords and statements within the data, as well as
contradictions in interviewees‟ statements.


Findings were tagged with a code from one of the previously mentioned
categories.



Findings were set in a matrix.



Patterns of interviewee statements were identified.
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If data did not provide clear trends that reinforced the findings identified by the previous
approach, a grounded theory approach might be used. Frequency, omission, and
declaration were taken into account for data analysis (LeCompte, 2000).
Spradley‟s semantic relationship approach was chosen for the study to establish
meaningful criteria for data analyzed. Five steps were needed.
1. Assemble taxonomy to create a semantic relationship of items using “X” as a
kind of “Y”.
2. Construct sets of taxonomies making new taxonomies that consist of
individual items of behavior and belief that emerged from the previous step.
3. Use participants to create taxonomies to assist the researcher in sorting data
into meaningful sets.
4. Once the second genus of taxonomy has been created in step three, patterns
needed to be identified.
5. Patterns were assembled into structured groups of patterns or developed into
rough conceptual categories (LeCompte, 2000).

Social Network Analysis
Data gathered from website activities were processed using AGNA™ Software.
Indexes to be determined were for relational data, centrality, betweenness, fareness,
eccentricity, and closeness. For attribute data, the density index was determined. These
indexes provided additional evidence reflecting CUCSUR CoP members‟ interaction
with one another. This analysis also helped establish the relationship among Holy Cows,
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Quasi-gods and Mortals in the Wiki. With these relationships, the CUCSUR-UDG social
network of collaborative learning on research was established.
Trustworthiness
Research did not find a similar study reported in scientific literature; thus, this
study presented some problems of trustworthiness. The main strategy was to support the
information provided by the participants with third party evidence.
Comparisons of interview content were performed by double-checking the
interviewee‟s information with the interviewee, as well as comparing information with
documents previously provided (posted) during the use of the Wiki.
This study is an example for other higher-education organizations interested in the
implementation of a KMS as a collaborative learning tool based on the fact that all
findings and methodology were comprehensively detailed in the report. Data analysis
from the interviews was confirmed using a pilot study to ensure the validation of the
instruments for data recollection. Data from the pilot study were discharged after the
validation process.

Positionality
1. The researcher was an outside consultant for the organization, which kept
activities unaffected. The information contained within the organization was
not relevant to the researcher, but the organization processes were highly
important, since the main objective of the KMS was to generate meaningful
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knowledge from previous information and knowledge and information created
by the organizational processes and activities.
2. The researcher‟s main strategy, besides the posting of the first questions, was
refraining from intervening in the Wiki KMS posting. However, the KMS
contained several interventions within the organization that consisted of three
main activities: (a) the implementation of the KMS, (b) the organization
members‟ training and technical support, and (c) the KMS evaluation process
by the members of the organization.
3. The researcher witnessed and recorded the organization members‟
assimilation of the KMS and possible cultural problems faced during the first
days of the KMS implementation. All situations and member behaviors were
recorded in field notes to triangulate information that came from interviews
and questionnaires.
4. The evaluation report regarding the KMS users‟ satisfaction was constructed
based on information from interviews and field notes. Any relevant
information for KMS from artifacts, such as Wiki content and/or member
information, was revised, evaluated, and included in the evaluation report.
Recommendations regarding the KMS culture were also included in the
report.
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Plan of Action
The research project has two components: KMS technological development and
KMS as a research project. The evaluation of the Wiki KMS content was carried out in
the second portion. The first part of the project was composed of the design and
development of the Wiki KMS and its implementation in the website, while the second
element was a set of questions and strategies aimed at providing evidence of how KMS is
working, as well as seeing if a KMS is solving the perceived problems.
This evaluation consisted of two areas:
1. Customer satisfaction as the actual users‟ and policymakers‟ perception of the
effectiveness of a KMS in solving the perceived problems, and
2. The efficiency of the KMS performance in the organization‟s activities. Here
the evaluation concentrated on the collaborative learning process.
The tools used for this project were the interviews conducted after the implementation of
the Wiki KMS.
Wiki KMS is comprised of five phases: analysis, design, development,
implementation, and evaluation. The first four phases were part of the technological
development of the KMS, and the fifth phase was the research project. The objective of
the last phase was to provide information about the Wiki KMS performance on
collaborative learning among CUCSUR-UDG faculty members and how CUCSUR-UDG
faculty members (participants) have perceived KMS performance. The evaluation was
centered on the organization‟s user satisfaction regarding the KMS.
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Participants and Site
Project participants were comprised of novices, practitioners, and experts on
conducting research projects. All three groups were currently working at CUCSUR-UDG
and 100% Spanish speakers; thus, all postings were in Spanish.
The experts were faculty members with extensive experience in conducting
research projects. The practitioners were also faculty members but with limited
experience on conducting research. The novices had little or no experience in conducting
research and needed feedback from practitioner and experts‟ experiences.
Procedure for Participation in Wiki Website


Participants used the Wiki for posting questions, answers, and replies and to
upload documentation they considered relevant for their own posting, such as
official and/or unofficial regulations, manuals, calls, and reports.



Participants used the Wiki for three months and posted as often as they wished
on any of the five provided sections. There was no minimum or maximum
participation on postings.



A participation/user manual was provided to each participant explaining rules
and regulations on using the Wiki, including Internet etiquette, suggestions,
and authoring rights.
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Wiki’s Design and Figure of the Model
Social
Network
before
Wiki
artifacts

Social
Network
during
Wiki

Social
Network
after
Wiki

artifacts

Social
Network
PostInterview

artifacts

artifacts

Figure 1. Different stages of the Social Network will be compared amongst them to
establish the effectiveness of the Wiki on creation of CUCSUR community of practice.
The Wiki KMS was comprised of the researcher and the participants‟ experiences
and advisements, as well as the Wiki website postings (questions, answers, and replies)
and tutorials.
Knowledge created through Wiki use can be sorted as factual (postings),
conceptual (tutorials), procedural (experiences), and meta-cognitive (advisements). As
shown in Figure 1, the researcher posted five questions at the beginning of the study
through Wiki KMS as promoting participant discussion. Participants learned how to
navigate and use the Wiki website by using the tutorials.
Participants interacted with one another by answering questions, posting new
questions, or by replying to a given question/answer through the website. This interaction
occurred by a collaborative learning approach whereby a participant could receive an
answer from another participant who had that knowledge. Learning by collaboration
saves personal resources for what is beyond the community knowledge. Interactions in a
Wiki KMS were participant-question, participant-answer, and participant-reply (see
Figure 2).
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Answers and replies were the most valuable elements in the Wiki KMS, as they
contained data, information, knowledge, and personal experiences. Questions, answers,
replies, and tutorials were considered as explicit knowledge triggered for tacit knowledge
creation (Externalization). Prior experiences and advisement shared through the Wiki
were considered explicit knowledge. What happened inside the mind of a participant was
the target of this study.
Wiki KMS has as its main objective the sharing of knowledge by converting tacit
knowledge into explicit knowledge. All those experiences, knowledge, and information
about know-how are the raw material for what should be next - the meta-cognitive
experience – that, hopefully, may allow participants to learn how to improve and enhance
his or her work experience.

Wiki’s Interface Design
Researcher
5 postings (set of
question in the
beginning of the
project)

Questions,
answers and
replies

Participants

Wiki KMS
(Posting
Depository)

Tutorials

Experiences
(storytelling)

Figure 2. A system map for Wiki KMS proposed.
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Advisement

A Wiki website is comprised of the title of the site, a menu bar, and working area. This
Wiki website was developed in the Spanish language, and all postings were in Spanish.


Participants placed their posting (see Figure 2) by clicking the Discussion
Forum button on the menu bar.



The “What‟s New” button added new and up-to-date information, such as a
new posting or the addition of new members.



A Photo Gallery option allowed sharing PDF files or personal information,
such as personal photos.



Clicking on the Members button showed the participants in and what
members were logged on to the Wiki website.



The To-Do option allowed participants to organize their postings or create a
schedule of participation.



Participants could read and write their postings in the Working area.

Only the Wiki administrator (researcher) could use the Invite button for managing
participants‟ accounts and to create new accounts.
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Figure 3. Homepage of Wiki Website including its menu bar and user‟s
information (right top).
The Discussion Forum option included a set of 27 threads sorted into five
categories (see Wiki content). Clicking this option allowed participants to see all threads.
The Discussion Forum screen (Figure 4) was divided into five columns:
1. Who (login name) started the thread,
2. Thread subjects,
3. Thread location,
4. Thread replies, and
5. When posting was placed and by whom.
Once a participant had successfully logged-in, he/she only needed to select the
thread where he/she wanted to place a posting. By double clicking on the posting, the
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participant then had the option of “Quote & Reply” or “Post a Reply.” Clicking either of
these options produced a box for writing a comment, to log off, or go back to the
Discussion Forum to read or place another posting. There was no limit to the number of
log-ins or postings, nor was there a time limit once inside the Wiki website. The number
of simultaneous participants was unrestricted.

Wiki Content

Figure 4. Discussion section in Wiki Website which including all different topics and
subtopics about research work.
Five sections were specifically designed for this project to provide expected
content guidance and to promote the flow of contributions. The five sections comprised
the main dimensions needed when a research project is designed and conducted.
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I. The “Financial” section related to finding funds for a project from government
and private agencies, as well as No-Government organizations (NGO) that
issue a Call for project financing every year. NGO is comprised of two
subsections:
A. UDG internal financial dedicated to research projects, and
B. UDG external sources from state and federal government and private
industry and NGOs.
1. Local sources, including county or municipality Calls for financing;
2. State sources, including all Calls issued by state government agencies;
3. National sources, are including all Calls from federal funds; and
4. International sources, including all international financing Calls.
Each Call has its own rules for granting financial resources.
II. “Projects” dealt with all processes related to project management:
A. Resource Scheduling - managing the time line of each Project;
B. Resource Management - managing financial resources;
C. Resource Clearing and Equipment; and
D. Infrastructure Management - all purchases and expenditures to the
corresponding agencies that provide financial support.
III. The third section was for the team working with the researchers, as well as
inter-institutional or university and agency or industry agreements:
A. Agreements
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1. National agreements that are made between UDG and another entity,
such as government or private agency;
2. International agreements that are made between UDG and an
international entity.
B. Co-authoring where two or more researchers are sharing work, products,
and responsibility.
C. Special agreements - any other format for collaboration and cooperation
agreements that involves UDG and other entities during the conduction of
the project.
IV. Project Designs covered the writings that each agency had for their own Calls:
A. Calls - characteristics of a variety of Calls that are more likely applied by
researchers in Mexico,
B. Project Writing - protocol that meets the standards of a given Call, and
C. Project Evaluation – the cost-benefit applied to a given Call and obtaining
sufficient financial resources for an approved protocol.
V. Productivity was dedicated to discussing all products obtained from a research
Project:
A. Partial and final reports - type of report as a product of a research product,
B. Publications - journal where researcher will publish the scientific paper
and the impact of the research,
C. Authoring - agreement of the researchers and acknowledgment of effort
and time dedicated to the project,
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D. Human Resources Creation - the quantity and quality of the human
resources created as a result of conducting the project: how many
bachelor, master, and doctoral students involved as part of the academic
formation,
E. Legal Rights – registering copyrights of products resulting from the
project, and
F. Patents – registering research results.
The Wiki included participants‟ ID for each posting and the date and time, as well as the
body of the document and its nature (question, answer, or reply). The Wiki database
contained additional supporting material and files posted by participants, such as
documents, photos, PDF files, and hyperlinks.

Development of the Project
A Research and Development (R&D) Wiki system was developed specifically for
this project. CUCSUR-UDG professors actively working on a research project
participated voluntarily. The R&D office created a database containing researchers‟
personal information and the projects on which they were currently working.
The performance objectives established for each research project were taken as a
core part for the KMS. The Wiki was designed to allow for the performance objectives
created by faculty members that facilitate the achievement of these aims more efficiently.
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The research project consisted of seven steps:
1. Designing and implementation of a Wiki KMS for the CUCSUR scientific
community;
2. Recruiting faculty members for participation in the project – informing them
of their voluntary participation in the Wiki content and their right to withdraw
at any time;
3. Training faculty members regarding the operation and navigation of the Wiki
- participants were informed as to the kind of participation expected and the
rights of their postings, answers, and replies;
4. Creating the Wiki content (process took about three months and was
developed in advance - see Wiki Content section for more information);
5. Interviewing each participant who remained to the end of the project (see
Interviewing section for question details);
6. Analyzing data gathered during the interviews; and
7. Writing the final report, including the hypothesis and its supported statements.

The Technology of Knowledge Management
Building a KM Foundation
1. Strategy and Requirements Planning Stages
The CUCSUR-UDG has no KMS for its R&D office. Researchers have no
knowledge sharing culture and no opportunity to learn from one another. The biggest
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perceived gap is the lack of a method for managing knowledge creation, preservation,
and sharing at the R&D office.
Evaluation of the implementation of the KMS was administered using the
interview process specifically designed for UDG - South Coast campus as an
organizational solution for the perceived problems of the users.
2.

Design/Development Stage
In order to deliver the KMS to CUCSUR-UDG‟s R&D office, a web-based Wiki

interface was created to allow participants (faculty members) to access the database
containing the information regarding research issues listed previously in the Wiki
Content section. The interface was designed using WebPaint.
In addition to the main content, the database contained participants‟ information, such
as their name, the academic department to which they belong, and the date and nature of
participation in the Wiki (a question and/or an answer and/or a reply). At the start of the
project, a set of questions was posted by the researcher to stimulate participant
conversation.
3. Design the Structure and Process
The main objective of this KMS was for participants to learn from one another
based on information contained in the Wiki database. This project promoted the creation
of a CUCSUR-UDG CoP that concerns all activities of designing, implementing, and
writing of research (see the Taxonomy section for the design and structure of the Wiki
database).
4. Development: Selecting Technology
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A Wiki interface was created on a WebPaint web-based site. The portal of the site
contained all necessary capabilities, as well as its automatic backup system. The
components of the database were divided into five sections as previously described in the
Wiki Content section. The database contained the chain of comments that professors
posted onto the website, as well as the statistical report of most recent participants.

Methods of Accessibility
The interface was accessed using the Wiki database. Each of the users had
different privileges of accessibility to the database; thus, a login and password was
needed for each privilege. The database was fed by each professor‟s participation and
was updated after the question, answer, or reply has been posted forming chains of
participation.

Implementation Stage
In the beginning, the database contained the set of questions posted by the
researcher about the research process. Participants had full access to the information in
the database and access to their posting for editing needs. The public did not access the
database, and their participation was confined to being a witness.
The query features were added to the database. All participants were incorporated
into the database starting on the first day of activity.
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Maintenance Stage
The researcher served as advisor for participants‟ questions regarding the use of
the Wiki. The system was equipped with database automatic backup features.

Including a New Culture in the Community
In order to ensure the inclusion of the new culture into the university community,
a set of publications and educational strategies was developed using seminars, publishing
the most relevant (by consideration of the participants) postings, and after the defense of
this dissertation had been carried out, publication of the conclusions of the project to the
local CUCSUR-UDG community.

Participants’ Training Needs
A set of training sessions was held for participants who may have limited skill in
the use of the KMS and Internet navigation. While the learning curve for KMS is
extensive, it was reduced by the training sessions.
The implementation of the framework for the CUCSUR-UDG R&D office valuebased KMS created, captured, organized, shared, distributed, used, and reused knowledge
in four ways (Conway & Sligar, 2002):
1. Factual knowledge was available through the questions posted by participants,
including requests for information or data. Solving questions for repeat
participants was conducted.
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2. Conceptual knowledge was developed in the tutorials, which taught each
participant how to use the KMS to its fullest capacity.
3. A list of questions posted by the researcher aided procedural knowledge to the
implementation framework as best practices were developed, and cases with
mistakes were discovered and solutions reached and implemented.
4. Advisement is meta-cognitive knowledge where facts and experiences were
questioned and new questions and answers formed from reviewing previous
postings (Anderson, 1998; Salisbury, 2003).
A piece of the KMS was created with each participation and chain of dialog.
Participants accessed the databases and added their posting to the system, thereby
capturing the knowledge and making it available for reuse. The repository was organized
in four parts and monitored in such a way as to develop case scenarios and best practices
to document new and unusual cases. As the repository grew, participants shared and
distributed the knowledge. Comments and experiences (storytelling) were formed around
the new data, and decisions were made as new knowledge was created. As case scenarios
became histories and best practices and new pieces of knowledge were created, a new
knowledge was developed to best solve these repeated questions and problems. While the
system was using and reusing the knowledge, new knowledge was created
simultaneously.
Risks to the system were the validation process and security of the information so
that identity theft was not an issue. The Wiki KMS was closed to the general Internet
public, and access was limited to participants. Participants continually reviewed and
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validated their own postings, which were placed in the database and organized under the
proper portal. Participants needed access passwords, and a backup system was in place to
secure information. Below is a sample of the system map. Figure 1 shows the
relationships for participants.

Tutorials
A set of tutorials to train participants in the use and navigation of the Wiki was
created. These tutorials were updated as required.

Tutorial #1 Quality Document
In order to achieve a desired status of quality, the following listed activities were
performed:
1. Identify performance objectives that each professor needed for his/her project.
2. Determine what expectations each participant had for the Wiki KMS.
3. Consider possible threats about members‟ participation in KMS.
4. Identify possible legal implications of KMS.
5. Estimate time that each participant needed to expend on participating.
6. Determine minimum and maximum participations (if there is any).
7. Create a general detailed report.
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Tutorial #2 Testing Report
In order to achieve a desired status of quality, the following listed activities were
performed:
1. Design a report sheet.
2. Explore failure on accessing Wiki KMS.
3. Reasons detected (all participants)
4. Solutions proposed (experts)
5. Success on Wiki Performance
6. Reasons (all participants)
7. Solutions taken (experts)
8. Design a feedback process flowchart.
9. Determine who will be interested in seeing the report.
Tutorial #3 USER DOCUMENT
In order to achieve a desired status of quality, the following listed activities were
performed. The document contained the following issues:
1. Legal implication on participating in Wiki KMS (if any)
2. General statement and users‟ notes of the Wiki KMS
3. List of sections contained on the Wiki KMS
4. Directions for navigating the KMS (from practitioners and experts)
5. List of recommendations for participation (from the experts)
6. Troubleshooting
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Community of Practice
Because this website was exclusively for participants, a Community of Practice
(CoP) was previously developed for this KMS. However, experts prefer participants with
more experience in research. Practitioners like participants with some experience on
research, and novices as professors with little or no experience on research may be able to
participate in an ad-hoc community that created new knowledge and built on the
foundations of this system.

Values To increment research knowledge among participants.
The performance of research projects was reflected in increased efficiency. The
KMS may save money, time, and effort when conducting future research. Simple
questions can be answered and solved by checking the site where answers are posted.

Actual Culture
1. Participants (all faculty members - experts, practitioners, and novices) are isolated
on their research tasks, and there is no knowledge sharing culture.
2. Participants are not part of any Community of Practice.
3. Participants have no knowledge of what research other professors are conducting
and how they are dealing with common problems.

Constraints and Limitations of the Project


Users had lack of computer skills.
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Users had lack of knowledge about KMS.



Designer has no experience with KMS design.



There was not enough time for performing strategies for culture change (the
organization may require more than five years for culture change).



There was no evidence of an information shared culture in the organization.



The Wiki content was in the Spanish language only.



Other professors, besides participants, were unable to access the information
contained in the Wiki website.



There was no final word on the information gathered from this research project.



The interviews conducted, as well as the participants of the current project, were
only from the CUSCUR-UDG campus.



There was no reported scientific literature of any study for the application of a
Knowledge Management System in an educational organization.

Delimitations
This study was not about the evaluation of a research project, organizational
culture, software manager, or organization performance. The evaluation of the CUCSURUDG faculty members was accomplished only once.
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Significance
The significance of this research project is that there is no reported study in
scientific literature of a KMS designed, developed, implemented, and evaluated in an
international educational consortium. Thus, the international educational community may
benefit by a formal study on the field of Knowledge Management Systems and its
applications to an educational, non-profit organization. The probable results may be used
to support future projects.
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CHAPTER 4
Results
The research question for this dissertation was: Given easy access to a Wiki, as a
collaborative learning tool, will knowledge creation, sharing, and preservation increase
among CUCSUR faculty members?
Results obtained from data gathered during field observation of participants‟
activities inside the Wiki website and from interviews offer:


A time description of subjects‟ interactions toward the issues provided in the
Wiki;



A description of interactions between and among the participants inside the
Wiki, as well as a weekly graph of interactions;



Analysis presenting social network proprieties such as Eccentricity,
Centrality Closeness, Fareness, Betweenness, and others statistics such as
Sociometric Status indexes;



Content of postings as results from the analysis; and



Findings.

Participant Postings
By the posting activities in the Wiki website, it is possible to identify two kinds of
participants: (a) active participants who have posted at least one question, an answer
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and/or a reply and (b) passive participants who have limited their participation by reading
what active participants have posted during the 12 weeks.
Forty-eight postings were observed after 12 weeks of the experiment. The
participant identified as Part13 was the most active with 13 postings. Part31 posted 12
postings. Participation declined significantly for the remaining participants with three
members not posting at all (see Table 3).
Table 3. Number of Postings on the Wiki Website by Participants in 12 Weeks.
Participant ID
Number of postings
Part1
3
Part3
1
Part13
13
Part18
0
Part22
0
Part23
3
Part24
0
Part25
3
Part28
5
Part29
1
Part30
7
Part31
12
TOTAL
48

Wiki Content Analysis
The Wiki website initially presented 27 different topics for discussion. However,
only ten topics were addressed. The remaining topics were untouched throughout the
experiment.
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In addition to the ten topics, participants created a new topic entitled “Change of
Vision,” which elicited 11 postings. Table 4 shows the distribution of postings over the
course of the 12 weeks.
Table 4. Weekly frequency of Postings by Topic ID.
TOPICS

Week

Total

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Change
of
1.2.1 1.2.3 2.2 3.1.2 3.2 4.2 5.1 5.2 5.4 5.5 Vision Total
2
8
10
3
3
6
2
3
3
8
1
1
2 2 1
5
1
1
1
1
1
1 2
8
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
8
0
0
0
3
10 3
3
1 1 3 3 6 4
11
48

Note: 1.2.1. Financial Section. UDG external sources. Local. 1.2.3. Financial Section. UDG
external sources. Domestic. 2.2. Projects Management Section. Resource‟s management. 3.1.2.
Collaboration and Cooperation section. International. 3.2. Co-authoring. 4.2. Project Design
Section. Project writing. 5.1. Productivity Section. Partial and final reports. 5.2. Productivity
Section. Publications. 5.4. Productivity Section. Human Resources Creation. 5.5. Productivity
Section. Legal Rights.

As Table 4 indicates, the total number of postings per week on topic 1.2.3:
Fuentes de Financiamiento Nacionales (National Financial Sources) was 10 postings. In
addition, this table shows eleven postings to “Change of Vision” during weeks one and
two. Topic 5.4 had six postings, followed by topic 5.5 with four postings. Participants
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posted three or less postings to the remainder of the topics. There were no postings during
weeks 10, 11, and 12.
Week one saw the most activity with 10 postings. Weeks one, three, six, and nine were
the most active weeks in the experiment (see Table 4).

Participants versus Content
Table 5 shows the number of postings by topic posted by each participant. Part13
posted the highest number of postings with 13 postings. However, Part18, Part 22, and
Part 24 never posted. The combined number of postings by Part13 and Part31 represents
more than 50% with 25 postings out of a total of 48.

Table 5. Number of Postings placed in the Wiki by participants and Topic Number.
Topic Number
CHANGE
1.2.1 1.2.3 2.2 3.1.2 3.2 4.2 5.1 5.2 5.4 5.5 OF VISION TOTAL
Part1
3
3
Part3
1
1
Part13
1
3
2
1
1
1
4
13
Part18
0
Part22
0
Part23
2
1
3
Part24
0
Part25
1
2
3
Part28
2
1 1
1
5
Part29
1
1
Part30
1
1
1
1 1 1 1
7
Part31
1
2
2
1
1 1 1 2 1
12
TOTAL 3
10 3
3
1 1 3 3 6 4
11
48
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Participants versus Weeks
As seen on Table 6, participants posted most frequently the first and second
weeks with 11 postings. At week two, the number of postings was six and rose to eight in
week three. Postings then dropped to one in week four, then back up to three in week five
and up further to nine postings in week six. Week seven saw a drop to two postings, but
week nine bounced back with eight postings. There were no postings for weeks 8, 10, 11
and 12.

Table 6. Frequency of Postings placed in the Wiki by participants by Week number.
WEEK NUMBER
1 2
3
4
5
6 7
8
9
10
11 12 TOTAL
Part1
3
3
Part3
1
1
Part13
3 2
3
1
4
13
Part18
0
Part22
0
Part23
1
2
4
Part24
0
Part25
3
3
Part28
3
2
5
Part29
1
1
Part30
1
2
1
1
5
Part31
1
1
8 1
3
12
TOTAL
10 6
8
1
4
9 2
0
8 0 0
0
48
The participant identified as Part1 created a new thread - “Cambio de Visión”
(Change of Vision) that gave rise to 11 postings by different members. This topic was
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related to possible political and academic scenarios due to the incoming new
administration at UDG‟s campus.

Social Network Analysis
The general socio-metrics values obtained are based on the number of postings by
a participant versus others participants.
Figure 5 shows Nodes created by participants. The number of Nodes corresponds
to the number of participants, the number of Outsiders corresponds to the number of
passive participants, and the number of Edges corresponds to the number of participantparticipant interactions.

OUTSIDER

DISTANCE

EDGES

NODES
Figure 5. Main features of a Social Network.
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Some of the most common measures in Social Network Analysis (SNA) used in
the analysis of the social network created in the Virtual Community on the Wiki website
are:


The Diameter, which is defined as the length of the longest geodesic path
found in this social network. The Diameter for SNA is related to the distance
between participants who want to get in contact through another participant
(Benta, 2005).



Density is the degree of connectedness of a network for the social network,
and Cohesion is an index that measures the amount of symmetry contained in
a directed network (Benta, 2005).



The Index Minimum corresponds to the minimal number of postings. The
Index Maximum corresponds to the greatest number of postings.



The Sum coincides with the sum of all index values.



The Mean is to the average of all index values.



Variance is the average square deviation of the index values.



Standard Deviance is the square root of the Variance value.



Absolute Entropy, actually the „informational entropy‟, is computed according
to Shannon's formula (Benta, 2005).



Maximum Entropy is defined as the logarithm of the number of nodes.
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The Relative Entropy is computed to allow comparing networks of different
sizes. The Relative Entropy is computed as the difference between the
Maximum and the Absolute Entropies divided by the Maximum Entropy
values.

A socio-metric status description of the Social Network (SN) from the
participants‟ perspective is provided (Benta, 2005). The participant who has the greatest
values in the social status delivered the most postings and interacted in more topics that
anyone else.
Some others measures are:


Closeness - “For a given node (whether in a directed or nondirected network),
this index is the inverse of the sum of the geodesic distances from that node to
all the other nodes”. And the geodesic distance between two given nodes is
the length of the shortest possible path between those nodes (Benta, 2005).



Fareness - “For a given node (whether in a directed or nondirected network),
this index is the sum of the geodesic distances from that node to all the other
nodes” (Benta, 2005).



Betweenness - “For a given node i, this index is computed as the sum of the
ratios of the number of geodesic paths between all possible pairs of nodes j
and k involving node i to the number of all geodesic paths between j and k”
(Benta, 2005).
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Eccentricity is the length of the longest geodesic path (a path between two
given nodes that has the shortest possible length) originating in that node
(Benta, 2005). The length of a path is the number of edges that comprise that
path (Weighting information will be ignored; what matters here is only the
existence/absence of connections among nodes).



The Freeman General Coefficient - A network-level aggregate of this index
using.



Paths among Participants – “Asks for a pair of (distinct) nodes and generates a
list of all possible paths of minimum length between the selected nodes‟
(Benta, 2005). The length of a path is the number of edges that comprises that
path (Weighting information will be ignored; what matters here is only the
existence/absence of connections among nodes).

Participants versus Participants = Social Network
Table 7 shows that during 12 weeks of the experiment, 12 nodes were created.
Furthermore, 20 edges were created, and the diameter was 3. Nevertheless, three
participants were considered as outsiders. Finally, for the SN, the density was 0.151, and
its cohesion was 0.045.
As the diameter was three, a participant needed a second party in order to reach a
third party. For example, participant A needs to contact participant B in order to reach
participant C (Benta, 2005).
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Table 7. Basic Description of Social Network.
Value
Number of nodes:
Number of outsiders:
Number of edges:
Diameter of Social Network =
Density of Social Network =
Cohesion of Network =

12
3
20
3
0.151
0.045

The general socio-metrics values obtained were based on the number of postings
by a participant versus others participants. Table 8 shows that at least one participant has
posted at least one posting; Minimum Index = 1. The Index Maximum = 10.5. The Sum =
16. The Mean = 1.333. Variance = 8.430 and its Standard Deviation = 2.903. The
Absolute Entropy = 0.985. Maximum Entropy = 2.484. Relative Entropy = 60.340.

Table 8. General Statistics of the Social Network Created in the Wiki Website.
Statistics
Values
Minimum
Maximum
Sum
Mean
Variance
Standard Deviance
Absolute Entropy (nlog.)
Maximum Entropy (nlog.)
Relative Entropy (%)

1
10.5
16
1.333
8.430
2.903
0.985
2.484
60.340

A socio-metric status description of the Social Network from the participants‟
perspective is provided (Table 9). Part13 has the greatest values in the Social Status =
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1.545, since this participant delivered the most postings and interacted in more topics that
anyone else. The remaining participants‟ socio-metric status can be seen in Table 9.
Table 9. Distribution of Sociometric Status of the Social Network by participant.
Node
Status
Part1
Part3
Part13
Part23
Part25
Part28
Part29
Part30
Part31
Part18
Part22
Part24

0.727
0.090
1.545
0.272
0.272
0.454
0.363
0.909
1.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Closeness
Regarding the Closeness index for the Wiki website activities,


Part13 had the greatest value of closeness = 0.2;



Part30 = 0.142;



Part29 and Part31 = 0.125;



Part1 = 0.1;



Part23 = 0.083;



Part3, Part25, Part28, Part18, Part22, Part18, Part22, and Part 24 had
closeness index value = 0.0.
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For this index the Freeman General coefficient (a network-level aggregate of this index
using) = 4.133 (See Table 10 and Table 11).

Table 10. Distribution of Closeness Centrality in Social Network.
Node
Part1
Part3
Part13
Part23
Part25
Part28
Part29
Part30
Part31
Part18
Part22
Part24
Freeman General Coefficient = 4.133

Closeness
0.100
0.000
0.200
0.083
0.000
0.000
0.125
0.142
0.125
0.000
0.000
0.000

The Minimum Index = 0.083; Maximum Index = 0.200; Mean = 0.064; Standard
Deviance = 0.069; Absolute Entropy = 1.752; Maximum Entropy = 2.484; Relative
Entropy = 29.466 (see Table 11).
Table 11. Closeness Statistics.
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Standard Deviance
Absolute Entropy (nlog.)
Maximum Entropy (nlog.)
Relative Entropy (%)

0.083
0.200
0.064
0.069
1.752
2.484
29.466
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Fareness
As seen on Table 12, Part23 has the greatest value of Fareness index = 12, and
the Freeman General Coefficient = 10.444.
Table 12. Distribution of Fareness Centrality in Network.
Node
Fareness
Part1
10
Part3
0
Part13
5
Part23
12
Part25
0
Part28
0
Part29
8
Part30
7
Part31
8
Part18
0
Part22
0
Part24
0
Freeman General Coefficient = 10.444
Betweenness
As is shown is Table 13, Part13 has the highest value for Betweenness among the
members of the Virtual Community in the Wiki website. Part30 had the second highest
value, followed by Part31 and Part23 with 1.5 and 1.0, respectively.
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Table 13. Distribution of Betweenness Centrality in Social Network.
Node
Betweenness
Part1
0.0
Part3
0.0
Part13
10.5
Part23
1.0
Part25
0.0
Part28
0.0
Part29
0.0
Part30
3.0
Part31
1.5
Part18
0.0
Part22
0.0
Part24
0.0
Freeman General Coefficient = 0.090
Eccentricity
Part23 has the greatest value on the Eccentricity index = 3. Part1, Part29, Part30,
and Part31 have Eccentricity index value of 2. Only Part13 has a value of 1. The rest of
participants have a value of 0. See Table 14, Table 15, and Figure 6. These values reflect
the socially isolation of a participant. Part23 had to contact at least two other participants
in order to communicate. Another finding is that six participants were able to
communicate directly to others, but Part13, who become the leader of the community,
had a value of 1, which means that he/she did not have access to all members of this
Virtual Community.
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Table 14. Distribution of Eccentricity in Social Network.
Node
Part1
Part3
Part13
Part23
Part25
Part28
Part29
Part30
Part31
Part18
Part22
Part24

Eccentricity
2
0
1
3
0
0
2
2
2
0
0
0
Table 15 is reinforcing the last statement whereas at least one participant has

trouble in communicate directly with the rest of the members of the community. As
shown in Table 15, the Relative Entropy value is high due the condition of Part23.

Table 15. Eccentricity Statistics.
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Standard Deviance
Absolute Entropy (nlog.)
Maximum Entropy (nlog.)
Relative Entropy (%)

1
3
1
1.080
1.748
2.484
29.649

Paths among Participants
Table 16 shows the shortest paths from a given participant to another. The longest
paths among participants were made by Node Part1 to Node Part30, Node Part1 to Node
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Part31, Node Part23 to Node Part3, Node Part23 to Node Part13, Node Part23 to Node
Part25, and Node Part31 to Node Part28.
Part13 had five shortest paths: Node Part13 to node Part3, Node Part13 to node
Part25, Node Part13 to node Part28, Node Part13 to node Part30, Node Part13 to node
Part31.
Part1 had four shortest paths: Node Part1 to node Part13, Node Part1 to node
Part23, Node Part1 to node Part25, Node Part1 to node Part28.
Part23 had only three shortest paths: Node Part23 to Node Part28, Node Part23 to
Node Part30, Node Part23 to Node Part31.
Part29 had higher number of Shortest Paths with six: Node Part29 to Node Part3,
Node Part29 to Node Part13, Node Part29 to Node Part25, Node Part29 to Node Part28,
Node Part29 to Node Part30, Node Part29 to Node Part31.
Part30 had five, the same number of Shortest Paths as Part13. Node Part30 to
Node Part 3, Node Part30 to Node Part13, Node Part30 to Node Part25, Node Part30 to
Node Part28, Node Part30 to Node Part31.
Finally, Part31 had four Shortest Paths: Node Part31 to Node Part3, Node Part31 to Node
Part13, Node Part31 to Node Part25, Node Part31 to Node Part30.
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Table 16. List of Shortest paths from a participant reaching another.
Shortest Path from
Node Part1 to Node Part3
Node Part1 to Node Part13
Node Part1 to Node Part23
Node Part1 to Node Part25
Node Part1 to Node Part28
Node Part1 to Node Part30

Part1-Part13-Part3
Part1-Part13
Part1-Part23
Part1-Part25
Part1-Part28
Part1-Part13-Part30
Part1-Part23-Part30

Node Part1 to Node Part31

Part1-Part13-Part31
Part1-Part23-Part31
Part13-Part3
Part13-Part25
Part13-Part28
Part13-Part30
Part13-Part31
Part23-Part30-Part13-Part3
Part23-Part31-Part13-Part3
Part23-Part30-Part13
Part23-Part31-Part13
Part23-Part30-Part13-Part25
Part23-Part31-Part13-Part25
Part23-Part30-Part28
Part23-Part30
Part23-Part31
Part29-Part13-Part3
Part29-Part13
Part29-Part13-Part25
Part29-Part28
Part29-Part30
Part29-Part31
Part30-Part13-Part3
Part30-Part13
Part30-Part13-Part25
Part30-Part28
Part30-Part31
Part31-Part13-Part3
Part31-Part13
Part31-Part13-Part25
Part31-Part13-Part28
Part31-Part30-Part28
Part31-Part30

Node Part13 to Node Part3
Node Part13 to Node Part25
Node Part13 to Node Part28
Node Part13 to Node Part30
Node Part13 to Node Part31
Node Part23 to Node Part3
Node Part23 to Node Part13
Node Part23 to Node Part25
Node Part23 to Node Part28
Node Part23 to Node Part30
Node Part23 to Node Part31
Node Part29 to Node Part3
Node Part29 to Node Part13
Node Part29 to Node Part25
Node Part29 to Node Part28
Node Part29 to Node Part30
Node Part29 to Node Part31
Node Part30 to Node Part3
Node Part30 to Node Part13
Node Part30 to Node Part25
Node Part30 to Node Part28
Node Part30 to Node Part31
Node Part31 to Node Part3
Node Part31 to Node Part13
Node Part31 to Node Part25
Node Part31 to Node Part28
Node Part31 to Node Part30
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The low number of postings on many weeks did not allow for the creation of a
weekly SN graphic. Hence, a general graphic was made by using the frequencies of
contributions at the Wiki website by participants‟ postings. The graphics in Figure 6
represent the SN created in the Wiki website during the experiment.

Figure 6. Social Network Generated by Participants‟ Interactions at the Wiki Website
after 12 Weeks.
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Content Analysis
Participants‟ postings provided clues regarding the four types of knowledge
conversion described by Nonaka & Takeuchi‟s Spiral Knowledge Creation Theory:
Externalization, Socialization, Combination, and Internalization. In some instances, all
four types of knowledge conversion can be identified, but in others it is only possible to
find several types of knowledge conversion but not all (see Table 17). Briefly explain
Nonaka & Takeuchi‟s Spiral Knowledge Creation Theory here for the reader – even
though it is explained in detail in Chapter 2 as part of the literature review.

Table 17. Frequencies of Four Types of Knowledge Conversion Found in Wiki Website
Content.
Topic
Externalization Internalization Socialization Combination TOTAL
1.2.1
2
0
0
1
3
1.2.3
5
4
2
1
12
2.2
2
1
1
0
4
3.1.2
1
1
3
0
5
3.2
1
0
0
0
1
4.2
1
2
0
0
3
5.1
3
0
0
0
3
5.2
1
2
2
1
6
5.4
4
1
3
2
10
5.5
2
0
1
2
5
Change
3
2
3
1
of
Vision
9
TOTAL
25
13
15
8
61
Note: 1.2.1. Financial Section - UDG external sources, local. 1.2.3. Financial Section - UDG external

sources, domestic. 2.2. Projects Management Section - Resource management. 3.1.2. Collaboration and
Cooperation Section, international. 3.2. Co-authoring. 4.2. Project Design Section - Project writing. 5.1.
Productivity Section - Partial and final reports. 5.2. Productivity Section – Publications. 5.4. Productivity
Section - Human Resources Creation. 5.5. Productivity Section - Legal Rights
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From the four types of knowledge conversion, Externalization frequency had 25
observations, Internalization 13, Socialization 15, and Combination 8. The remainder
reduced in number all the way down to one observation (See Table 17). It is important to
remember that the way to observe a given knowledge type conversion is to keep tracking
the previous knowledge (postings) that served as support for the incoming knowledge. In
this way, the knowledge interactions from different or same sources may lead to new
knowledge. It is usually easier to find more clues to types of knowledge conversion with
a topic that has a higher number of postings. Therefore, few contributions from
participants to any topic will lead to less frequency of any type of knowledge creation.
In some sets of postings, all four types of knowledge conversion are identified in
the postings‟ writing. This evidence may suggest that a knowledge spiral has been
completed by participants, and it is possible to assume a new knowledge has being
created for the participants‟ interaction. For example, in topics 1.2.3, 5.2, 5.4, and Change
of Vision, all four phases are identifiable (See Appendix B for original postings in
bilingual version: Spanish language and English translation). Thus, the set of postings by
different participants can be analyzed and identified to any of the four types of
knowledge conversion. Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) suggest some clues in identifying
these four types of knowledge conversion that belong to their Spiral Knowledge Creation
Theory. See Literature Review.
In Topic 1.2.3, postings transcribed below show the key clues suggested by
Nonaka & Takeuchi in their theory.
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Part13 posted the second comment in response to the first posting:
There are several national funding sources to support scientific research or
technological innovation and technological development, training of
specialized human resources, scholarships, scientific and technological
dissemination, creation and strengthening of groups and academic bodies,
research and technological development, and R&D infrastructure required
by the Education Sector, of which we know which of them can participate
according to our needs.
This paragraph has clues that the contents belong to the Socialization knowledge
conversion type, because it indicates sharing an experience with the rest of the
participants.
Part25‟s posting number three as an answer to posting number two – “I think it is
very, very hard, but it is not impossible.” - was considered as Internalization because
Part25 was making an assessment of what Part13 had posted in terms of experiences and
knowledge.
Part28 replied to Part25‟s answer by posting number four:
So it may be difficult but not impossible. It is also important to know the
basis of the call and see if our proposal fits in it, but we should find one
that fits what we want to do.
This is Internalization and also Combination knowledge, as Part28 is also assessing
Part25‟s posting and making a new statement by combining both postings.
Part28 also posted a reply for the second posting:
If you can include it, but you may consider that it is not very convenient. If
you are included in the end product but you do not get the patent,
infringement would have problems on your research products. I think it is
better not to include it, and if you manage to have the patent it is an
advantage.
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This posting is also considered Internalization, because it is verbalizing and
analyzing the implications of Part25‟s posting.
Part30 posted another answer for the second posting: “I'm not sure. I think the
patent process would be a second phase in the project involving the registration of the
patent.” The answer posted is considered as Externalization, because it is presenting an
opinion.
Part13‟s posting number seven in answering Part28 - “The benefit would be to
socialize the funding sources that we know each one to expand the possibilities of
obtaining resources.” - is an Externalization type, because it is verbalizing an individual
opinion.
Part13 also added a reply (posting number 8) to Part28‟s comment - “With respect
to the registration of a patent, it is a process that we must know in advance before we
commit to the project.” It is also an example of Externalization.
Part31‟s reply (posting number 9) to Part13 - “I also believe that it should not
include a commitment to a patent on a project. As I recall, some patents last up to four
years out (plus costs).” - is considered Combination knowledge, because Part31 is
combining Part13‟s knowledge with his/her own knowledge. The rest of the posting is
considered as Externalization, because Part31 is externalizing personal experiences:
Moreover, depending on the area, patent research has different
requirements - either experimental or field tests, for example, so a patent
as a compromise would be risky, and your proposed research project
should focus on qualifying a patent rather than research.
Finally, how do you know if something will work to be patentable before
investigating? What came first - the chicken or the egg? Greetings.
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Part3 replied (posting 10) to Part13 (posting 8): “With respect to the registration
of a patent, it is a process that we must know in advance before we commit in the
project:”
I agree to it. I almost dare to think that the acquisition of a patent is about
to become a proposal on its own (similar to what the fellow said Part30),
but once it is completed or to complete the product, since obtaining the
patent involves costs, red tape, and patience to wait for the decision.”
This is an example of Internalization knowledge, because it is taking into account
Part13‟s knowledge and embodying into his/her own knowledge.
Part31 gave the last comment on this topic (posting 10) as a reply to Part13‟s
remarks that involves Part30 posting:
Rather than daring to think like Part30 says that it is ensured, because to
patent a chemical as medicinal takes dedicated years of testing on animals
and after that „may‟ get permission to test on humans and show side
effects. Thus, it could be expected that the health department will accept
the product as well if the synthesis or purification of the same is or is not
dangerous. In the case of industrial chemical reactions, they must prove
they are not dangerous, its products stable within a range, and that no one
already has it registered. The latter takes a good time because you have to
search globally. Each patent, then, has its own protocol and requirements.
Greetings, ahdiaz.
This is Socialization knowledge, because Part31 is sharing knowledge,
information, and experiences based on other participant experiences supported by
the previous posting.
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On Topic 5.2 “How to Published in Scientific Journals and/or Arbitrate Journals
from a Research,” the first question asked: “How can I design a mega project where all
participants have equal productivity?” Part30 recorded the first answer:
In this sense, one must first choose the journal that best suits the type of
studies we are doing and then see if our work is regional or not, because
sometimes we choose a journal which is first rate but cannot publish the
data type we are dealing with. Here I think everything is taken into
account starting from the title -is it too long? As well as the title, we look
at our work and the approach we are using in our research.
Another factor to take into account and weigh heavily is the language in
which you want to publish, as well as the cost of publication, although
sometimes there are good reviews but the budget for it does not reach us,
and that forces us to publish in lower impact journals. You must also
choose the journal based on the standards of CONACYT and SNI, because
then it turns out that where we publish the journal does not have enough
impact to require these institutions and therefore not accounted for that
publication.
In the first paragraph, Externalization knowledge is observed, because the participant is
sharing an opinion on choosing the best journal for publishing original material. In the
second paragraph, the member is socializing additional information based on his/her own
knowledge.
Part28 placed the third posting:
I agree with Part30. We have to see the scope of the manuscript. If the
regional information is very difficult to be accepted in an international
journal of high impact, in that case it is better to publish in a local
magazine. In my case, I have had manuscripts rejected in international
journals; the argument is that they are very local studies.
From my point of view, it is important to publish in international journals,
especially for the SNI, but this information would reach a few people. The
dissemination of research results to local or regional levels is also very
important, because the information would be available for users of the
area, which could have a major impact.
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In the first paragraph, Part28 is combining two points of views that have their own
source, and Part28 is embodying the content from Part30‟s point of view and making it
his/her own.
Part31 continues the discussion:
Relevant data is published in innovative national or international journals.
They are indexed; they are refereed, with ISBN, the impact factor, etc. as
selection criteria for the magazine to publish.
But the question is how to publish, and this requires more than anything,
original and relevant data, so then you answer that regional data is because
it has quality and scientific rigor in its acquisition. For this it takes $ $ $ to
equip and obtain more fine, concise, and precise, direct answers to some
factor that leaves no doubt or ambiguity of variables. So it is increasingly
difficult to publish in these journals.
Regarding Topic 5.4 “Human Resources Training - How to Train Human
Resources and Its Implications through Scientific Work,” Part29 placed the first posting:
Human resource training through research (thesis) must have complete
dedication and commitment by the director and the thesis student. The
definition of activities and times also are key, as well as monitoring and
discussion at all stages of the investigation by the director until the
conclusion of the thesis and publication of the work. Research proposals
must be made at reasonable times to enable the basic thesis student
learning research, with moderate cost of time.
This type of knowledge is Externalization.
Part28 offered a reply:
While the thesis is not the only way to train human resources, it is the first
exercise where bachelor students come to all the processes involved in the
investigation and where they start their training in this area. However,
with many graduating options (which do not involve the theses), it limits
their training. I've met people who did not graduate thesis and had many
problems in carrying out research for the Master's thesis. Even some
researchers do not accept students if they have not previously prepared a
thesis.
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This posting has two types of knowledge: the first and second sentences belong to
Externalization, and the third sentence is Socialization.
Part13 posted a reply to the previous posting:
I agree that it is a disadvantage having graduation options for diversity of
certification. However there are ways (funded projects) that can integrate
students, such as interexchange and research academic stay programs, as
well as research early incorporation programs (COECYTJAL). It is true
that this depends very much on the student‟s interest. Today many do not
want any struggle.
This knowledge is Externalization, because the member is giving a personal
opinion based on his/her own experience.
Part31 posted the fourth set of comments:
What happened is that the opening of new graduation options was a
response to low numbers on public universities‟ graduation rates. But this
in turn is given by the poor performance of many students and why not?
We have to say it, also on some professors! Now, HUMAN RESOURCE
TRAINING is an intrinsic activity to teaching and is a must. That many
teachers want to create or develop research is not applicable in all cases. I
don‟t agree with it.
This posting‟s content is Combination knowledge, because the participant is combining
knowledge of previous postings and his/her own knowledge and information.
Part30 posted a reply to the first question:
I believe that human resource training starts when they are doing their
social service, well, if they do something related to their career, because
suddenly we see the students making copies or doing any other activity
that has nothing to do with training, and there I am a bit at odds with the
allocation criteria of social service providers.
If it is the case that the student is been located where s/he wanted, well,
then we can try to take the student into a research line, and as a second
step, make the student gain interest in developing a thesis project, or to
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join a research project, or motivate to work on a topic of interest and
participate in symposia and congresses, which are currently widely used to
this type of event at the student level. I have seen them presenting an
academic work during the semester with good quality in presentation and
quality information.
This posting content is Socialization but also Externalization. The participant is sharing
personal experience and knowledge about how training should be started with students.
Part31 posted the last word on this topic:
I do not believe that students should begin their training in social service.
What is not to say that the tutorial program is going on since the
beginning? I think that students are formed from it. They have proper
management in the tutorial program activities.
We should be lining up to what they want to be or help them define your
expectations, as well as invite them to participate in conferences that help
them gain experience and develop more critical thinking.
This last posting has two types of knowledge: Combination and Internalization.
Internalization is in the first sentence - the participant is sharing an opinion based in
personal beliefs. In the second and third sentences of the first paragraph, the participant is
combining thoughts and previous knowledge. The second paragraph is an Externalization
type of knowledge.
Finally, in topic “Change of Vision,” the first posting was made by Part1: “Do
you think that the research policies in our campus will change with the new
administration? How should our research activities be carried out in the CUCSUR?” This
posting is an Externalization type of knowledge, since Part1 is sharing an opinion based
on he/she experience.
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Part13 replied to Part1 “NO. The main problem is the improvisation and lack of
seriousness in the commitments, because the administration is left alone to the
investigator. Question number two, I am not clear about that” Part 13 is sharing
knowledge in a form of an opinion to Part1.
Part13 continues by posting three new questions in a new post (number two for
this topic). “Who should? What are the policies that support research activities in the
CUCSUR? And are these appropriate to meet the needs of existing research lines in the
CUCSUR?” These questions are looking for information and knowledge from
participants and, therefore, are Externalization knowledge, because they are personal
knowledge.
Part1 clarified his/her own questions in posting number three:
The second question is related mainly to research to be performed. On one
side is pure research that solves problems (the researcher,) but the results,
both for the specialized science and society, have no relevance. I‟m
clarifying this: NOT ALL OF US perform applied research that solves
problems (whether for science or society) and that which requires a
multidisciplinary range of tools to reach any practical results. I know that
many people will sink to the bone, but I'm sure we all want what we do as
researchers to have a direct impact on many occasions. This does not
happen, and the only beneficiary is the researcher to generate „scientific‟
papers, certainly in English, that are being used to keep the annoying
category as an honorary member of the SNI. Coming to this issue, it
would be good to put another question related to SNI, but later on.
Here, Part1 is exercising socializing knowledge.
Part1 posted an answer to the second, just posted question:
I believe that national and institutional policies (UdeG) are not
appropriate. Therefore, research is an element of backwardness in the
country. It should generate research, but this research should be related to
something specific, with low resources to serve to assemble concrete
things. In the last call I watched the results on the webpage. Each
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researcher has his own line of research. Then what research line at
CUCSUR must be followed, if we have pepper and fat? All departments
have lines of research (albeit many efforts, at least in name, sustainability)
but as CUCSUR nothing is clear. „We‟ I join as a member of CUCSUR,
are good at producing bumblebee on conservation rivers (Ayuquila),
vegetation (Las Joyas), etc., but I do not know if anyone is working on
„sustainable‟ technology. The projects I saw that were approved, I‟m
certain they have a relevance (or even checked,) but on the basis that it is
relevant, it is not clear in what direction we want to go. Do the exercise
and see the projects that have institutional support and try to find the
unifying thread, with the exception of many coastal projects that the thread
is the water look a little more in depth.
This member is using Socialization knowledge, as there is a sharing of information and
knowledge.
Part23 posted:
We must contribute with all those who flaunt as researchers or try to
perform and learn about it, that the research focus changes in national
level, and thus, it will change the focus of research at the University of
Guadalajara with any administration on our regional or thematic
campuses. It must be made a national public policy to focus on research as
a means for growing higher standards of life. Then it will see it as an
investment and not as a simulation, because we must not forget that this is
a substantive role in the public or private university. Therefore, you should
not worry about any „new administration.‟ Not just any research trainee‟s
administration.
This posting utilized Internalization knowledge.
Part25 posted a new reply the first questions:
I believe that the diversity of research lines reflects the academic diversity
of this great university. What I think should happen is that this diversity
should be respected by the administrative authority and fellow
researchers.”
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This participant is using his/her experience by posting a personal opinion using beliefs as
support, but also it is using others‟ experiences as support. The participant is making
his/her own other‟s experience, so this type of knowledge is Internalization.
Part25 posted another comment: “We should propose the changes we want and
insist that it be made while making our scientific work.” The participant is suggesting
taking action.
Part13 posted a reply from previous postings:
This is interesting and more so if we are able to consolidate the
institutional lines (CUCSUR) and that each department will contribute
with its research within it. This would help because it's true we are very
diversified, but this can be advantageous as long as we work together on a
macro project.
This reflects Internalization knowledge, because Part13 appropriated the suggested
proposal from Part 25 and posted new conditions for the results, including his/her own
good.
Part13 placed the next posting (number nine) in answer to the previous comments:
“We should propose the changes we want and insist that it be made while making our
scientific work.” with this posting: “Before proposing changes, we need to evaluate what
has been done and insist that what should be done is planning and realizing that it is
unfair just to survive administration events.” This is Externalization knowledge.

Part28 posted the last posting:
We should not be so pessimistic, and we should have some hope that the
future will have a substantial change for the good of all. Regarding the
second question, I believe that research in the CUCSUR must be done in a
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more comprehensive manner, in others words, to boost the
multidisciplinary research and that it not be based on small, isolated
projects (as there are several).
Here Part28 is combining what others have posted and created a new knowledge. Thus, it
is combining knowledge.

Types of Knowledge Conversions versus Topics
The four types of knowledge conversions described by Nonaka & Takeuchi‟
theory (1994) were identified in the content of postings by participants as contributions in
the Wiki website. Table 18 shows the frequency observed in the sequence as the type of
knowledge was identified in the topic content.
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Table 18. Frequency of Types of knowledge conversions as they being identified in each
topic of discussion content.
TOPIC
TYPE OF KNOWLEDGE CONVERSIONS
1.2.1
C-E E
S I
1.2.3
S
E
I I
I
E E
E
C
E
I
S
2.2
S
E
E I
3.1.2
E
S
S S
I
S
3.2
E
4.2
I
E
I
5.1
E
E
E
5.2
E
S
I C
I
S
5.4
E
E
S E
C
S E
S
C-I
5.5
E
E
S C
C
Change of Vision
E
S
E S
S
E I
I
E
Note: 1.2.1. Financial Section - UDG external sources, local. 1.2.3. Financial Section UDG external sources, domestic. 2.2. Projects Management Section - Resource
management. 3.1.2. Collaboration and Cooperation Section, international. 3.2. Coauthoring. 4.2. Project Design Section - Project writing. 5.1. Productivity Section - Partial
and final reports. 5.2. Productivity Section – Publications. 5.4. Productivity Section Human Resources Creation. 5.5. Productivity Section - Legal Rights. C=Combination
Knowledge, S=Socialization Knowledge, I=Internalization Knowledge,
E=Externalization Knowledge. C-E=Combination-Externalization Knowledge, CI=Combination-Internalization Knowledge.
As Table 18 shows, four types of knowledge conversions are observed in different
sequences in each topic. Also, some types of knowledge conversions reoccur on the same
topic. In all topics, with the exception of Topic 3.2, the same type of knowledge
conversion is repeated over again in each topic. In some topics, the type of knowledge
conversion had already been previously observed. The topic with more frequency of
knowledge is Topic 1.2.3, and Topic 3.2 is the topic with only one type of knowledge
conversion observed.
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By contrasting the observed sequences of the types knowledge conversions
against Nonaka and Takeuchi knowledge theory‟ sequence, it is clear the sequence does
not match. For Nonaka and Takeuchi‟s theory, the sequence should be:


Externalization,



Socialization,



Combination, and



Internalization.

Nevertheless, in some sequence four types of knowledge were observed in the content of
the topics posted but not in Nonaka & Takeuchi‟ sequence.

Interviews Analysis
From 12 participants registered that comprised the members of the Virtual
Community at the Wiki website, only nine active participants were interviewed, because
they posted at least one contribution in the Wiki. Three participants considered passive
members were not interviewed.
The interview was conducted at the participant‟s office or place of his/her
preference. Each interview was conducted separately, and only the interviewer and
interviewee were present. All interviews were recorded on an electronic device and later
stored on the researcher‟s computer under an oral permission given by every participant
before each interview was taken. Each file is holding the content of one interview, and it
was named as file001, file002,… etc., in a consecutive number that follows the order of
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each interview conducted. Participants‟ names were not disclosed in naming the
electronic files.
All questions asked to each interviewee were the same so as to analyze the content
of each interview and, hopefully, by contrasting, find similarities as well as dissimilarities
among them, although in some interviews a few additional questions were added when
the answer provided by the interviewee was not clear for the interviewer.
Answers provided by participants were clustered into five themes: Collaboration,
Sharing Information, Community of Practice, Research, and Wiki.

Collaboration
Based on the data gathered from the interviews, the participants proposed that
collaboration work is characterized by professors who are doing at least a part or some
parts of a research project, as has been stated by Part23 during the interview “I‟m
working with students and some professors in my research.” These group works are of a
cooperation and collaboration nature. The research activities were performed by
professors and sometimes included students, either from the same department, from other
CUCSUR‟s departments, and/or with faculty from other national or international
institutions (Part23). Conditions of collaboration and sharing information are made
among professors as stated by Part3: “I keep them while I'm getting the results, but are
available to anyone in the required time, if is needed.” In contrast, Part25 declared his
point of view: “I think that I keep most for myself…” It seems that those collaborating in
research gathered some value, as Part 25 posited: “As collaborative in the sense if I can
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contribute with ideas and else, and working in multidisciplinary groups it has helped me a
lot, because what you think or know is the last truth, it is that working with other
disciplines and professors greatly enriches your life and your personal life too.”

Sharing Information
Regarding sharing information through collaboration activities, some participants
stated they keep the information to themselves, but if they share it with somebody, which
is the case for the majority of participants, they make information available to any
collaborator who may ask for it.
Part31 stated that he/she does not share sensitive academic information like raw
data, because he does not want to be plagiarized. Besides, no one else on campus is doing
the kind of research he is doing.
Participants, on one hand, explained their reasons why they collaborated in
research, such as for the benefit of sharing. When they talked about working in this Wiki,
they said that Wiki is a new technology tool for sharing information, knowledge, and
experiences that must be learned to be used. Also, participants stated that sharing
information allows professors to improve their academic and personal life as well,
although sharing information must be under the condition that each participant‟s role has
to be clear for everybody involved in the research project.
Participation for many of the members was low for a variety of reasons, which
were exposed during interviews:
(1) Too busy personal and/or academic schedule,
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(2) Changes in the new campus administration were time consuming for filing
different reports.
Participants search the Internet regularly for scientific papers, emails, and
information for teaching content, but they do not access regularly to Wikis. The only
Wiki they access is Wikipedia - looking for information for their course content.
Participants were eager to share personal experiences from research activities.
When participants keep information to themselves, they provide a reason, such as was
stated by Part3, who does not know who he/she is dealing with because of the anonymity
condition of the Wiki.
The information posted on the Wiki is considered by participants as 100%
reliable, mostly because this information was made by well-known professors with
national and international reputations (Part13). They considered one another experts in
their own field of research (Part23).
Some participants did not think information was 100% reliable, because all
participants in the Wiki were anonymous, and these participants did not who they were
dealing with. Finally, they think that in an open Wiki, the information may not be
reliable.

Community of Practice
When members were queried on creation of a Community of Practice (CoP) for
CUCSUR-UDG, all participants agreed to become members of this community. Part13
also declared during the interview that the benefits for CUCSUR-UDG will develop with
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CoP research. “Yes, indeed, we are open. We are open, because it is for, because the
resources that we should have, be it technical or for service, will favor us not only in
research activities but also in teaching and other activities emanating from this
institution.” They also proposed some objectives for this CoP, which are defined as a
virtual place where they can discuss academic topics such as teaching, researching,
community liaisons, and academic development. As a participant has added, CUCSUR is
a multidisciplinary institution with much academic potential.

Research
Participants affirmed in the interviews that they are involved in research activities
at least once a year but some of them twice a year. Their research fields are very diverse from ecology, botany, aquaculture to social sciences. In general, they agreed a good
performance on research as Part13 posited as a big concern: “What is everything is to
reach my goals and results that I decided at the outset.” Also, Part3 declared as a concern:
“That my results are not sufficiently explicit to be understood and not use the
information.” They affirmed their biggest concerns on doing research are, for most of
them, not to fulfill the project objectives because of bad project design (Part25). Another
concern is not having sufficient funds to complete all the activities needed in the project
(Part1). As Part28 declared during the interview, “…And that may to have a
disagreement with some of the project partners.”
Regarding new approaches for research, they argue they have few or no
experience on using a Wiki. Part8 posited to the following question: Has the experience
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of using the KMS Wiki shown you a different way to approach research? “Not at the
moment, because there was little participation from colleagues. I wish I had been more
open, but I think it has the potential to develop.” For Part1, the time using this Wiki was
too short, so they were not able to affirm whether or not they have learned new ways of
research from this experience.

Wiki
During exit interviews, participants said that they had a very interesting
experience using the Wiki, even though some of them were initially reluctant due to
inexperience. At least for Part25, the experience was a bit tedious in the beginning of the
experiment.
Part13 declared that using the Wiki was a rich experience, because she shared
personal information and experiences and her shared information was enriched by
colleagues‟ feedback.
For others, like Part3 and Part25, this tool is an opportunity to communicate by
distance and to create knowledge with other professors. Part3 declared that the
experiment expanded his horizons: “No, this was a process ... at the beginning I was very
reluctant because it was involved in a process like that ... but I finally learned many
things I did not know, especially in the exchange of experiences with professors.”
For Part1, this tool provided a way to discuss common problems, and he is also
looking for similarities of statements among participants.
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For some participants, the elapsed time of the experiment was not enough; they
would like to have had the Wiki open for a longer period of time. Part1 stated: “However,
it was mainly a rich experience to share what you know and enrich or feedback with the
points of view to my other colleagues, but I would have liked more time.”
Regarding what section was the most useful for participants, they did not agree on
any one particular topic. They chose Collaboration and Design sections as the most
popular, but Funding, Development, and Productivity sections were also mentioned.

Survey Analysis
Due to participants answering the weekly surveys infrequently, the information
generated by this instrument was dropped from the study.

Summary of Findings
The research question for this project was: Given easy access to a Wiki, as a
collaborative learning tool, will knowledge creation, sharing, and preservation increase
among CUCSUR faculty members?
Findings from this study suggest that informal knowledge is created among
members of the Wiki. But, the created knowledge did not follow Nonaka & Takeuchi the
strict sequence as suggested in their theory. Also, evidences show that virtual
communities there are comprised by leaders and followers, some of them were active and
others were merely passive. Furthermore, contributions in the Wiki were made by some
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members but not all of them. Some reasons of low participations were: unknowing others
identity that caused lack of confidence, also the lack of sharing culture promoted low
participation. Finally the lack of internet skills and knowledge made difficult for some
participants the effective uses of the Wiki.
Thus, as evidences suggested, for a successful contributions among the members
on this kind of community that may leads to knowledge creation in a virtual community,
a sharing culture and, internet skills are needed.
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Chapter 5
Discussion of Findings
The research question for this dissertation was: Given easy access to a Wiki, as a
collaborative learning tool, will knowledge creation, sharing, and preservation increase
among CUCSUR faculty members?
Once the Wiki was created and made available, it was expected that a flow of
contributions from all participants would fill the Wiki and, after a time, knowledge would
be created strictly following the sequence of Nonaka and Takeuchi‟s knowledge creation
spiral.
This was partially true but not in the way expected, because these contributions
were made not from information, experiences, and personal knowledge but based on
gathered evidences. It created more informal knowledge rather than formal. For many
cases, there was not enough time for completing Nonaka and Takeuchi knowledge
creation spiral.
The amount of contributions from all participants was not the same. In fact, two
participants took the lead in the flow of contributions. Moreover, the sequence of types of
knowledge was different than proposed by Nonaka and Takeuchi in the Theory of
Knowledge Creation Spiral. Further research may offer an explanation.
Evidence suggests that a KMS such as used in this study needs time for its
members to become comfortable with its use. Members need to know why they are a part
of this community and what they are expected to do for the good of the community.
Nevertheless, conducting this research is valuable in terms of experience for the
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researcher and for participants on working in a Virtual Community that implies being not
only willing to be a participant but also a contributor of knowledge creation. This
experience has opened and until now unknown new culture on how to share knowledge
without a physical presence. A better understanding of a detailed description of findings
is provided, as well as the characteristics of events.
The Virtual Community created in the Wiki website was composed of full-time,
tenured professors, male and female, from the University of Guadalajara South Coast
Campus – young, very diverse subjects‟ expertise, including law and socio-economic
studies, as well as biotechnology, ecology, and aquaculture research. They hold a Masters
in Science or a Doctor of Philosophy degree plus one of two academic profiles: SNI or
PROMEP – recognition of research and teaching. The Wiki website also identified two
kinds of participants: active and passive. These characteristics reflected a diversity of
experiences and expectations and represented a cross section of campus faculty that was
exposed from data obtained in each interview.
The three groups of professors were identified as mortals, quasi-gods, or holy
cows. Nevertheless, two participants - Part13 and Part31 - took the attention in this
research, because they led the Wiki website discussions. They belong to the quasi-gods
group. All can be categorized into one of the three groups, but most of the contributors
were members of the quasi-gods group. Data suggest that the quasi-gods showed more
willingness to enter into a discussion and to learn from other members‟ information
and/or knowledge.
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While only half of those who originally signed the consent form actually
participated in the Wiki website, fewer of them (9 of 22) actually participated actively.
This rate of participation was also reported by Courtney (2007) in a Virtual Community
of Practice called the CIPeL Community created in the United Kingdom. The author
suggests that this percentage of participation is to be expected for this kind of Virtual
Community.
Despite the fact that the Wiki functioned for only 12 weeks, it was enough to
provide some evidence of a knowledge creation spiral. However, none of the participants
posted during the last three weeks of the experiment.
One of the most common comments made by participants during exit interviews
was that there wasn‟t enough time for all the different tasks to be completed. Among
those tasks were:


Learning how to access the Wiki (sign-in and sign-out),



Knowing the various forms of contributions (postings, questions, answers,
replies),



Manipulating the mechanics of submitting a contribution,



How much time (daily or weekly) they would need to dedicate, and



Learning how in-depth to make the comments so they could create a fruitful
contribution for the good of the community and not create an uncomfortable
experience for themselves or anyone else.
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This last need is in relation to what has been reported in scientific literature regarding
knowledge created within interactions and not by the sum of the number of participants
(Vasconcelos, 2007; Ward, 2006; Whipple, 1987). For a given topic, the continuous
interaction among participants is the best way that knowledge is created. Thus, rather
than emerging from the summation of participants, knowledge is derived from
participants‟ interactions, and this exists also in Virtual Communities (Bennet, 2001;
Whipple, 1987).
Participants offered multiple reasons for their low participation. Most of them
stated that they used Internet services for email and searching for information, but they
did not have any experience using Wiki technology and needed more time to adjust.
While participating in a Wiki involves knowledge sharing, information, and personal
experiences, there is no agreement on this point, as is mentioned by Lin and Lee (2005).
They believe the main reason for low participation is that knowledge sharing means a
significant organizational culture change. In addition, Merx-Chermin and Nijhof (2005)
suggest knowledge sharing is a key factor for successful knowledge creation (Guzman,
2008). This condition is applicable to Wikis and blogs. In this Virtual Community,
participants had no experience in knowledge sharing by using an Internet tool, so they
were required not only to learn how to manipulate social networking Internet tools but to
adapt to this new sharing culture.
Beyond all of this, each participant first needs to feel identified as a member of
the Virtual Community and to also identify other members (Guzman, 2008). When the
identification is complete, the participant can trust others‟ knowledge and vice verse
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(Bennet, 2001). As data from this study suggests, knowledge sharing will only be
successful when members feel comfortable and confident within the virtual social
network. Then its members will actively join in the Wiki by placing valuable postings
(Chen & Gaines, 1996). This thought process was mentioned repeatedly during the exit
interviews by several participants when they stated that they will trust others‟ postings as
long as they know the identity of who is making the posting.
The total number of postings was small, because the participation was very low
by most participants. The number of postings decreased through time from reasonable to
very few, and eventually, zero postings. Taking into account that two participants
accumulated more than half of the postings, and the fact that three participants did not
post at all, most of the participation in the Wiki website was limited to two or three
members (Part13, Part30, and Part31 = 32 postings).
Some subjects stated during the exit interviews that they limited their
participation, because they felt restricted choosing only from the available topics. They
believed they were unable to create a new topic on any other area of research, such as
teaching or community building or even on university politics. This statement is not
really true, because one participant in week one created a new thread where many
participated.
Although they felt restrained by the topics and first posted contributions,
participants posted their comments on topics when they had something to say and it
seemed to be an interesting discussion. Regarding subject matter chosen from 27 given
ideas, Topic 1.2.3 (National Financial section) piqued the most interest at the beginning
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of the first week but stopped on week six. Moreover, the rest of the active postings were
started in the fifth and sixth week, but by the ninth week all postings stopped.
Part1 created a new thread entitled “Change of Vision,” suggesting that not all
participants felt tied to given topics. It also reflects the need to be able to communicate
individual concerns regarding on-going processes, such as a change of authority for
incoming administration and how it may affect future research activities. It brings to light
that there are other topics that were not discussed on the Wiki website but are also part of
the academic life on campus and of interest to campus faculty members.
The SN created in the Virtual Community had 12 Nodes, but only 9 of them were
active, although all collected evidence. Part13 and Part31 led the Wiki‟s activity pace.
The socio-metric stats show that community in the Wiki reflected a poor connectedness
and a non-cohesion network, which explains the low rate of discussions among most of
the participants.
The diameter of the SN may suggest two ways of interpretation:
1. Postings on questions, answers, and replies were clear enough so it did not
need additional clarifications on those postings, or
2. Participants refused to become engaged in a diversified discussion, as Part31
commented in the interview. He refused to continue a discussion because of
the academic formation differences that generated different points of views on
co-authoring and legal rights.
Most participants voiced a reasonable understanding of posting content, even though they
might have asked for clarification or disagreed with the results of the discussion.
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With respect to the three passive participants, they declared in an informal, non-recorded
chat that they were too busy to get involved in Wiki activities. They stated that they
always have been willing to participate but did not find the time to dedicate to the Wiki.
They did note that they found the Wiki to be an interesting Internet tool for non-face-toface social interactional, which is in accord with Greenfield‟s viewpoint (Greenfield,
2007) that stated there is a “network effect” that sets in when users want to contribute and
be a part of critical mass. Nevertheless, creating a Wiki does not mean active
participation. A group of active users is needed to generate interactions among
participants and hopefully create a virtual community supporting the Wiki productivity.
Ward (2006) found that people involved in Blogs and Wikis need to participate on
a regular basis. Otherwise, they discontinue posting and eventually drop completely. This
may have happened with some participants in this study.
If only the number of postings is taken into account and not content, this
experiment did not go as planned, but building a Wiki does not guarantee participation
(Greenfield, 2007). Subjects were free to pursue any or all of the topics; they were not
coached or encouraged by anyone in the community to become involved to the contrary
of what Rae recommended (Rae et al., 2006). Coaching and previous training are very
important for a successful Virtual Community and have an important role on developing
responsibility in Virtual Community users on promoting learning. Coaching is also
important, because it can be utilized to guide and moderate users‟ contributions allowing
the capture of informal and formal knowledge, which develops a body of knowledge
available for Virtual Community users. Knowledge is created mainly by informal means.
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Training deals with developing tools for users that will facilitate the sharing knowledge
process.
In relation to Nonaka and Takeuchi‟s Spiral Knowledge Creation, the analysis of
Wiki content postings and what the participants stated during exit interviews revealed a
significant number of differences. Subjects exhibited characteristics quite different from
Nonaka and Takeuchi‟s studies of CEOs and employees of Japanese companies located
in Japan. Their study consisted of a set of interviews performed from 1990 to 1994
containing items on how members of the organization interacted with each other and
what product resulted from these interactions. Based on the data gathered from their
interviews, the participants proposed that collaborative work is characterized by
professors who are doing at least part of a research project. These group projects were of
a cooperation and collaboration nature.
Regarding sharing information through collaboration activities, data from this
study suggest that while members of the virtual social network may keep the information
to themselves, if a member of this social network asks for information, it could be shared
or the knowledge made available to any collaborator who asks for it. Under these
conditions, members of the SN did not feel their knowledge had been plagiarized. It takes
time for participants to understand the benefit of sharing and understanding how
technology can make activities leading to knowledge creation easier.
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Implications of Findings
There were no previous studies reported in scientific literature made under the
same conditions as this research. The present study was conducted in a private virtual
community by using Internet-based social network software. All discussions held in this
virtual community were led to improve personal research performance based on the
interactions of information and personal experiences.
The study was conducted with faculty members from one campus of the
University of Guadalajara Network located in a small town in the state of Jalisco,
Mexico. All subjects held a higher academic degree. The study required the creation of a
virtual social network composed of campus faculty members who met on a Wiki website.
They worked for three months sharing information, personal experiences, and knowledge
regarding given topics related to research by posting personal, relevant remarks on the
subjects provided. Contributions consisted of posting questions, answers, or replies.
The level of knowledge of the virtual community was of the highest academic
level, as subjects are members of a scientific society with international reputations. The
virtual community was rich in academic diversity, as participants had different academic
profiles and levels of experience, which allowed for voicing various points of view based
on personal knowledge.
Nevertheless, subjects involved in this study have no culture of sharing. They
hold their own knowledge in high value and consider sharing personal knowledge an
unacceptable action. Also, they had no previous knowledge or experience using virtual
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social network software, so they needed additional time to learn how to use the software
in an efficient way.
The combination of qualitative interviews, Wiki posting content stage, and social
network analysis was an effective approach to study knowledge creation, because it
provided data that aided in determining and characterizing whether or not knowledge was
created from Wiki participants‟ interactions. This combination poses possible risks, as
happened on the survey, whereas the mortality effect was made ineffective by this
instrument. At the beginning of the study, it was expected that every individual who
signed the consent form of participation would participate actively. Neither the low rate
of participation nor the high dropout rate (about 50%) observed in the beginning of the
study were expected. Expectations on Wiki users‟ participation were 80% with 20% of
participants dropping out over time but not at the beginning of the experiment as, in fact,
happened.
The Spiral Knowledge Theory presented by Nonaka and Takeuchi in 1995 was
based on face-to-face interviews conducted in the 1980s and early 1990s with CEOs and
employees from Japanese companies. The present study is reporting evidences of the
validity of this theory based on information obtained by 5th generation Internet
technology social networking, such as a Wiki. This difference is a huge step on the path
to conceiving knowledge creation proposed by this theory. Internet technology has
changed and proposes new alternative ways of communication.
It seems that participants did not believe that rather informal knowledge is
valuable. This is true in the traditional knowledge management model but not in
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knowledge management approaches (Ward, 2006). Participants selected some topics
from the list that were offered on the Wiki. The interview data suggest that they selected
what was interesting for them or where they felt comfortable. They would create new
topics if it fit their own interests. Results also suggest that no matter what is offered in a
Wiki, participants will participate actively in topics that are considered interesting or
important to them. Also, participation in the Wiki is related to the interaction of
participants. High interest from participants in a Wiki topic may lead to a more active
participation. However, it is not a strict rule, because participants may be submitting only
on the time they dedicate for participation. Low participation is not uncommon on this
kind of social network.
Participants affirmed their biggest concern on performing research is to not fulfill
the project objectives because of bad project design or not having sufficient funds to
complete all activities needed in the project.
Regarding new approaches for research, subjects were not able to affirm whether
or not they had learned new ways of research from this experience, although all
participants agreed that this was a rich experience, because they had the opportunity to
share personal information and experiences and receive colleagues‟ feedback quickly by
using this Internet tool.
Findings from this study suggest that in virtual social networks there are leaders
who may guide the knowledge sharing as long as their own information and experiences
creates new knowledge, as happened in this study. After this experience, participants
agreed to become members of a Community of Practice at CUCSUR-UDG.
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Data obtained from this study show that the most common knowledge shown by
the participants was Externalization, followed by Socialization, Internalization, and
finally Combination.
Nonaka and Takeuchi‟s Spiral Knowledge Creation Theory presented in 1995
established a strict sequence of Socialization, Externalization, Combination, and
Internalization. Nonetheless, data from postings did not have a consistent sequence on
which type of knowledge was going to show up after a given knowledge is presented.
If we want to understand knowledge creation, it is necessary to keep tracking the
previous knowledge (postings) that serve as support for the next incoming knowledge. In
this way, the knowledge interactions from different or same sources may lead to new
knowledge. It would be easier to find more clues for any of the four types of knowledge
with a higher number of interactions. Therefore, few contributions from members of a
virtual social network may lead to less frequency of any type of knowledge.
Finally, the evidence suggests that a knowledge spiral has been completed by
participants, and it is possible to assume a new knowledge has being created for the
participants‟ interaction but not necessarily in the sequence presented by Nonaka and
Takeuchi.
An alternative explanation is that knowledge creation follows individual‟s
experience and a stage from Nonaka and Takeuchi‟ knowledge spiral is skipped and later
on, is fulfilled by the individual. Another possible explanation is that Knowledge Spiral
Theory follows local culture‟s features, which are different in every culture. These
alternatives may lead to future studies.
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Finally, the theory of Diffusion of Innovation provides an alternative theorical
explanation that it may explains why people differentially embraces new technology
when it is implemented for the use of the consumer which this is the case of the current
study. This theory was developed by Everett M. Rogers in 1962 (Rogers, 1962).
The most important goals of this theory were to establish the background favoring
the adoption of a new idea; the social characteristics of individuals and communities that
influence the diffusion processes; the stages of behavior by passing the adopter
something new; the characteristics of an innovation to be attractive and, personal roles
throughout the diffusion process, starting with opinion leaders.
This theory proposed that the diffusion of innovations is a cultural event and no
technology will be adopted if there is not “a hook” inside the culture where its potential
adopters live. Also, each organization adopts an innovation in a particular way. Finally,
there are aspects of the individual and the social and environmental context within which
the behavior of the acceptance of technology.
By this theory, it is usual that the new idea or innovation to move slowly through
a social group as it as it is introduced from the beginning. Then, as the number of
individuals (the adopters) is undergoing innovation, increase the dissemination of new
ideas and moves more quickly. Thus, individuals gather and synthesize information about
a new IT (Information Technology) from the social system within which they are located.
This process of information results in the formation of beliefs about using IT where
personal beliefs cause individuals to accept or reject the product, that is, beliefs are the
driving forces behind the decision to adopt.
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Rogers describes five attributes of innovations (Rogers 1994, p. 15)
1.

Relative advantage (degree to which an innovation is perceived as

better that the idea it supersedes).
2.

Compatibility (degree to which an innovation is perceived as being

consistent with the existing values, past experiences, and needs of potential
adopters).
3.

Complexity (degree to which an innovation is perceived as

difficult to understand and use).
4.

Trialability (degree to which an innovation may be experiment

with on a limited basis).
5.

Observability (degree to which the results of an innovation are

visible to others).

Finally, Rogers describes five kinds of consumers- they are listed in order of
acceptance of new technology and its percentage in relation with the population.
1.

Innovators (composed by 2.5%)

2.

Early adopters (13.5%)

3.

Early majority (34%)

4.

Late majority (34%)

5.

Laggards (16%)
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Under the precepts of this theory is possible to identify members of these five
kinds of consumers. Participants who had been identified as leaders could be match to
Innovators consumers. Passive participants could be identified as Laggards. The rest of
participants of the study could be identified either Early adopters, Early Majority or Late
Majority.
The reasons stated by some participants about low participation also match with
some of the attributes described by Rogers in his theory.
These three presented explanations do not limited other possible explanations
although they generate the need of further research work to find reliable answers for the
findings of the current research.

Further Research
From the analysis of the findings of the analysis of the interviews conducted to
the participants three possible changes are identified that it could increase the
participation from the members of the Wiki is listed as following:
1. To disclose the IDs of the participants to one another. Participants will be
more willing to post their questions, answers and replies if they know who
are talking to.
2. To provide better training on the Wiki for the participants. Even a training
workshop on using the Wiki was conducted. Findings from interviews
suggested that more training is needed. A possible solution is that
researcher provides inside the Wiki F&Qs section along with a feature
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where the participants will be able to post questions related to uses the
Wiki.
3. To give incentives could be used to increase participation in the study. For
example, an acknowledge letter can be granted to each participant if they
conclude the whole process of the study.
Also, this study encourages future studies regarding knowledge management
virtual tools. Many questions have arisen such as:


Is the type of knowledge described in the Knowledge Creation Spiral Theory
developed by Nonaka and Takeuchi strictly successive?



What happens with some types of knowledge created in the spiral when this
succession is interrupted and not completed?



Is there a time for Virtual Community users when they release that informal
knowledge that it can turn into formal knowledge by using guidance of the
experts? (This process depends of on the members of this Virtual Community)



What is the cost, in terms of time investment, in developing a sharing
knowledge culture for an organization?



Are there different levels of knowledge complexity following Nonaka and
Takeuchi Knowledge Creation Spiral Theory?



Does this theory only work for basic knowledge and not on highly complex
bodies of knowledge?
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For a successful knowledge management system, is it important to have a well
implanted knowledge sharing culture?
Were this study to be conducted again, what would change? Perhaps provide more
time on-line for the Wiki, invite more participants, expect a 50% drop out, and provide
more time for learning this kind of Internet tool.
Questions still arise and many more can be listed and eventually answered. There
is a lot of work to be done for those dedicated to conducting research and developing
social tools on Knowledge Management Systems.
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APPENDIXES
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Appendix A
Tutorial #1
QUALITY DOCUMENT
Identify performance objectives that each professor needs for their research
project.
Every year, a professor who conducts an inter-disciplinary and inter-institutional
successful research project needs to perform a set of activities as are described as
following:


He or she needs to choose a call (more often) or calls (2 or 3, if researcher has not
enough resources for the project) in order to get funds for the research projects.



Get a research project approved with enough funds for the optimal conduction of
the project.



Enroll at least another researcher from the same disciplinary area (collaborative
research project) and, one more from a different discipline (inter-disciplinary
research project).



Involve at least another organization (inter-institutional research project).



Clear out all funds through the administrative processes about how the funds are
been applied and, where and how the equipment and expendable items are used
after its purchase in the conduction of the research project.



Publishes all findings as product from the research project in international
proceedings or in a refereed journal.
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Determine what expectations each participant has for the Wiki KMS
A professor (participant) will expect that the proposed Wiki KMS will promote
the learning process through the collaborative interaction with others participants.
A participant will also expect if there is a question among the Wiki community
another participant who may has the answer or at least may know who or where to find
the answer.
In addition, each participant will expect respect (authoring) for their interactions
(posting) and the interactions of others and content among Wiki community members.
Furthermore, each participant will trust another participant posting.

Possible threats about participant’s participation in Wiki KMS
The lack of sharing information culture is perhaps the biggest threat for the Wiki
KMS success. The culture can be promoted by the successful use of this Wiki. In other
words, a participant has learned something that is relevant about research work. Thus,
participants will have a positive experience in using a Wiki as tool for KMS through
collaborative learning. Through time, they may promote in others the use of Wikis as an
effective learning tool.
Others possible threats are a lack of knowledge about Wiki‟s culture and lack
training in using Wiki websites. Wiki technology is new and many professors will find
Wiki a new task, that they need to learn all and incorporate it into their own culture
framework.
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Identify possible legal implications of Wiki KMS.
Copyright of postings is one of biggest concerns in Wiki technology. Two others
concerns are content and author reputations. All Wikis have an agreement where rules of
behavior are defined as well as the copyright of postings. These agreements are show
when a new member applies to be part of this community.

8.

Time that each participant needs to expend on participating

9.

Determine number minimum and maximum participations (it there is any)

10.

Create a general detailed report
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Tutorial #2
TESTING REPORT
1.

Design a report sheet

2.

Failures on accessing into Wiki KMS

3.

Reasons detected (all participants)

4.

Solutions proposed (experts)

5.

Success on Wiki performance

6.

Reasons (all participants)

7.

Solutions taken (experts)

Design a feedback process flow chart.
Determine who will be interesting in seeing the report.
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TUTORIAL # 3
INGLES VERSION
WIKI de INVESTIGACION y DESARROLLO
USER MANUAL
By Jalil Fallad
Introduction
The Wiki Research & Development website interface (Investigación y
Desarrollo) is being created on Wet-Paint™ website to conduct a study “a knowledge
management tool for collaborative learning: a case study using a WIKI” as part of my
dissertation research project to obtain my Ph D. degree from The University of New
Mexico. The research study is about knowledge creation through a Wiki Internet social
tool for a Knowledge Management System (KMS).
WetPaint™ is an Internet Wiki hosting‟ provider. I will rent this Wiki website for
16 weeks to conduct the research study.
The KM System implementation‟s main objective is that participants learn from
one to another, based on information contained in the Wiki database.
A secondary objective for the KM system is to promote CUCSUR-UDG‟s
Community of Practice creation which concerns all activities regarding the writing of the
design and the evaluation of research projects to different government, private companies
and NGOs (Non-Government Organization) agencies. Thus, participants of this research
will have access to information contained in the Wiki database which is described in the
Wiki Content Section. The Wiki database design and structure is also described in the
Wiki Content Section. This information will be created by participants‟ contributions
through the interactions and sharing the personal experiences.
The website portal contains all necessary capabilities for its users as well as a selfbackup system.
The component of the Wiki Investigación y Desarrollo database is divided into
five main sections contains the chain of participation. The Wiki also includes the
statistical report of the most recent participations and authors.
Participants will gain access to the Wiki by using a secure password provided by
the researcher. Thus, the Wiki interface can be accessed by regular Internet service
through any browser available (Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Opera, Safari,
Navigator, etc.), but it is highly recommended to use the latest version of Microsoft
Internet Explorer™ or Mozilla Fire Fox™. All users will have the same privileges of
accessibility to the database but the copyright of a user‟s postings will belong to his/her
only. Thus, a login and a password will be needed for each user to ensure this kind of
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privilege. Others privileges in posting, editing and/or deleting will also belong to his/her
creator.
The database will be fed by each posting from participants that will be added after
the question, answer or reply has been posted forming chains of participation.
Legal Implication on Participating on Wiki KMS
The Wiki Investigación y Desarrollo is hosted by WetPaint™. The Wiki is
created to conduct research regarding knowledge creation from each individual, and how
this knowledge is increased by sharing from one individual to another. Another research
interest is to examine the social network created by individual (participant) interactions.
The Wiki Investigación y Desarrollo is created as a private Wiki. This means
that the general public will not have privileged access to Wiki Investigación y
Desarrollo content, including reading what participants have posted. In addition, the
general public will have no privilege or right to post any information, nor to reply or
answer any posting on the Wiki website.
To conduct this research, the researcher is renting the hosting privilege on
WetPaint™ for 16 weeks in order to conduct the study.
The researcher is responsible for keeping the Wiki website functional
(accessibility and controlling postings), watching over posting rights and privileges
observed by participants.
Copyright of postings is one of the biggest concerns in Wiki technology. Two
concerns are content and author reputations. All Wikis postings have the agreement
where rules of behavior and copyrights of postings are defined. These agreements are
show when a new member applies to be part of this community. By clicking the Agree
button on the agreement section, the new member is now under this agreement.
Risks to the system are the validation process and security of the information.
Identity theft is not an issue, because the Wiki KMS will be closed to the general Internet
public and its access will be limited to the participants. Participants will be able to
continually review and validate their own postings, which will be continually posted in
the database and organized under the proper portal.
Copyright of Postings
Besides the initial five postings provided by the researcher, all copyrights for any
further postings belong to the participant(s) who has posted it and is showing in the Wiki
website.
There are three kind of basic postings: (1) question, (2) answer and (3), reply.
The system will include in each posting the login (participant ID) and, the
date/time of when the posting was saved to the Wiki website. The copyright of
supporting documents (documents used to support a statement by participants and its
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posting as an attachment along with the author‟s (basic postings) only belongs to the
original author of each document.
Working under the collaboration approach, authors have the right to share the
copyright of their postings between all who creates the posting.
Time Needed for Participation
Two things need to be carried out before the project can be approved:



expedite IRB-UNM (Institutional Review Board from The University of New
Mexico) application for approval and
Inform potential participants to join the project by signing the provided consent
form, which must also approved by the IRB-UNM Office.

The Wiki Investigación y Desarrollo will be accessible for three months begin
after the IRB-UNM Committee approves the project.
Participants will expect that the proposed Wiki KMS will promote the learning
process through the collaborative interaction with other participants.
Participants will also expect if there is an answer to the question s/he posted, the it
will come from another participant who may have the answer or know who or where to
find such an answer.
In addition, participants will expect respect (authoring) for she/his interactions
(posting) and others‟ interactions and content among Wiki‟s community members.
Furthermore, each participant will trust another participant‟s posting.
Participation
There is no limit to the numbers of logins, postings, or time spent in the Wiki
website, but participation through postings is expected from all participants.
General Statement and User’s Notes of the Wiki KMS
The implementation of the framework for CUCSUR-UDG‟s R&D Office valuebased knowledge management system will create, capture, organize, share, distribute, use
and reuse knowledge in four ways. Four types of knowledge will be implemented.
Factual knowledge is available through the questions posted by participants, including
requests for information or data –for example, solving questions for which repeat
participants may need a different context than a first-time participant. Conceptual
knowledge is developed in the tutorials to teach participants how to use the KM system to
its fullest capacity.
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A list of questions posted by the researcher will lend procedural knowledge to the
implementation framework. Best practices are developed, cases with mistakes are
discovered, and corrected solutions are implemented. Finally, advisement includes
metacognitive knowledge where facts and experiences may be questioned and new
questions and answers formed from reviewing previous postings in various ways.
With each participation and chain of participation, a piece of the KMS is created
by the participants. Participants will access the database and add their posting to the
system thereby capturing the knowledge and making it available to be reused. The
repository will grow and be organized in four parts. It will be monitored in such a way as
to develop case-scenarios and best practices. As the repository grows the participants will
share and distribute the knowledge. Comments and experiences (storytelling) can be
formed around the new data and decisions may be made as new knowledge is created. As
case scenarios become stories and best practices and new pieces of knowledge are
created, a new knowledge about how to best solve these repeated questions and problems
is created. At the same time when the system is using and reusing the knowledge, new
knowledge is simultaneously created.
Wiki KMS Sections
Wiki Content Sections
All Wiki‟s content will be in the Spanish language. The five sections are:
I. Financial Section
1.1. UDG internal sources
1.2. UDG external sources
1.2.1. Local
1.2.2. State
1.2.3. Domestic
1.2.4. International
2. Projects Management Section
2.1. Resource‟s scheduling
2.2. Resource‟s management
2.3. Resource‟s clearing
2.4. Equipment and infrastructure management
3. Collaboration and Cooperation
3.1. Agreements
3.1.1. Domestic
3.1.2. International
3.2. Co-authoring
3.3. Specials agreements
4. Project Design Section
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4.1. Calls
4.2. Project writing
4.3. Project evaluation
5. Productivity Section
5.1. Partial and final reports
5.2. Publications
5.3. Authoring
5.4. Human Resources Creation
5.5. Legal Rights
5.6. Patents

Directions for navigation on the KMS (from practitioners and experts)
Wiki Investigación y Desarrollo Internet Location
The Wiki Investigación y Desarrollo is located at
http://researchanddevelopment.wetpaint.com/
This screen is the Wiki main interface. The screen shows the login and password
dialog boxes, one on top of the other. The top dialog box is the Login Name box
(participant ID), and the dialog box below is the Password dialog box. Then you can see
the Login button.
Log in

To log in, participants need to provide an assigned login name (participant ID) in
the correspondent dialog box that has popped up on the screen.
Once the login name is entered, then click on the Password dialog box and write
your password and click on the Login button.

Log out
To log out from the Wiki website, click out the Logout button located on the
right-top corner of the screen.
Description of the Wiki Interface
The interface is divided by the following features: Title, Clicking Menu and Working
Area (see figure 1).
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a) Title- located on the top of the screen -provides the name of the Wiki;
Investigación y Desarrollo.
b) Clicking Menu is located right under the title. This menu works by clicking
on the word. This feature then provides a set of different navigation
capabilities. To use any of the provided navigation buttons, just click once on
the word of your choice.

Figure 1. Homepage of Wiki website including its menu bar and user‟s information (right
top).
Navigation Buttons
Home

This is the main screen of the Wiki website. Clicking this option will move you to
this screen.
Discussion Forum
Participants will expend more time working on the postings on this page. By
pressing this button, the user is sent to the Discussion Forum main screen. Here, the user
is able to choose the section of the Wiki where s/he wants to participate by posting a
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question, answer and/or reply. In addition, the feature allows the user to see the the
participation of community of practice (CoP).
What’s New?
The feature shows what is new for the community such as new postings, incoming
events, etc.
Photo Gallery
This section allows uploading of material/documents considered important to
support a statement presented in his/her posting.
It also shows all attachments posted by the participants as well as who and when
posted.
Members
This feature only shows the login name of who is currently working in the Wiki
website.
To Dos

It shows a reminder to participants who are logged in for any tasks or things to do
that are not done.
Invite

This feature has been disabled.

My Profile
This feature only shows the login name, gender, age and when participant became
a member of this Wiki community. In order to protect participant‟s identity, real names
and personal pictures are not on any posting.
Settings
Users may edit their own personal information and modify some provided
elements such as font types and sizes.
c) Showing Area.
The main and biggest area of the screen is located right below the clicking menu.
It shows all written information posted in the Wiki website participants. Here participants
are able to read posted information and work on their new postings.
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Directions for Navigation
Once a user has clicked on Discussion Forum, the user will move to the
Discussion Forum page (see Figure 2).
The screen is divided by into two sections: Top and Bottom. In the top section, the
title is located and a menu composed of three viewing options: Most Recent, Most Active
and Keyword Tag Groups. In addition, there is a search threads engine.
Most Recent is an optional viewing that shows the latest postings.
Most Active shows the threads in descending order from the most active thread to
the least active thread. Activity is related to the number of postings in any of the three
described postings or a mix of them without relation of who has placed the postings.
Keyword Tag Groups is an optional viewing where users can see all thread
organized by its main five threads.
The threads of the Discussion Forum below the top menu are composed of five
columns: Started By, Thread subject, Location, Replies and Last Post (see figure 2
below).

Figure 2. Discussion section in Wiki website including different topics and subtopics
about research work.
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Description of Discussion Forum’s Columns
Started By column shows the login name of the participant who placed the first
posting.
Thread subject column shows the subject‟s name of the thread.
Location column shows the information to what community the thread belongs.
Replies column shows the number of reply postings that the thread has at that
moment.
Last Post column shows the information regarding date, time, and user login name
of the posting.
Posting
Placing a posting
There are two options to place a postings depending if the thread already exist or
not.
On an Existing Thread
There are two ways to create a posting: write your posting using a word processor,
a working sheet, or a presentation in your computer. , Once the document is complete and
you are satisfied with it, go to the Wiki website and choose the corresponding thread that
fits with your document and click on the thread. Then click on the POST button where a
dialog box will pop it up in the screen. Select the whole document to be posted, by
simultaneously pressing CTRL-C keys to copy on memory and then press CTRL-V to
paste the information stored on the memory.
A second way is to go straight to the Wiki website, log in, select the desired
thread, and click on the POST button and write directly from your posting on the dialog
box that has shown on the screen.
Creating a New Thread
To place a posting on a non-existent thread go to the upper right corner of the
Working Area and click on the word “post a new thread.” In the dialog box, write down
the desired name and click the OK button. Once this process is complete, place your
postings as you would on an existing thread.
Asking a Question
To ask a question, write your question (by using Questions Marks) and then place
your question on the desired thread.
Providing an answer
Find the thread where you want to place your answer and click on the latest
posting. A dialog box will pop up and, either write or paste your desired answer. When
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you finish, click on the OK button. It is highly recommended that postings be supported
by 3rd party evidence such a calls, reports, regulation‟s manuals, official documents, etc.
Giving a Reply
To give a reply to an existing answer, find the answer in the correspondent thread,
click on it and a dialog box will pop up. Either write or paste your desired reply. When
you finish, click on the OK button.
Posting an Attachment
To share files with one another, versioning and formatting are always an issue.
The best recommendation is to share your files on the most common formats. Thus, to
post an attachment file, check first that the file is in the right format. For text documents,
DOC or RTF are the best. If it is possible, it is highly recommended that all documents be
formatted in PDF format. For graphics, use a JPG format. For audio use MP3 and for
video, QT and MOV formats are fine.
Editing a Posting
This feature is available only for the participant who owns the copyright of the
posting -someone who has placed the posting in the Wiki website. To edit a posting that
you have placed in the Wiki website, find the posting in the thread, click on the posting
then click on the EASY EDIT button on the top of the Working Area and make all the
changes you need as well as delete any of your own postings desired. When you finish,
click on OK button.
Deleting a Posting
To delete a posting, select the posting you want to delete and click on the
DELETE button and then click OK in the dialog box.
Answering the Weekly Questionnaire
Every participant needs to answer a weekly questionnaire. To do it so, check on
What’s New on the clicking menu and click once on the correspondent questionnaire for
the week. When you finish answering the questionnaire, click the DONE button at the
end of the questionnaire and close the window.
Useful Definitions
Question: A request of information for a given doubt.
Answer: It is the information requested in a given question.
Reply: A commentary either a given question or an answer to clarify or to support the
proposition containing the answer or the question.
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Attachment: An attached document to support a statement. Sometimes it is the original
source of information.
List of Recommendations (from the experts)
To effectively participate in the Wiki, it is important to first check what has been
posted by other participants. Try to be academic and positive in your statements and also
try not to take any action or reaction from other participants personal.
Discussion is encouraged but no any personal arguments.
Always try to keep your identity safe, as well as that of others, by not providing
your name or other participants‟ names.
Try to place as many postings as you can but not so as to be overwhelmed.
The Wiki will contain participant IDs for each posting, as well as date and posting
time. It will also contain the body of the document and its nature (question, answer or
reply). Finally, the Wiki website will contain additional supporting material and files
posted by participants such as documents, photographs, PDF files and hyperlinks.
The discussion forum option includes a set of 27 different threads sorted into five
categories (See Wiki Content Section). By clicking this option, participants will see all
threads.
The Discussion Forum screen is divided into five columns. The first column lists
who (login name) started the thread. Column two registers the thread‟s subjects. Column
three registers the thread‟s location. Column four lists how many replies are in the thread.
Column five shows when a posting was placed and by whom.
In order to place a posting, participants need to double click the thread where s/he
wants to place a posting. Once the participant is in the thread, s/he has the option of
“quote & reply” or “post a reply.” By clicking either of these options, a writing box will
be provided. This is where the participant will write his/her posting by clicking the
“POST” button. At this point the participant will have the choice of logging off or
returning to the discussion forum to read or place another posting.
Possible Threats regarding Wiki Participation
The lack of a sharing information culture is perhaps the biggest threat for the Wiki
KMS success. The culture can be promoted by the successful use of this Wiki. In others
words, a participant has learned something that is relevant about research work. Thus,
participants will have a positive experience using a Wiki as a tool for KMS through the
collaborative learning. In time, they may promote in others the use of Wikis as effective
learning tool.
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Others possible threats are lack of knowledge about Wiki‟s culture and lack of
training in using Wikis websites. Wiki technology is new, and many professors will find
Wiki a new to be learned and incorporated into their own culture framework.
Troubleshooting
For any problem regarding the functionality of the Wiki Investigación y
Desarrollo or its features, please contact Jalil Fallad at jfallad@cucsur.udg.mx or call
317-105-8007.
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WIKI de INVESTIGACION y DESARROLLO
MANUAL DEL USUARIO
Por Jalil Fallad
Introducción
La interface de la Wiki web-site Investigación y Desarrollo ha sido creada en el
web-site de Wet-Paint™ para realizar el estudio “A KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
TOOL FOR COLLABORATIVE LEARNING: A CASE STUDY USING A WIKI” como
parte de mi tesis doctoral como requisito para obtener el Grado de Doctor en Ciencias en
The University of New Mexico. La investigación es acerca de la creación del
conocimiento a través del uso de la herramienta social de Internet conocida como Wiki.
Las Wikis son herramientas sociales basadas en web utilizadas en los Sistemas de
Gestión del Conocimiento (SGC).
WetPaint™ es una compañía proveedora de Wikis en Internet. El investigador
rentará este web-site de la Wiki por 16 semanas que son necesarios para realizar el
presente proyecto de investigación.
El objetivo principal de la implementación del SGC es que los participantes
aprendan unos de otros, basándose en la información contenida en la base de datos de la
Wiki.
Un segundo objetivo del SGC es promover la creación de una Comunidad de
Práctica en el CUCSUR-UDG la cual se preocupará de todas las actividades
concernientes a la escritura del diseño y evaluación de los proyectos de investigación que
son sometidas a las diferentes convocatorias en agencias gubernamentales, compañías
privadas y ONGs (Organizaciones No-Gubernamentales). De este modo, los participantes
en esta investigación tendrán acceso a la información contenidas en la base de datos de la
Wiki la cual está descrita en la sección Contenido de la Wiki. El diseño y estructura de la
base de datos de la Wiki es también descrita en la sección Contenido de la Wiki. Esta
información será creada por las contribuciones de los participantes a través de sus
interacciones y el compartimiento de sus experiencias personales.
El portal del web-site contiene todas las capacidades necesarias para sus usuarios
así como un sistema de auto-respaldo.
La base de datos de la Wiki Investigación y Desarrollo está dividida
principalmente en cinco secciones. Además, de contener la cadena de participaciones,
incluye el reporte estadístico de las más recientes participaciones y sus autores.
Los participantes tendrán acceso a la Wiki mediante el uso de una contraseña de
seguridad proveída por el investigador. Así, la interface de la Wiki puede ser accesada
mediante el servicio de Internet regular a través de cualquier buscador disponible
(Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Opera, Safari, Navigator, etc.) pero se recomienda
mucho utilizar las últimas versiones de Microsoft Internet Explorer™ o Mozilla Fire
Fox™. Todos los usuarios tendrán los mismos privilegios de accesibilidad a la base de
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datos. Los derechos de autoría pertenecerán solamente al usuario(s) quién colocó la
información en la base de datos de la Wiki. Por lo que un nombre de usuario (login) y
contraseña serán necesarios para asegurar la información a los usuarios esta clase de
privilegios. Los privilegios de edición y/o borrado de información colocada en la dase de
datos le pertenecerán a su creador.
La he base de datos será alimentada por la colocación de información que cada
participante realice y que será adicionada, según corresponda, después de cada pregunta,
respuesta o replica que haya sido colocada previamente formando así la cadena de
participaciones.
Implicaciones Legales en la participación de la Wiki SGC
La Wiki Investigación y Desarrollo es hospedada en la Wiki web-site de
WetPaint™. La Wiki ha sido creada para realizar una investigación concerniente a la
creación del conocimiento en cada individuo y como este conocimiento es incrementado
mediante su compartición de un individuo a otro. Otro interés de la investigación es el
examinar las redes sociales creadas por las interacciones de los individuos (participantes).
La Wiki Investigación y Desarrollo ha sido creada como una Wiki privada. Esto
significa que el público en general no tendrá los privilegios de acceso al contenido de la
Wiki Investigación y Desarrollo, incluyendo ver lo que los participantes hayan podido
colocar en esta Wiki. Además, el público en general no tiene ningún privilegio o derecho
para colocar cualquier tipo de información, ni tampoco hacer replicas ni responder a
cualquier información colocada en la Wiki web-site.
Para realizar esta investigación, el investigador está rentando por tiempo limitado
(16 semanas) los privilegios de hospedaje en WetPaint™ y así poder realizar el presente
estudio.
El investigador es responsable de mantener funcional la Wiki web-site
(accesibilidad y mantener el control de la colocación de información), observando que los
derechos de autoría y los privilegios sean observados por los participantes.
Los derechos de autoría (Copyright) de la colocación de información en la base de
datos de la Wiki es uno de las mayores preocupaciones en la tecnología de la Wiki. Otras
dos preocupaciones son; el contenido y las reputaciones de los autores. Todas las
aportaciones de información en la Wiki estarán bajo el acuerdo donde las reglas de
comportamiento están definidas así como los derechos de autoría en la Wiki. Estos
acuerdos son instruidos al nuevo miembro que solicita ser parte de esta comunidad. Al
dar click en el botón Agree en la sección de acuerdos, estos nuevos miembros estarán ya
bajo este acuerdo.
Los posibles riesgos identificados para el presente sistema son el proceso de
validación y la seguridad de la información. El robo de identidad no será un problema ya
que la Wiki KMS está cerrada al acceso del público en general de Internet y su acceso
estará limitado a los participantes. Los participantes deberán continuamente revisar y
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validar sus propias contribuciones las cuales estarán localizadas en la base de datos y
organizadas bajo el portal apropiado.

Derechos de Autoría de la información colocada en la Wiki web-site
A parte de las cinco colocaciones iniciales realizadas por el investigador, todos
los derechos de autoría de cualquier futura colocación de información en la Wiki
pertenecerá únicamente al participante(s) quién la haya colocado y se muestre en la Wiki
web-site.
Hay tres clases básicas de información colocada: (1) pregunta, (2) respuesta y (3)
réplica.
El sistema incluirá en cada colocación el login (ID del participante) y la fecha
/hora de cuando la información fue colocada y guardada en la Wiki web-site. Los
derechos de autoría de los documentos de apoyo (documentos utilizados por los
participantes para apoyar un planteamiento como archivo adjunto a la información
colocada por el su autor original; le pertenecerá sólo al autor original de cada documento
y no precisamente quién la haya colocado en la Wiki web-site).
Pero al trabajar bajo un enfoque colaborativo, los autores tienen el derecho de
compartir sus contribuciones entre quienes las han creado.
Tiempo que cada participante necesita pasar en las participaciones
Dos cosas necesitan realizarse antes que el proyecto pueda ser aprobado: la
solicitud expedita sometida a IRB-UNM (Institutional Review Board de la University of
New Mexico) sea aprobada y que una vez que el investigador haya informado a los
participantes potenciales unirse al proyecto como sujetos de estudio y ellos hayan
aceptado mediante la firma de la carta de consentimiento y su aprobación por la oficina
de IRB-UNM.
La Wiki Investigación y Desarrollo será accesible para las contribuciones de los
participantes por tres meses, periodo que iniciarán cuando el comité de la oficina de IRBUNM haya aprobado el proyecto.
Se espera que la Wiki KMS propuesta promueva en el participante, el proceso de
aprendizaje a través de la interacción colaborativa con los otros participantes.
Se espera que si hay una respuesta a la pregunta colocado por un participante,
entonces habrá entre los miembros de esta comunidad virtual otro participante quién
pueda tener la respuesta o al menos pueda saber quién o donde se encuentra tal respuesta.
Además, cada participante espera el respeto (autoría) para sus interacciones
(contribuciones de información colocadas en la Wiki), las interacciones con otros
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miembros de la comunidad virtual y el contenido de las contribuciones. También, cada
participante confiará en las contribuciones de otros participantes.
Número mínimo y máximo de participaciones
No hay un límite mínimo o máximo de entradas a la Wiki, ni de colocación de
información o de tiempo invertido en la Wiki web-site pero se espera la participación de
todos los participantes mediante la colocación de información en la Wiki.
Planteamiento General y notas para el usuario de la Wiki KMS
La implementación de la Wiki web-site como un marco de referencia para la
Coordinación de Investigación de CUCSUR-UDG este sistema de gestión basado en el
valor del conocimiento creará, capturará, organizará, compartirá, distribuirá, utilizará and
reutilizará el conocimiento de cuatro maneras. Los cuatro tipos de conocimiento serán
implementados los cuales son descritos como sigue. El Conocimiento Factual estará
disponible mediante las preguntas colocados por los participantes, incluyendo la solicitud
de información o datos. Un ejemplo de esto es utilizado en contestar preguntas en las que
los participantes podrían necesitar un diferente contexto a otro participante. El
Conocimiento Conceptual es desarrollo en los tutoriales para enseñar a los participantes
como utilizar el sistema KM a su máxima capacidad.
Una lista de preguntas colocadas por el investigador llevará el Conocimiento
Procedimental en la implementación del marco de referencia. Las Mejores Prácticas (Best
Practices) son desarrolladas, los casos con equivocaciones o errores serán expuestos y las
soluciones correctivas serán implementadas. Finalmente, la asesoría incluye el
Conocimiento Metacognitivo donde los hechos y las experiencias pueden ser
cuestionadas y nuevas preguntas y respuestas creadas a partir de la revisión de la variada
información previamente colocada en la Wiki.
Con cada participación y la cadena de participaciones, una pieza del KMS es
creada por los participantes. Los participantes tendrán acceso a las bases de datos y
agregarán sus contribuciones al sistema y así se capturará el conocimiento en el sistema
para hacerlo disponible para sus reutilización. El depósito de datos crecerá y será
organizado en cuatro partes. Este será monitoreado de tal manera que se desarrollen
casos-escenarios y las mejores prácticas (Best Practices). De la misma manera que el
depósito de datos crece los participantes compartirán y distribuirán el conocimiento. Los
comentarios y experiencias (storytelling: contar anécdotas) podrá formar nuevos datos y
decisiones que podrán a su vez crear nuevo conocimiento. De la misma manera que los
casos-escenarios llegan a ser historias y mejores prácticas, y nuevas piezas de
conocimiento son creadas, un nuevo conocimiento acerca de cómo resolver de mejor
manera esas preguntas y problemas repetitivas. Al mismo tiempo que un sistema utiliza y
reutiliza el conocimiento, un nuevo conocimiento es simultáneamente creado.
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Lista de las secciones contenidas en la Wiki KMS
Contenido de las Secciones en la Wiki
Todo el contenido en la Wiki será en idioma español. Cada uno de los contenidos
de las cinco secciones de la Wiki se lista a continuación:
I. Sección Financiera
5.7. UDG fuentes internas
5.8. UDG fuentes externas
5.8.1. Local
5.8.2. Estatal
5.8.3. Nacional
5.8.4. Internacional
6. Sección de Administración de Proyectos
6.1. Cronograma de Recursos
6.2. Administración de Recursos
6.3. Comprobación de los Recursos
6.4. Administración de Equipamiento e infraestructura
7. Sección de Colaboración y Cooperación
7.1. Acuerdos
7.1.1. Nacionales
7.1.2. Internacionales
7.2. Co-autoría
7.3. Acuerdos Especiales
8. Sección de Diseño de Proyectos
8.1. Convocatorias
8.2. Redacción de Proyectos
8.3. Evaluación de Proyectos
9. Sección de Productividad
9.1. Reportes Parcial y finales
9.2. Publicaciones
9.3. Autoría
9.4. Creación de Recursos Humanos
9.5. Derechos Legales
9.6. Patentes
Instrucciones para la navegación en la KMS (de practicantes y expertos)
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Localización en Internet de la Wiki Investigación y Desarrollo
La Wiki Investigación y Desarrollo está localizada en:
http://researchanddevelopment.wetpaint.com/
Esta pantalla es la interface principal de la Wiki. La pantalla muestra los cuadros
de diálogo login and password; uno encima del otro. El cuadro de diálogo superior es el
cuadro Login Name (el ID del participante) y cuadro de diálogo de abajo es el cuadro de
diálogo Password. Además se puede ver el botón Login.
Log in (Entrar)
Para entrar (log in) necesitas dar su nombre (nombre de usuario; ID de
participante) asignado en el cuadro de diálogo correspondiente y que ha emergido en la
pantalla.
Una vez que hayas escrito tu nombre de usuario da un click en el cuadro de
diálogo Password y entonces escribe tu contraseña (asignada a ti por el investigador
responsable) y dar click en el botón Login.
Log out (Salir)
Para salir de la Wiki web-site, necesita dar un click al botón Logout (salir)
localizado en la esquina superior derecha de la pantalla.
Descripción de la interface Wiki
La interface está dividida por los siguientes tres elementos o características: Título, Menú
Clicking y el Área de Trabajo (ver la figura 1).
d) Título; localizada en la parte superior de la pantalla. Presenta el nombre la
Wiki; Investigación y Desarrollo.
e) Menú Clicking; localizado inmediatamente debajo del título. Este menú es
llamado así porque trabaja dando clicks a las palabras. Este elemento provee
de un conjunto de diferentes capacidades de navegación a los usuarios de la
Wiki web-site. Para utilizar cualquier botón de navegación proveído, el
usuario solo necesita dar una vez click a la palabra de su preferencia.
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Figura 1. Página inicial de la Wiki web-site que incluye la barra de menús y la
información del usuario (arriba a la derecha).
Botones de Navegación
Home

Esta es la pantalla principal de la Wiki web-site. Habiéndose posicionado en otro
lugar de la Wiki web-site, al dar click a esta palabra del menú usted será traído a esta
pantalla.
Discussion forum
Este elemento es donde los participantes pasarán más tiempo trabajando en sus
contribuciones. Al presionar este botón, el usuario es enviado a la pantalla principal del
Discussion Forum. Aquí, el usuario será capaz de escoger la sección contenida en la Wiki
que desea participar mediante la colocación de una contribución (pregunta, respuesta y/o
réplica). Además, este elemento le permite al usuario ver a la comunidad de práctica
(CoP) trabajando en sus contribuciones.
What´s new
El elemento muestra al participante las novedades a la comunidad como solo las
nuevas contribuciones, eventos venideros, etc.
Photo gallery
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Este elemento permite subir a la Wiki el material adjunto, los documentos que un
participante podría considerar importante para remarcar o apoyar un planteamiento
presentado en sus contribuciones.
También muestra todos los documentos adjunto colocados por los participantes
así como también que los colocó (login), y cuando fueron colocados (fecha y hora), el
elemento de subir los documento se encuentra en esta sección.
Members
Este elemento muestra los miembros que están participando en la Wiki web-site.
Sólo muestra el nombre de usuario de quién está en esos momentos trabajando en la Wiki
web-site.
To Dos

Muestra un recordatorio a los participantes quienes están trabajando en la Wiki en
ese momento de cualquier actividad o cosa que debe ser realizada y que aún no se ha
hecho.
Invite

Este elemento ha sido deshabilitado.

My profile
Este elemento muestra el perfil individual de cada participante. Muestra solo su
nombre de usuario, género, edad y cuando el participante se ha convertido en miembro de
la comunidad de la Wiki. Es importante remarcar que para poder proteger la identidad de
cada participante, los nombres reales y fotografías personales no son permitidos en este
elemento o en cualquier contribución.
Settings
Este elemento permite a los usuarios editar su propia información personal y
modificar algunos de los elementos ahí contenidos como son el tipo de tipografías y su
tamaño.
Working Area.
Es la pantalla principal con el área más grande. Está localizada inmediatamente
abajo del menú clicking. Esta área muestra toda la información escrita colocada en la
Wiki website por los participantes. Aquí, los participantes podrán leer la información
colocada y trabajar en sus propias nuevas contribuciones.
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Instrucciones para la Navegación
Una vez que el usuario ha dado click en la palabra Discussion Forum, el usuario
será llevado a la página Discussion Forum (ver Figura 2).
La pantalla está dividida en dos secciones: Superior e Inferior. En la sección
superior, el título está localizado así como un menú compuesto por tres opciones de vista:
Most Recent, Most Active y Keyword Tag Groups. Además hay un buscador de las
cadenas de contribuciones (search threads engine).
Most Recent es una vista opcional que muestra la última contribución.
Most Active esta opción muestra las cadenas en orden descendente desde la
cadena más activa a la cadena menos activa. La actividad está relacionada al número de
contribuciones incluyendo cualquiera de los tres tipos de contribución descritos o la
mezcla de ellos sin relación de quién haya colocado la contribución.
Keyword Tag Groups es una vista opcional donde los usuarios pueden ver todas
las cadenas organizadas en las cinco cadenas principales.
Abajo del menú superior, están localizadas las cadenas del Discussion Forum
compuestas por cinco columnas: Started By, Thread subject, Location, Replies and Last
Post (ver figura 2).

Figura 2. La sección de Discussion Forum en la Wiki web-site la cual incluye todos los
diferentes tópicos y subtópicos acerca del trabajo de investigación.
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Descripción de las Columnas del Discussion Forum
Started By la columna muestra el nombre del usuario participante quién ha
colocado la primera contribución.
Thread subject la columna muestra el nombre del tópico y/o sub-tópico de la
cadena.
Location la columna muestra la información a cual comunidad pertenece la
cadena.
Replies la columna muestra el número de réplicas colocadas en la cadena hasta
ese momento.
Last Post la columna muestra la información concerniente a la fecha, hora y
nombre del usuario de la contribución.
Colocando Contribuciones
Colocando una contribución
Hay dos opciones de colocar una contribución dependiendo si ya existe o no la
cadena.
En una cadena existente
Para crear una contribución hay dos maneras: 1) escriba su contribución
utilizando un procesador de palabras, una hoja de cálculo o una presentación en su
computadora, una vez hecho el documento y usted se encuentra satisfecho con él, vaya a
la Wiki web-site, escoja la cadena correspondiente a su documento y dé un click a la
cadena. Entonces dé click en el botón POST y un cuadro de diálogo se abrirá en la
pantalla. Seleccione el documento completo que será colocado, y simultáneamente
presione las teclas CTRL-C para copiarlo a la memoria and entonces presione las teclas
CTRL-V para pegar la información en el cuadro de diálogo y que estaba guardada en la
memoria. 2) Una segunda manera es ir directamente a la Wiki web-site, entrar (log in),
seleccionar la cadena deseada y dé un click al botón POST y escriba directamente su
contribución en el cuadro de diálogo que se mostrará en la pantalla.
Creando una nueva cadena
Para colocar una contribución en una cadena no existente, primero necesita crear
la nueva cadena. Para hacer esto, vaya a la esquina superior derecha del Working Area y
dé un click en la palabra “post a new thread” en el cuadro de diálogo escriba el nombre
deseado para la cadena y dé un click al botón OK. Una vez hecho este proceso, coloque
las contribuciones que usted desea hacer en la ya existente nueva cadena.
Haciendo una pregunta
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Para hacer una pregunta, usted necesita escribir su planteamiento a manera de
pregunta (utilizando los signos de interrogación) y entonces, coloque su pregunta en la
cadena deseada.
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Dando un respuesta
Para hacer esto, encuentra la cadena donde usted quiere colocar su respuesta y dé
un OK en la última contribución. Un cuadro de diálogo se creará y escriba o pegue su
respuesta deseada. Cuando haya terminado, dé un click en el botón OK. Se recomienda
mucho a los participantes que sus contribuciones sean apoyadas, cuando sea posible, de
evidencia de terceros tales como convocatorias, normatividades, manuales documentos
oficiales o no oficiales, etc.
Haciendo una réplica
Para dar réplica a una respuesta existente, encuentra la respuesta en la cadena
correspondiente, dé un click en ella y un cuadro de diálogo se creará y escriba o pegue la
réplica deseada. Cuando termine, dé un click en el botón OK.
Colocando un documento adjunto
Compartir archivos entre los miembros de la Wiki, las diferencias de versiones y
los formatos siempre es un problema. Para evitar lo anterior, la mejor recomendación es
compartir sus archivos en los formatos más comunes. Así, para colocar un archive
adjunto, verifique primero que el archivo se encuentra guardado en el formato correcto.
Para los documentos de texto los formatos DOC y RTF son los mejores. Si es posible, se
recomienda que todos los documentos puedan ser convertidos en formato PDF. Para
gráficos, el formato jpg está bien. Para audio, el formato mp3 y para video, los formatos
qt and mov están bien.
Editando una contribución
Este elemento está disponible solo para el participante quién posea los derechos
de autoría de la contribución, en otras palabras, quién haya colocado la contribución en la
Wiki web-site. Para editar una contribución que usted haya colocado en la Wiki web-site,
encuentre la contribución en la cadena, dé un click en la contribución y entonces dé un
click en el botón EASY EDIT en la parte superior de Working Area y haga los todos
cambios necesarios inclusive puede borrar completamente la contribución. Cuando haya
terminado, dé un click en el botón OK.
Borrando una contribución
Para borrar una contribución, seleccione la contribución que desea borrar y dé un
click en el botón DELETE y entonces, dé un click OK en el cuadro de diálogo.
Contestando el Cuestionario Semanal
Todos los participantes deben contestar un cuestionario semanalmente. Para
hacerlo, verifique What’s News en el menú clicking y dé un en el cuestionario
correspondiente a la semana. Cuando haya terminado de contestarlo, dé un click en el
botón DONE al final del cuestionario y cierre la ventana emergente.
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Definiciones Útiles
Pregunta: es la solicitud de información que alguien hace a otras personas acerca de una
duda dada.
Respuesta: es la información solicitada a una pregunta dada.
Réplica: es un comentario; a una pregunta o respuesta para clarificar o apoyar la
proposición contenida en la respuesta o en la pregunta.
Documento Adjunto: es el documento que se adjunta para apoyar un planteamiento.
Algunas veces es la fuente original de información.
Lista de recomendaciones a los participantes (de los expertos)
Para una participación efectiva en la Wiki, es importante verificar primero que ha
sido colocado por los otros participantes. Trate de ser académico y propositivo en los
planteamientos de sus contribuciones y trate de no tomar acción o reacción personal hacia
los otros participantes.
En la participación de la Wiki, se alienta la discusión pero no cualquier
argumentación personal.
Siempre trate de mantener su identidad a salvo así como la de los otros al no dar
su nombre ni el de otros participantes.
Siempre trate de colocar tantas contribuciones como le sea posible pero sin
sentirse abrumado por esto.
La Wiki contendrá la ID de cada participante en cada contribución, así como la
fecha y hora de la contribución. Además contendrá el cuerpo del documento y su
naturaleza (pregunta, respuesta o réplica). Finalmente, la Wiki web-site contendrá
material de apoyo adicional y los archives colocados por los participantes tales como
documentos, fotografías, archivos PDF y hipervínculos.
La opción Discussion Forum incluye un conjunto de 27 diferentes cadenas. Estas
están clasificadas en cinco categorías (ver la sección Wiki Content). Al dar click en esta
opción, el participante será capaz de ver todas las cadenas.
La pantalla Discussion Forum está dividida en cinco columnas. La primera
columna lista quién (nombre del usuario) ha iniciado la cadena. La columna dos registra
los tópicos de la cadena. La Columna tres registra la localización de la cadena. La
columna cuatro lista cuantas réplicas hay en la cadena. La columna cinco muestra cuando
una contribución se ha colocado y por quién.
Para poder colocar una contribución, los participantes necesitan dar un click en la
cadena donde desean colocar la contribución. Una vez que el participante esté en la
cadena, el participante tendrá la opción de “contestar y replicar: quote & reply” o
“colocar una réplica: post a reply”. Al dar click en cualquiera de estas opciones un cuadro
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de escritura aparecerá en la pantalla. Aquí es donde el participante escribirá su
contribución al dar click en el botón “POST”. En este momento el participante tiene
también la opción de salir (logging off) de la Wiki o de regresar al Discussion Forum para
leer o colocar otra contribución.
Posibles amenazas acerca de la participación de los participantes en la Wiki KMS
La falta de una cultura de compartición de información es quizás la mayor
amenaza para el éxito de la Wiki KMS. Esta cultura podría ser promovida mediante el
uso exitoso de la Wiki. En otras palabras, un participante habrá aprendido algo que es
relevante acerca del trabajo científico. Así, los participantes podrán tener una experiencia
positiva en el uso de una Wiki como una herramienta KMS a través del aprendizaje
colaborativo y con el tiempo, los participantes podrán promover en otros el uso de las
Wikis como una herramienta de aprendizaje efectiva.
Otras posibles amenazas son la falta de conocimiento acerca de la cultura de las
Wiki y la falta de capacitación en el uso de las Wikis web-sites. La tecnología de las
Wikis es nueva y muchos profesores encontrarán en la Wiki una nueva tarea, donde ellos
necesitan aprender todo acerca de esta tecnología e incorporarla en la cultura de sus
propios marcos de referencia.
Corrección de Problemas
Para cualquier problema acerca de la funcionalidad de la Wiki Investigación y
Desarrollo o sus elementos, por favor contacte a Jalil Fallad al siguiente e-mail:
jfallad@cucsur.udg.mx o al número de teléfono celular: 317-105-8007.
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Appendix B
INTERVIEWS QUESTIONS
List of general Information and questions will be contained in each interview.
Interview documentation Form
Interview #
Interviewer Name
Date
Location
Interview elapsed time
from
To
ITEMS
Your age?
Your gender?
What kind of work you are doing on a
research project?
What is your highest academic achieved
level?
What kind of activities do you normally do in
internet?
Do you access to Wiki websites in internet?
Do you think about your performance doing research?
What is your biggest concern when you are conducting research?
How often you are doing research projects?
What kind of collaborative work (if there is any) you do when you are conducting
research projects?
How often you keep personal information about you learning when you are conducting
research?
What was the best thing on using WIKI KMS website?
Do you think that the information shared on the Wiki is reliable or you do not trust on it
at all?
Do you think is reliable to share information through the KMS WIKI website?
What did you have learnt from the experience on using Wiki KMS?
After this experience, do you think you are more willing to work on collaborative
approaches?
After this experience, you will like to belong to a community of practice for CUSCSURUDG?
The experience on using Wiki KMS, have showed you a different way to work?
What Wiki section think was more useful for you?
Comments.
Notes:
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Appendix C
Questions for Weekly Survey
Weekly SNA Survey
Did you use the on-line Wiki this week?
Yes
No
How many times did you post to the Wiki this week?
1-3
4-6
6 or more
How many times did you comment at the Wiki this week?
1-3
4-6
6 or more
List all persons whom you contacted this week about the following types of
information:
Financial – knowledge on financing a research proposal
Project management – knowledge about the management of a research proposal
Collaboration & cooperation – knowledge of collaborating with others to fund a
proposal
Project design – knowledge of structure and layout of the proposal
Productivity – knowledge about presentations at conference or proceedings and
scientific journal publishing.
Person contacted: ____________________________
I contacted the person in the following way
Using the Wiki
Electronic message/phone
In person
What type of knowledge did you seek from this person? (Please check all that apply)
Financial
Project management
Collaboration & Cooperation
Project design
Productivity
Do you feel your expertise improved from this contact?
Yes
No
With regard to the content, I consider myself (Check all that apply)
Novice
Practitioner
Expert
Comments:
_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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Person contacted: ____________________________
I contacted the person in the following way
Using the Wiki
Electronic message/phone

In person

What type of knowledge did you seek from this person? (Please check all that apply)
Financial
Project management
Collaboration & Cooperation
Project design

Productivity

Do you feel your expertise improved from this contact?
Yes
No
With regard to the content, I consider myself (Check all that apply)
Novice
Practitioner
Expert
Comments:
________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

Person contacted: ____________________________
I contacted the person in the following way
Using the Wiki
Electronic message/phone

In person

What type of knowledge did you seek from this person? (Please check all that apply)
Financial
Project management
Collaboration & Cooperation
Project design

Productivity

Do you feel your expertise improved from this contact?
Yes
No
With regard to the content, I consider myself (Check all that apply)
Novice
Practitioner
Expert
Comments:
________________________________________________________________________
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_______________________________________________________________________

Person contacted: ____________________________
I contacted the person in the following way
Using the Wiki
Electronic message/phone

In person

What type of knowledge did you seek from this person? (Please check all that apply)
Financial
Project management
Collaboration & Cooperation
Project design

Productivity

Do you feel your expertise improved from this contact?
Yes
No
With regard to the content, I consider myself (Check all that apply)
Novice
Practitioner
Expert
Comments:
________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

Person contacted: ____________________________
I contacted the person in the following way
Using the Wiki
Electronic message/phone

In person

What type of knowledge did you seek from this person? (Please check all that apply)
Financial
Project management
Collaboration & Cooperation
Project design

Productivity

Do you feel your expertise improved from this contact?
Yes
No
With regard to the content, I consider myself (Check all that apply)
Novice
Practitioner
Expert
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Comments:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix D
Wiki‟s Initial Questions
1. Como se debe escribir un proyecto de equipamiento a la convocatoria de
COECYT-JAL para que sea este aprobado?
How do you write a project for equipment in a COECYT-JAL Call to get
approval?

2. De qué manera puedo administrar mejor los recursos económicos aprobados
en una convocatoria interna si estos están etiquetados para gastos de
transporte?
How can I better manage the financial resources in an internal call if they
are earmarked for travel expenses?
3. Los proyectos cooperativos interinstitucionales con respecto a los proyectos
colaborativos interinstitucionales presentan más ventajas en su ejecución?
 Con el entendido de (cooperar: cada miembro o equipo de trabajo hace
sólo una parte del todo el proyecto) y (cooperar: todos los miembros
contribuimos en todas las partes del proyecto)
Regarding its implementation, do Inter-institutional cooperative projects
have more advantages that Inter-institutional collaborative projects?


Under the understanding of (cooperation: each member or team performs
for only part of the entire project) and (cooperate: all members contribute
in all parts of the project)

4. Cómo puedo diseñar un megaproyecto interinstitucional donde todos los
actores tengan productividad equivalente?
How can I design an inter-institutional megaproject where all actors have
equal productivity?
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5. Con la limitante temporal que existe en los parámetros de otorgamiento de
recursos financieros en las actuales convocatorias, es posible incluir en un
proyecto de investigación o de desarrollo el otorgamiento una patente? Cómo
lo haría?
With the time constraint that exists within the parameters of grant funding in
current Calls, can I include a patent in a research project or development
grant? How do you do that?
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Appendix E
INTERVIEW CONTENT
Interview #1
Interviewer Name: Part13
Date: 20 de Julio del 2010
Location: CUCSUR
ITEMS
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Your age?
44 años
44 years
Your gender?
Femenino
Female
What kind of work are you doing on a research project?
Investigación básica e investigación aplicada.
Basic research and applied research.
What is your highest academic level achieved?
Doctor en Ciencias.
Philosophy Doctor.
What kind of activities do you normally do on the Internet?
Búsqueda de información, revisión de correo electrónico… nomas.
Information search, e-mail review ... only
Do you access Wikis on the Internet?
No, solamente la Wikipedia común.
No, only the common Wikipedia.
Do you think about your performance in doing research?
Bueno.
Good.
What is your biggest concern when conducting research?
De que todo esté en orden; que llegue a mis metas y resultados que me propuse en un
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principio.
That is everything is in order, to reach my goals and results that I decided at the
outset.
How often you are engaged in research projects?
Participo al menos en dos convocatorias, la interna, que es con recursos internos del
centro universitario. Y a su vez en convocatorias con recursos externos; ya sea
COECYTJAL o CONACYT. Que son las que más están enfocadas a mi área de trabajo.
I participate in at least two Calls. The internal Call, which is from our campus for
internal funding and at the same time, in Calls for external funds, either
COECYTJAL or CONACYT whatever are the most focused on my work area.
What kind of collaborative work (if any) do you do when you are conducting
research projects?
Si, si tengo trabajo colaborativo; en otros proyectos relacionados a lo que estoy haciendo.
En este caso; la identificación de nematodos entomopatógenos estoy colaborando con el
centro universitario de ciencias biológicas y agropecuarias para la identificación de los
mismos a nivel de molecular.
Yes, yes I have collaborative work, in other projects related to what I'm doing. In
this case, for the nematodes identification I’m working in collaboration with the
Biological and Agricultural sciences campus-UDG nematodes molecular
identification.
How often do you keep personal information about your metacognitive learning
processes when you are conducting research?
No me queda clara esa pregunta.
Si se refiere a que procesos de aprendizaje usted le sucede cuando usted realiza
investigación. Que tipos de aprendizaje? O que aprende metacognitivamente hablando?
Principalmente me familiarizo con los conceptos del área de investigación. Conozco la
problemática que hay en su conjunto lo que es la influencia del área de investigación. En
este caso, el sector productivo. También me permite conocer la ecología y biología de los
microorganismos que estoy encontrando. Y además me permite planificar mejor la
investigación haciendo modelos de trabajo en equipo.
This question is not clear to me.
If you mean -learning process that is happening when you do research? What
kind of learning? Or is learning meta-cognitively what you are talking about?
Mainly I get to the concepts of the research area. I know the problems that exist
as a whole that is the influence of the research area. In this case, it is the
productive sector. It also allows me to know the ecology and biology of the
organisms that I've experienced. And it allows me to better plan for doing
research work in computer models.
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What was the best thing about using the KMS Wiki?
Bueno, primeramente me sentí halagada de que me hayan invitado. Nunca pensé que me
merecía ese reconocimiento a este tipo de trabajo. 2) También me sorprendió porque pues
es un sistema diferente al cual no estamos acostumbrados. Sin embargo fue muy rica la
experiencia principalmente de compartir lo que uno sabe y de enriquecer o retroalimentar
con la opinión de mis otros compañeros aunque me hubiera gustado tener más tiempo y
participar más activamente incluso con nuevos temas o temas alusivos a lo que estamos
haciendo en el CUCSUR.
Well, first I was flattered to be invited. I never thought I deserved that recognition
for this type of work. Also, it surprised me because it is a different system, which
we are not used at all. However, it was mainly a rich experience to share what
you know and enrich or feedback with the points of view to my other colleagues
but I would have liked more time, and be more involved even with new themes or
topics related to what we are doing the CUCSUR.
To what extent is the information shared on the Wiki reliable?
Toda la información que se estuvo discutiendo, que se estaba presentando, es confiable.
Primeramente, porque las personas que participaron tienen un reconocimiento en lo que
es el área de investigación. Tienen también un reconocimiento nacional e incluso
internacionalmente. Aparte, la información que estuvimos discutiendo es de
conocimiento general. Es un aporte que cada uno de ellos hicieron, pero lo vuelvo a
repetir, es del dominio general, no es algo tan especifico en el que tuviéramos que ir a
otras fuentes, sino de lo mismo que ya tenemos pudimos compartirlo.
All information was discussed, which was being presented, is reliable. First,
because the people involved are recognized as the area of research. They also
have a national and even international acknowledge. Besides, the information we
were discussing is generally known. It contributes to what each of them did, but I
repeat, it is the general knowledge. It is not as specific in that we had to go to
other sources, but the same thing that we have we share.
Do you think it is reliable to share information through the KMS Wiki?
Si, efectivamente, porque incluso hubo algunos artículos donde citaban el autor o nos
citaban el sitio de donde fue tomado. Eso nos hace a nosotros tener esa referencia que
estamos trabajando de una manera científica pues nos lo hable de una manera sistemática.
Yes, indeed, because even there were some articles which cite the author or cite
the site where it was taken. That makes us have that we are working in a scientific
way as we speak it in a systematic way.
What have you learned from the experience of using the KMS Wiki?
Principalmente la confianza. Aludiendo a la pregunta anterior sobre la confiabilidad de la
información? Me dio esa tranquilidad de que puede uno compartir con esa seguridad de
que la información no va a ser mal usada sino que también puede uno compartir en ese
momento no hay ese sesgo de los espacios y tiempos ni sobre los tamaños de los
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archivos. Me gusto la forma de trabajo y sí, me gustaría se abriera u ofertara en otros
temas no nomas a nivel del centro sino en la red.
I learned mainly about the confidence. Referring to the previous question about
the reliability of the information -the Wiki gave me the confidence that I can share
with assurance that the information will not be misused, but I can also share in
that moment without such bias on storing room and time or on the file sizes. I
liked the way they work, and yes, I would like to open or offer other items not only
at the campus but in the university network.
After this experience, do you think you are more willing to welcome collaborative
approaches?
Si, si porque debo admitir que fue algo nuevo para mí el participar activamente con esta
retroalimentación porque como lo había mencionado, había trabajo con la Wikipedia pero
nada más bajar información; consultar, pero no había una retroalimentación. Sin embargo
fue mi interesante verter nuestros conocimientos y a su vez recibir una retroalimentación
de otro compañero. Efectivamente, me han invitado para entrevistas sobre trabajos de
investigación que se están haciendo dentro de la misma universidad y he perdido ese
miedo; la Tecnofobia. Si, me ha servido mucho.
Yes, because I have to admit it was something new to participate actively with this
feedback because, as I mentioned, I was working in Wikipedia but only to
download information, to search for it, but there was not feedback. Although it
was interesting on pouring out our knowledge, and in turn, we receive feedback
from other fellows. Indeed, I have been invited for interviews on research work
being done within the same college and I have lost some technophobia feeling.
Yes, it has helped me a lot.
After this experience, are you more likely to want to belong to a community of
practice for CUCSUR-UDG?
Si, de hecho estamos abiertos, estamos abiertos porque es por, porque los recursos que
nosotros debemos contar; llámese técnicos o de servicio que nos van a favorecer no
nomas en la investigación. Sino también en la docencia y otras actividades que emanan
de esta institución.
Yes, indeed, we are open. We are open because it is for, because the resources
that we should have, be it technical or for service that will favor us not only in
research activities but also in teaching and other activities emanating from this
institution.
Has the experience of using the KMS Wiki shown you a different way to approach
research?
No, no solamente de consulta. Esta es la primea vez que participo en la interacción de
intercambio de conocimientos.
No, I did just for searching. This is the first time in participating in the interaction
of knowledge sharing.
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What section of the Wiki was most useful for you?
Bueno, me gusto primeramente explayar mis conocimientos. Y otra parte que me gustó
fue poder enviar formatos en pdf.
Well, first I like to expound my knowledge. And something else that I liked was
possibility to send in PDF format.
If your individual performance assessments were expanded to consider their
contributions to artifacts and SN participation, would you produce more artifacts
and show more participation in SN?
Claro, claro que si, contribuiría con más información y sobre todo más especifica que se
requiera.
Sure, of course. It would contribute with more information and more specifically
that it could be required.
Comments:
Me gustaría que se hubiera ampliado mas el tiempo. La participación la considere de
corto tiempo y sobre todo, tal vez nosotros disponer de ese tiempo. Que nosotros
hubiéramos tenido para contribuir específicamente en un aula especial, en un tiempo
especifico para dedicarnos a esta tarea; a esta actividad, porque lo estaba haciendo entre
mis actividades cotidianas y dentro mis labores cotidianas. La verdad es que uno está
demasiado ocupado y se le olvida. De repente, siento que lo relegaba, sin embargo, yo
siento que era un compromiso muy grande porque es un proyecto de investigación y
como tal nosotros también comprometidos a que se generen resultados. También me
gustaría comentar que hay tiempos personales como los tiempos de llevar y recoger niños
de la escuela que nos distraen de esta labor, agregando que fue un mal tiempo que la
propuesta en que se hizo el proyecto porque fue el cierre de la administración anterior y
nos traían ocupados en la entrega de informes; informes financieros, sobretodo, ellos nos
llevan mucho tiempo, de andar sacando copias de facturas que con el nuevo sistema de
transparencia hay que tener notas de debito. Es una burocracia que nos quita mucho
tiempo. Estos cambios de administración no nos favorecieron para tener una participación
más activa, esto es de manera personal, me hubiera gustado participar más.
I would like this to be expanded over time. I considered my participation as short
term and above all, perhaps we need more time, We had to play a specific role in
a special classroom at a specific time to devote any tasks for this activity, because
of what I was doing in my daily life and in my daily work. The truth is that I´m are
too busy and, forget about it. Suddenly, I feel that I relegated it, however, I feel it
was a big commitment because it is a research project and as such we are also
committed to produce results. I also want to comment that there is personal time
as lead times and picking up children from school to distract us from this task.
Add to, it that it was a bad time because it was the end of the previous
administration, which brought us to be engaged in the delivery of reports,
financial reports, which take a long process in making copies of invoices that the
new system must be transparent debit notes. It's a bureaucracy that is a very time
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consuming. These management changes we are not favored to take a more active,
i.e. personally, I would have liked to participate more.
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Interview # 2
Interviewer Name: Part23
Date: 16 de Julio de 2010
Location: CUCSUR
ITEMS
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Your age?
50 años de edad.
50 years old.
Your gender?
Masculino.
Male.
What kind of work you are doing on a research project?
En el área de las ciencias sociales. Realizo investigación en las ciencias sociales,
específicamente enfocado en la ciencia jurídica. Específicamente cultivo los temas de
acceso a la justicia y de cultura de la legalidad.
I’m working in the social sciences area. I’m doing research in social sciences,
specifically focusing on legal science. I’m especially dedicated on issues of access
to justice and legal culture.
What is your highest academic level achieved?
Doctor en Ciencias.
Philosophy Doctor.
What kind of activities do you normally do on the Internet?
Búsqueda de información. Búsqueda de información específica de las ciencias jurídicas
en bases de datos y en ocasiones, comunicación a través de las redes sociales con otros
participantes y el correo electrónico.
I do search for information. I search for specific information on legal science
databases and sometimes communication through social networking with other
participants and e-mail.
Do you access Wikis on the Internet?
Rara vez, porque, en principio la ocupación que desempeño me aparta un poco del uso de
ese tipo de tecnología o instrumento de la comunicación.
Rarely, because, in principle, what I do I keep away a bit from the use of such
technology or communication tools.
Do you think about your performance in doing research?
Lo considero en un constante proceso de aprendizaje.
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I consider it as a constant learning process.
What is your biggest concern when conducting research?
Que esta sea eficiente. Que esta tenga una utilidad social y principalmente lograr los
objetivos que se han planteado.
That it be efficient. It is mainly a social utility and to achieve the objectives that
have been raised.
How often you are engaged in research projects?
Bueno, últimamente, por motivos laborales donde me desempeño como profesor e
investigador es necesario que cada investigador tenga un proyecto de investigación, al
menos cada año, ya sea, nuevo o de seguimiento. Esto responde a una política
institucional, ya que la universidad abre convocatorias anuales para dar apoyo a la
investigación. Y en ocasiones se participa en otros tipos de apoyos que dan organismos
gubernamentales. Y en ocasiones la intervención o el desarrollo de las investigaciones
pueden ser hasta dos por año.
Well, lately, where I work as a professor and researcher it is necessary that each
researcher has a research project at least once every year, whether new or
follow-up. This reflects an institutional policy, as the university opens annual
Calls to support research. And sometime, it is involved in other types of support
that give government agencies. And sometimes the intervention or the
development of research can be up to two per year.
What kind of collaborative work (if any) do you do when you are conducting
research projects?
Trabajo con los estudiantes y con algunos profesores en mi línea de investigación.
I’m working with students and some professors in my research.
How often do you keep personal information about your metacognitive learning
processes when you are conducting research?
Bueno es raro que se guarde sino que simplemente se toma como una experiencia y se
aplica en la siguiente investigación y se toma como una mejora al trabajo mismo que se
realiza por la persona que realiza la investigación. En este caso, él que habla. Entonces
comparte su experiencia con alguien más? Claro sobre todo con los estudiantes y con los
investigadores que colaboran en alguna investigación que se haga conjuntamente ya que
hay una retroalimentación de las experiencias.
Well it is rare to be saved but simply taken as an experience and applied in the
following investigation and taken as an improvement to the work itself performed
by the person conducting the investigation. In this case, who is talking? Then
share your experience with someone else? Of course, especially students and
researchers who collaborate on a research to be done together, as there is a
feedback of experiences.
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What was the best thing about using the KMS Wiki?
La mejor parte, considero, es, en principio, conocerla un poquito más cuál es la función
de este tipo de instrumento de la comunicación a distancia y la otra es tener la
oportunidad de comunicarse y generar conocimiento a partir de las comunicaciones con
investigadores a partir de un tema que se encuentra en otros lugares diferentes.
The best part, I think, is, in principle, to know a little more what the function of
this type of instrument of distance communication and the other is to have the
opportunity to communicate and create knowledge from communications with
researchers from a theme found in other locations.
To what extent is the information shared on the Wiki reliable?
La información en la Wiki es confiable siempre y cuando sea emitida por elementos
confiables. En el caso particular, estamos hablando que es emitida por investigadores que
ponen en la propia Wiki información que en ocasiones es el resultado de sus experiencias
investigativas y el conocimiento que genera o que han obtenido a partir de su formación
académica. Luego entonces, si va en el sentido de un manejo temático especifico en la
cual cada participante en lo que es experto debe ser una información confiable.
The information in the Wiki is reliable if it is issued by trusted elements. In the
particular case we are talking about that is emitted by researchers who put in
their own Wiki information is sometimes the result of their research experiences
and knowledge generated or obtained from their academic training. After then, if
it goes in the sense of a specific theme management in which each participant as
an expert must be reliable information.
Do you think it is reliable to share information through the KMS Wiki?
Si. Siempre y cuando conozca a los otros participantes.
Yes, but you need to know the other participants.
What have you learned from the experience of using the KMS Wiki?
Que es un elemento de comunicación confiable y a distancia.
Which is a reliable communication and for at distance.
After this experience, do you think you are more willing to welcome collaborative
approaches?
Si, además de que la Wiki es un elemento que lo permite. Creo que he aprendido a
conocerla y a usarla y tal vez en lo sucesivo sea un medio de uso más continuo.
Yes, in addition, that the Wiki is an element that allows it. I think I've learned to
know and use and may hereafter be a way to more continuous use.
After this experience, are you more likely to want to belong to a community of
practice for CUCSUR-UDG?
Si me gustaría pertenecer a una comunidad de práctica y de aprendizaje colaborativo con
los diferentes investigadores y profesores que aquí se desempeñan toda vez que aquí es
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un centro universitario multidisciplinar y se tienen experiencias diversas del
conocimiento en un mismo espacio.
I would like to join a community of practice and collaborative learning with
different researchers and teachers play here since here is a multidisciplinary
university with diverse experiences and knowledge in the same space.
Has the experience of using the KMS Wiki showed you a different way to approach
research?
Bueno, al menos la forma que yo percibí a partir de esta experiencia es comunicar los
resultados a través de la Wiki entre personas expertas o colaboradores de un tema.
Well, at least the way I perceived from this experience is to communicate the
results through the Wiki among experts or collaborators of an issue.
What section of the Wiki think was more useful for you?
En general la parte que se refiere al desarrollo del tema y que, desde luego que queda
sujeto a la revisión de todos los colaboradores participantes.
In general, the section on the development matter and that, then which is subject
to the review of all participating partners.
If your individual performance assessments were expanded to consider their
contributions to artifacts and SN participation, would you produce more artifacts
and show more participation in SN?
Respecto a las contribuciones que tuve en esta experiencia de Wiki fue breve por motivos
diversos, pero si me ha llamado la atención, me ha motivado y creo que en el futuro
pudiera tener mayores colaboraciones.
Regarding the contributions I had in this Wiki experience was short on several
reasons, but if I had drawn attention, has motivated me and I think in the future
could have major collaborations.
Comments:
En particular quisiera mencionar que la experiencia en la Wiki es muy interesante. Creo
que en la parte específica de este trabajo fuese necesaria una mayor apertura, es decir que
hubiera más tiempo, abierta para tener una mayor oportunidad de colaborar e
intercambiar puntos de vista. Además, de que en lo personal considero que si es necesario
para que esto fluya de una mejor forma tener una capacitación, tal vez de más tiempo que
le permita al individuo que la maneja tener certeza sobre lo que está trasmitiendo y si esta
llega a donde debe de llegar en cuanto a lo que se refiere a los otros colaboradores.
In particular I would mention that the Wiki experience is very interesting. I think
in the specific part of this work was a need for greater openness, i.e. there was
more time, open to have a greater opportunity to collaborate and exchange views.
Furthermore, that I personally believe that if it is necessary for this flow to have a
better way of training, perhaps more time to allow the individual who manages to
be certain about what is broadcasting and if this goes where should arrive in
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what regards the other contributors.
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Interview # 3
Interviewer Name: Part25
Date: 21 de Julio de 2010
Location: biblioteca

ITEMS
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Your age?
48 años
48 years

Your gender?
Masculino
Male
What kind of work you are doing on a research project?
Soy profesor investigador y tengo un proyecto que se llama “Manejo de ecosistemas
naturales.” O sea que trabajas en el área social? …social ambiental.
I’m a professor and researcher and I have a project called "Management of
natural ecosystems." So you work in the social sciences? ... Social environment.
What is your highest academic level achieved?
Doctorado. En qué? En desarrollo rural.
PhD. Which? In rural development.
What kind of activities do you normally do on the Internet?
Pues… búsqueda de información en la Wiki,… en general… para fortalecer las materias
que imparto de “ecología humana” y “estrategias de vinculación social”. También tengo
acceso a artículos. Correo electrónico también, es lo que más utilizo.
Well ... I do search for information on the Wiki, in general ... to strengthen the
materials of courses that I impart "human ecology" and "social networking
strategies." Also I have access to scientific papers. Email too, is what I use to the
most.
Do you access Wikis on the Internet?
Si, si tengo acceso. De qué tipo de Wiki? Lo más… no se si estoy en lo correcto. La más
comercial, la más común también, la Wikipedia, Google, Yahoo, Hotmail son las que
más.
Yes, yes I do have access. What kind of Wiki? The most... I do not if I´m right. The
more commercial one, the most common also, Wikipedia, Google, Yahoo, Hotmail
are the most.
Do you think about your performance in doing research?
Pues, a lo mejor podría ser mejor, pero lo que pasa es que creo que muchas veces es
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porque no tenemos esa formación desde el inicio y nos va bloqueando tal vez muchos
miedos y muchos tabúes pero creo hoy la universidad de Guadalajara esta como que
exigiendo que todos los profesores hagan investigación entrando también en ese rol y
muchas sin esas herramientas que son necesarias… para llevar a cabo el objetivo que uno
se propone.
Well, maybe it could be better, but what is happens, is what I think many times, is
because we not have such training from the beginning, and maybe many fears and
taboos is blocking us, but I think right now the University of Guadalajara is like
asking to all faculty members to enter on conducting research role, and many
without those tools that are necessary ... to carry out the goal that one sets.
What is your biggest concern when conducting research?
Híjole, es como que a veces… me… me… es… bueno es como el temor de todos… el no
tener como que un diseño muy bueno de investigación que realmente nos lleve a lograr el
objetivo que yo me planeé. Sobre todo en cuestión de estadística. Otro de los problemas
que yo he visto es que muchas veces no hemos aprendido a trabajar en equipos
multidisciplinares y además eso puede limitar mucho del análisis… finalmente de nuestra
investigación.
Wow, it's like that sometimes ... I... I... well ... it is like the fear of all of us we
have... like not having a very good design research that really lead us to achieve
the goal that I planned, especially in matter of statistics. Another problem I have
seen is that many times we have not learned to work in multidisciplinary teams
and it also can severely limit the analysis... finally to our research.
How often you are engaged in research projects?
Considero que si me gusta participar, pero considero que hay muchas políticas y muchos
cotos donde no es tan fácil entrar también a involucrarte en esos proyectos de
investigación como tal. Pero te gusta ser líder o solamente colaborar en proyectos? Pues
s{i, me gusta ser líder y como que me ha costado trabajo defender lo que yo quiero ser
porque también hay una tendencia a que el mercado dicta lo que te quiere apoyar. A
veces sientes que vas contracorriente por que defender una idea acerca de la complejidad
socio-ambiental es muy, muy extensa que se te puede desbordar. Pues, en ese sentido
existen pues ciertas limitantes.
I consider that I like to participate, but I think there are many policies and many
expenses that it is not so easy to get involved in those research projects. But do
you like to be a leader or just being collaborator on projects? Yeah, I like to be a
leader and I've worked hard to defend what I want to be because there is also a
tendency that market dictates what wants to support. Sometimes you feel that you
are countercurrent to defend an idea about the socio-environmental complex, and
it is very, very long that you may overflow. Well, in that sense because there are
certain limitations.
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What kind of collaborative work (if any) do you do when you are conducting
research projects?
Pues colaborativos si en el sentido que yo puedo aportar ideas y eso, y el trabajar con
grupos multidisciplinares y eso, me ha ayudado bastante, porque uno piensa o sabes es la
ultima verdad y resulta que no, que trabajar con otras disciplinas y otros profesores
enriquece mucho tu vida profesional y tu vida personal también.
As collaborative in the sense if I can contribute with ideas and else, and working
in multidisciplinary groups it has helped me a lot, because when you think or
know is the last truth, it is that not, working with other disciplines and professors
greatly enriches your life and your personal life too.
How often do you keep personal information about your metacognitive learning
processes when you are conducting research?
Yo creo que lo que más guardo son… más bien lo que me llama mucho la atención es
hacer puentes entre la parte social y natural, es lo que me llama la atención, pero también
creo me llama mucho la atención lo que guardo también es el conocimiento que puede
tener otros profesores y finalmente… metodologías, me gusta mucho la parte
metodológica, lo que sería la parte… el crear puentes entre lo social y las ciencias
naturales.
I think that I most keep for myself are... rather what really it catches my attention
is to make bridges between the social and natural realms, is what strikes me, but I
also really catches my attention as I keep also the knowledge that can have other
professors and finally ... methodologies, I love the methodological part, which
would be the ... to create bridges between social and natural sciences.
What was the best thing about using the KMS Wiki?
Pues yo creo que, a mí, la primera parte se me hizo un poco tediosa, pero creo que en la
parte de diseño de proyectos o el cómo se puede realizar mejor el diseño de proyectos y
los procesos metodológicos a través de la experiencia de otros profesores fue lo que a mí
más me llamó la atención y me gustó.
Well, I think, to me, the first part it was a bit tedious, but I think in the project
design or how to perform better project design and the methodological processes
through the experience of other professors it was that for me what caught my
attention and I liked it.
To what extent is the information shared on the Wiki reliable?
Bueno, si es confiable porque viene de algunos compañeros que algunos los conozco y a
otros no, pero se supone que somos un grupo en el que tenemos una trayectoria en
investigación, a lo mejor, unos con más años que otros.
Well, indeed, it is reliable because it comes from some colleagues who I know
them some but not others, but it is assumed that we are a group that we have a
career in research, perhaps, some with more years than others.
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Do you think it is reliable to share information through the KMS Wiki?
Finalmente, si es confiable porque son compañeros de la Universidad de Guadalajara.
Finally, it is reliable because we are colleagues in the University of Guadalajara.
What have you learned from the experience of using the KMS Wiki?
Pues yo creo que sobre todo a quitar muchos miedos que existen sobre la Wiki, porque
muchas veces uno piensa, qué tan confiable puede ser esto cuando yo no sé realmente,
este… bueno se han encontrado errores en otras Wikis. Pero esta, por el tipo de diseño,
por la forma en que se implementó, y todo. A lo mejor lo que se requería es más tiempo,
sobre todo para llevar a cabo el trabajo.
Well I think especially to remove many fears that exist on the Wiki, because
sometimes you think, how reliable can be when I do not really know, this ... well
errors have found on other Wikis. But this, by the type of design, by the way it was
implemented, and everything. Maybe what is needed is more time, especially for
carrying out the work.
After this experience, do you think you are more willing to welcome collaborative
approaches?
Pues sí, porque creo que esta es una manera de poder decir sin tener que… sin que la
gente se tenga que mover de un lugar a otro. Lo puedes hacer directamente desde tu casa
o en cualquier lugar donde tengas acceso a estas bondades y puedas trabajar con un grupo
hasta en otros países.
Yes, because I think this is a way to say something without ... without people
having to move from one place to another. You can do directly from home or
anywhere you have access to these benefits and can work with a group even in
other countries.
After this experience, are you more likely to want to belong to a community of
practice for CUCSUR-UDG?
Sí, si me gustaría seguir colaborando. Pero si me gustaría conocer más sobre esta
plataforma o esta Wiki porque también me gustaría aprender a manejar otras cosas.
Yes, if I would continue collaborating. But I would like to know more about this
platform or this Wiki because I also like to learn to handle other things.
Has the experience of using the KMS Wiki showed you a different way to approach
research?
Pues no, yo creo que no. Como que esta es así, como muy particular. Este… muy original
hasta cierto punto.
No, I think not. As this is so, be very particular. This is very original... so far.
What section of the Wiki think was more useful for you?
Pues a mí, la que más me gustó fue la en la que se refiere a como diseñar proyectos de
investigación a través del apoyo de otros profesores y de las experiencias que se puedan
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intercambiar.
For me, the one I liked was in regard to how to design research projects through
the support of other professors, and the experiences can be exchanged.
If your individual performance assessments were expanded to consider their
contributions to artifacts and SN participation, would you produce more artifacts
and show more participation in SN?
Pues si, tal vez, siempre y cuando si pudiera conocer más sobre las bondades de esta
Wiki.
Well, yes, perhaps, as long as if I could learn more about the benefits of this Wiki.
Comments:
Pues no, este fue un proceso… al principio estaba muy renuente porque estaba metido
como que en un proceso… pero finalmente aprendí muchas cosas que no conocía, sobre
todo en el intercambio de experiencias con profesores. Posiblemente lo que puedo
mencionar aquí es que estábamos metidos en mil cosas… sobre todo en la parte
administrativa que quita mucho tiempo y no te permite fluir de la manera como tú te lo
propones al inicio del año. Pero creo que dar clases, o sea estar metido en… este… pues
en academias, en laboratorios, en cuerpos académicos van limitando el tiempo para poder
colaborar en este tipo de proyectos.
No, this was a process ... at the beginning I was very reluctant because it was
involved in a process like that ... but I finally learned many things I did not know,
especially in the exchange of experiences with professors. Perhaps what I can
mention here is that we were caught in a thousand things ... especially on the
administrative side that removes a lot of time and allow you to flow the way you
proposing for you at the beginning of the year. But I have to teach, or be tucked
into ... this ... well in academia, laboratories, academic bodies which are limiting
us in time to collaborate on such projects.
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Interview # 4
Interviewer Name: Part3
Date: 21 de Julio de 2010
Location: Lab de Botánica

ITEMS
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Your age?
58 años
58 years
Your gender?
Masculino
Male
What kind of work you are doing on a research project?
Pues… proyectos de investigación de la ecología de las plantas y taxonomía.
Well ... research projects of plant ecology and taxonomy.
What is your highest academic level achieved?
Maestría en Ciencias.
Master in Science
What kind of activities do you normally do on the Internet?
Búsqueda de información para mis proyectos. Consulta de páginas relacionadas a los
mismos. Comunicación con el exterior.
I’m searching for information for my projects. Browse pages related to them.
Communication with the outside.
Do you access Wikis on the Internet?
Regularmente no, porque no les tengo la confianza de participar con desconocer las
fuentes.
Regularly not because I do not have the confidence to participate because I
ignore the sources involved.
Do you think about your performance in doing research?
Considero que mi participación es buena. Tengo una participación activa. Tanto en lo
personal como colaborando con los investigadores.
I believe that my participation is good. I have an active participation. Both
personally and assisting researchers.
Cuántos años tienes trabajando en la investigación?
How many years you have working in research?
Tengo ahorita 30 años.
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For how long you are been working on the investigation?
Right now I have 30 years.
What is your biggest concern when conducting research?
Que mis resultados no sean lo suficientemente explícitos como para que sean entendibles
y que no se utilice la información.
That my results are not sufficiently explicit to be understood and not use the
information.
How often you are engaged in research projects?
Lo más frecuentemente que puedo y por eso estoy abierto a la colaboración.
As often as I can, so I'm open for collaboration.
What kind of collaborative work (if any) do you do when you are conducting
research projects?
Bueno, desde el diseño del mismo proyecto hasta la repartición de tareas dentro del
mismo proyecto. En mi caso, por ejemplo, que nos dedicamos a plantas, desde la colecta
de los ejemplares, su identificación hasta la descripción de las mismas.
Well, from the project design through the tasks sharing within the same project. In
my case, for example, that we are dedicated to plants from the collection of
specimens, identification and to the description of them.
How often do you keep personal information about your metacognitive learning
processes when you are conducting research?
Los guardo mientras estoy obteniendo los resultados pero están disponibles a cualquiera
en el momento que lo requiera, si es que lo necesitan.
I keep them while I'm getting the results but are available to anyone in the
required time, if is needed.
O sea, que solamente los compartes cuando te los piden?
In other words, you only share for experiences when you are being asked for?
Exactamente, si. Pero están disponibles a cualquiera.
Exactly, yeah. But they are available to anyone.
What was the best thing about using the KMS Wiki?
Para esta experiencia me pareció fue: una, saber con quién estaba interactuando era una
de las preocupaciones que te mencionaba en una de las preguntas anteriores relacionadas
a la Wiki. La otra, es que me permitió expandir ciertos horizontes que desconocía de eso
porque los interactuantes tenían otras visiones respecto a temas que yo desconozco.
For this experience, I thought was: one, to know who we were interacted it was
one of the concerns that I mentioned in one of the previous questions related to
the Wiki. The other is that allowed me to expand some horizons did not know that
because the participants had other views on issues that I know.
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To what extent is the information shared on the Wiki reliable?
Bueno, como me sentir navegar a ciegas porque una; por mi propia inexperiencia en el
manejo de la Wiki no podía o me sentía seguro de la confiabilidad incluso de mis
respuestas al interactuar. Esto se debió a que tus otros colaboradores participantes no los
conocías y no sabias con quién tratabas? A veces, sí. O del tema, podría haber sido
también.
Well, as I feel like being sailing blind because, for my own inexperience of the
Wiki, I could not or I was unsure of the reliability even of my responses to
interact. This was because other participants I did not know and I did not know
who he was dealing? But sometimes, I did know who I was dealing with. Or the
issue could have been too.
Do you think it is reliable to share information through the KMS Wiki?
Bueno, me parece que es Buena, siempre y cuando yo sepa con quien estoy
interactuando.
Well, I think it is good as long as I know who I'm interacting with.
What have you learned from the experience of using the KMS Wiki?
Me permitió ver nuevas opiniones, nuevos puntos de vista. Incluso, proyecciones de hasta
nuevas líneas de investigación que no percibía.
It allowed me to see new points of views, new perspectives. Even projections up of
new lines for research that I did not perceived before.
After this experience, do you think you are more willing to welcome collaborative
approaches?
Sí, pero siempre y cuando, estuviera bien claro cuál es mi participación en esto.
Yes, but only if it is clear what my role will be.
After this experience, are you more likely to want to belong to a community of
practice for CUSCSUR-UDG?
Si, bajo el esquema que te mencionaba anteriormente. Siempre y cuando sepa
exactamente cuál es mi participación.
Yes, but under the scheme that I mentioned to you before. As long as you know
exactly what is my role.
Has the experience of using the KMS Wiki showed you a different way to approach
research?
No más allá de esta.
Not beyond this one.
What section of the Wiki think was more useful for you?
Colaboración, diseño, compartir información, en estas creo que sería útil.
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Collaboration, design, information sharing, in these I think would be useful.
If your individual performance assessments were expanded to consider their
contributions to artifacts and SN participation, would you produce more artifacts
and show more participation in SN?
Pues, la verdad, no sabría decirte con certeza porque no tengo la experiencia de manejar
el instrumento adecuadamente. Necesito una guía, una práctica mayor.
Well, the truth, I could not tell for sure because I have not the experience to
handle the instrument properly. I need a guide, and to practice more.
Comments:
Bueno, me ha parecido una muy buena experiencia, sobre todo porque es algo novedoso
para mi, y me parece que puede expandir el asunto de la intercomunicación aunque me
deja el resabio de no ver a la persona cara a cara y por eso en algún momento te
mencioné que si dentro de la red se continua interactuando pueda confiar o no en la
información que se esté vertiendo.
Well, I have found this a very good experience, especially because this is
something new for me, and I think we can expand the issue of the intercom but the
aftertaste makes me not see the person face to face and that at some point I
mentioned that if within the network continues to interact can be trusted or not the
information is pouring.
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Interview # 5
Interviewer Name: Part28
Date: 22 de Julio de 2010
Location: oficina del entrevistado

ITEMS
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Your age?
46 años
46 years.
Your gender?
Masculino
Male
What kind of work you are doing on a research project?
Reproducción y ecología de aves marinas.
Reproduction and ecology of seabirds.
What is your highest academic level achieved?
Doctor en Ciencias.
Philosophy D.
What kind of activities do you normally do on the Internet?
Búsqueda de literatura. Correo electrónico. Generalmente, búsqueda de información.
Literature searching. E-mail. Generally, information search.
Do you access Wikis on the Internet?
Si tengo acceso, pero no muy seguido.
Yes I have access, but not often.
Do you think about your performance in doing research?
Siento que me hace falta conocer más de algunos métodos y más colaboración con otras
instituciones, y hacer más trabajo interdisciplinario.
I feel I need to know more about some methods and more collaboration with other
institutions, and to do more interdisciplinary work.
What is your biggest concern when conducting research?
No obtener la información que requerimos en campo por una situación de mal tiempo y
que la salida sea en vano y no se obtenga la información. Y que pueda haber algún
accidente con algunos de los colaboradores del proyecto.
Not getting the information we need in the field by a situation of bad weather, and
if the output is in vain and not get any information. And that may to have an
accident with some of the project partners.
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How often you are engaged in research projects?
Todo el tiempo, todo el tiempo necesito estar buscando fuentes de financiamiento y estar
desarrollando actividades de campo. Y cuando no, se trabaja en la escritura de artículos
para su publicación.
All the time, every time I need to be seeking funding and field activities to be
developed. And if not, it works on writing articles for publication.
What kind of collaborative work (if any) do you do when you are conducting
research projects?
Es poco el trabajo colaborativo sobre todo con otros investigadores. En mi caso, en el
área que yo trabajo es mi diferente a lo que hacen otros investigadores de este
departamento. Siento que es poca la colaboración, por el tipo de proyectos que desarrollo.
There is little collaborative work mostly with other researchers. In my case, in the
area I work is my than what other researchers in this department. I feel that there
is little cooperation, because the type of development projects.
How often do you keep personal information about your metacognitive learning
processes when you are conducting research?
No, mi idea es que la investigación es que la investigación no se termina hasta que se
divulga la información, tanto a nivel de publicaciones como de estudiantes. En clases dar
a conocer los resultados y la información que se obtiene.
No, my idea is that the research is that the investigation was not complete until
the information is disclosed, for both, student and publications. Courses to
present the results and information obtained.
Pero, me refiero a lo que aprendes cuando realizas investigación?
No si, son importantes. Yo creo que tu experiencia a través de lo que desarrollas al hacer
investigación sirve para mejorar el siguiente.
Y que tan frecuente guardas esa información?
Yo trato de compartir la información que pueda ayudar a mejorar los proyectos. Si puede
ayudar mi experiencia, lo comparto y también sugerir.
If not, are important. I think your experience through which to develop the
research used to improve the next.
And how often keep this information?
I try to share information that can help improve their projects. If my experience
can help, I share it and also suggest.
What was the best thing about using the KMS Wiki?
En este caso, es una forma en que das tus puntos de vista de un tema en particular. La
mejor parte fue cuando se habla de los proyectos de investigación, fuentes de
financiamiento. En lo particular fue lo que más me gustó.
In this case, it is how you give your points of views on a particular topic. The best
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part was when talking about research projects, funding sources. In particular,
that it was what I liked.
To what extent is the information shared on the Wiki reliable?
Yo creo que puede ser confiable porque, sobre todo, son puntos de vista diferentes.
Profesiones diferentes, investigadores con líneas de investigación distintas a las que yo
realizo. Se me hace buena, pero sí, hay que tener cuidado tipo de información, opinión o
comentario que se da.
I think it might be reliable because, above all, are points of view. Different
professions, researchers with different research lines to which I perform. I find it
good, but yes, beware type of information, opinion or comment given.
Do you think it is reliable to share information through the KMS Wiki?
No creo que sea en un 100% confiable. Porque como es algo abierto, alguien puede poner
cualquier cosa y puede no ser una información confiable. En este caso, sí, porque fue una
Wiki cerrada, y si, podemos considerarla confiable.
I do not think that is 100% reliable. For as it is somewhat open, anyone can put
anything and may not be reliable information. In this case, yes, because it was a
closed Wiki, and if we consider reliable.
What have you learned from the experience of using the KMS Wiki?
Bueno, como yo en lo particular, no la había utilizado anteriormente, pienso que es una
buena forma de difundir experiencias y tener contacto con otras personas si estar
presentes, sin estar cara a cara.
Well, as I in particular, had not used before, I think it's a good way to share
experiences and contact with others if they be present, without being face to face.
After this experience, do you think you are more willing to welcome collaborative
approaches?
Si, pero en lo particular me hace falta conocer más de este tipo de esta herramienta, pero
yo pienso que sería una buena opción y estaría más dispuesto a participar más
activamente.
Yes, but I personally need to know more about this type of tool, but I think it
would be a good option and would be more willing to participate more actively.
After this experience, are you more likely to want to belong to a community
of practice for CUCSUR-UDG?
Si, si porque no?, es una Buena forma de poder tener comunicación con otras personas,
con diferentes líneas y diferentes enfoques que pueden ayudarte a enriquecer tú trabajo e
inclusive a sugerirte como mejorar tú trabajo de investigación.
Yes, yes, why not? I think this is a good way to have communication with other
people, with different lines and different approaches that can help enrich your
work and even suggest how to improve your research.
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Has the experience of using the KMS Wiki showed you a different way to approach
research?
No, porque es la primera vez que uso una Wiki y no sabría decirte. Supongo que debe
haber otras.
No, because it is the first time using a Wiki and I could not tell. I suppose there
must be others.
What section of the Wiki think was more useful for you?
Sobre todo en las preguntas sobre diseño de proyectos.
Especially the questions on project design.
If your individual performance assessments were expanded to consider their
contributions to artifacts and SN participation, would you produce more artifacts
and show more participation in SN?
Yo creo que si, si hubiera podido contribuir un poco más la hubiera habido más
participación, más colaboración, sobre todo en otras preguntas, y hubiera sido más
adecuado en las participaciones.
I think if, if I could contribute a little more would have been more participation,
more collaboration, especially on other questions, and would have been more
appropriate in the shares.
Comments:
Pues sí, me hubiera gustado haber colaborado más en esa comunidad, en ese grupo de
intercambio de opiniones. Sin embargo, en actividades de salir fuera, de salir al campo,
para investigación o docencia, impidió un poco mi oportunidad de participación. Pero me
hubiera gustado colaborar más.
Yes, I would have liked to have worked more in this community, in this group of
exchange of points of views. However, activities of going out, going to the field,
for research or teaching, kept away a bit for participation. But I would have liked
to work more.
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Interview # 6
Interviewer Name: Part1
Date: 16 de Julio del 2010
Location: edificio de postgrado.

ITEMS
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Your age?
38 años
38 years.
Your gender?
Masculino
Male
What kind of work you are doing on a research project?
Son diferentes, depende mucho de los proyectos de los cuales, en algunos soy
colaborador, en otros soy responsable. En algunos sirvo de tutor para formación de
recursos humanos.
Que área de investigación realizas?
Principalmente investigación socioeconómica, basada en lo que es desarrollo regional,
desarrollo rural y en algunas áreas de manejo de recursos.
Are different, much depends on the projects of which I am partner in some, others
I am responsible. In some serve as academic tutor for human resource training.
That area of research do you do?
Mainly economic research, based on what is regional development, rural
development and in some areas of resource management.
What is your highest academic level achieved?
Doctor en ciencias.
Philosophy D.
What kind of activities do you normally do on the Internet?
Son varias, me gusta buscar información para proyectos de investigación, para la
docencia, enlazarme con otras instituciones. En lo personal, el correo electrónico, el chat
y Facebook.
There are several, I like to look up information for research projects, for
teaching, link to other institutions. Personally, electronic mail, chat and
Facebook.
Do you access Wikis on the Internet?
Lo más común, la libre, que es Wikipedia.
The most common one, free, that is Wikipedia.
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Do you think about your performance in doing research?
Yo lo considero como bueno aunque me faltan muchas cosas por mejorar, pero igual
estamos en un proceso de aprendizaje.
I consider as good but I need many things to improve, but still we are in a
learning process.
What is your biggest concern when conducting research?
Buscar el Financiamiento, los apoyos, realizar los presupuestos y que el proyecto sea
autorizado. Y pues llegar a culminar los proyectos, llegar a resultados que sirvan para
algo, que sirvan, que tengan una utilidad.
To find Funding and sponsors, to make budgets and to see the project is
approved. and to get to complete projects, achieve results that count for
something, to serve, having a utility.
How often you are engaged in research projects?
Parte de mis obligaciones como profesor es realizar proyectos de investigación. Otra
parte es hacer docencia y otra parte es hacer vinculación.
Part of my duties as a teacher is conducting research projects. Another part is to
make teaching and another part is to make connection.
What kind of collaborative work (if any) do you do when you are conducting
research projects?
Tenemos colaboración con otros departamentos de aquí en el centro universitario. En
participado en por lo menos dos o tres departamentos en proyectos de investigación. Parte
de los proyectos son multidisciplinarios. Yo trabajo la parte económica principalmente,
otros investigadores trabaja la parte técnica, la parte ecológica. Esa es una de las áreas
que hemos manejado en lo últimos siete años y que hemos trabajo en forma colaborativa.
We have collaboration with other departments at the university here. I have
participated in research projects with at least two or three departments. Some
projects are multidisciplinary. I work primarily economic part, other investigators
working the technical side, the ecological. That's one of the areas we have
managed in seven years, and we work collaboratively.
How often do you keep personal information about your metacognitive learning
processes when you are conducting research?
Pues, siempre quedan algunas cosas. Hemos tratado de que lo aprendemos en la
investigación lo trasmitimos a través de los estudiantes que participan en el aula de
clases. Hay cosas que no sé, en el porcentaje no sé, no podemos valorar pero a nivel
general hemos tratado de compartir lo poco que sabemos.
Well, always we keep something. We've tried to learn what research we transmit it
through the students participating in the classroom. There are things I do not
know, I do not know the percentage, we can not assess but overall we have tried
to share what little we know.
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What was the best thing about using the KMS Wiki?
Una parte importante es la posibilidad de tener discusión en relación a problemas
comunes que tenemos aquí en el centro universitario, como investigadores. Tener la
posibilidad de discutir con los mismos compañeros del centro universitario, saber que
existen opiniones más o menos similares en algunos casos y en otros, son contradictorios,
como puede ser todas las percepciones. Pero se enriquece, digamos por que en un solo
tema pueda haber diferentes criterios y puntos de vista para abordar una temática
especifica.
An important part is the ability to have discussion regarding common problems
we have here at the university as researchers. Being able to discuss with peers the
same university, knowing that there are more or less similar points of views in
some cases and in others they are contradictory, such as all perceptions. But is
enhanced, say that on one issue may have different approaches and points of view
to address a specific topic.
To what extent is the information shared on the Wiki reliable?
Considerando que los compañeros son de aquí, del centro, podemos decir que es
confiable la información aparece y aunque estamos en condiciones de anonimato,
reconocemos son personas de aquí mismo, de la universidad y entonces compartimos
algunas de las cuestiones y podríamos decir que es confiable la información.
Considering that peers are from here, the campus, we can say that the
information is reliable and even we were under anonymity condition, we
recognize are people from right here, from this campus and then we share some of
the issues, so I say, that it is reliable information.
Do you think it is reliable to share information through the KMS Wiki?
Yo creo que sí, solamente las características de cómo se dio este ejercicio, podemos decir
que si es confiable. Pero en Wikis públicas, no sé si podría ser confiable. Pero
definitivamente en la Wiki que estamos participando si es confiable.
I think so, only the characteristics of how it was this exercise we can say that if it
is reliable. But in public Wikis do not know if I could be trusted. But, definitely, in
the Wiki that we got involved, yes, it is reliable.
What have you learned from the experience of using the KMS Wiki?
Son diferentes aspectos. En el aspecto colaborativo, es una oportunidad de compartir con
los compañeros. A nivel negativo, podríamos ver que no hubo la posibilidad de participar
más en este proceso. No hay la posibilidad de disponer de tiempo especifico para
participar en la Wiki como debiera ser y como se nos aclaro al principio pero ese seria
parte del aprendizaje; la posibilidad de colaborar con los compañeros.
They are different aspects. In the collaborative aspect is an opportunity to share
with colleagues. A negative level, we could see there was not the possibility for
more involved in this process. There is the possibility of having specific time to
participate in the Wiki as it should be clarified as we at first but that would be
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part of learning; the possibility to collaborate with colleagues.
After this experience, do you think you are more willing to welcome collaborative
approaches?
Si, la Wiki es parte de las nuevas tecnologías que esta uno involucrado y que puede uno
acceder más fácilmente, en lugar de estar en reuniones presenciales, puede uno tener la
posibilidad desde su cubículo, desde algún espacio, desde su casa, sin necesidad de
moverse, entonces, tiene uno esa ventaja.
Yes, the Wiki is part of the new technologies that this one involved and that one
can more easily access, rather than face meetings, can one have the possibility
from his cubicle, from any space, from home, without move, then, is one such
advantage.
After this experience, are you more likely to want to belong to a community of
practice for CUCSUR-UDG?
Si, si es parte de lo que hemos estado haciendo, no al grado que quisiéramos, pero igual,
es parte de lo que se puede hacer.
Yes, if it is part of what we've been doing, not so much that we wanted, but still, it's part
of what can be done.
Has the experience of using the KMS Wiki showed you a different way to approach
research?
No, esta es la primera vez que participo en este esquema. He participado en Internet, en
otros foros académicos, pero esta vez es la primera vez que participo en una Wiki de este
tipo.
No, this is the first time participating in this scheme. I have participated in
Internet, in other academic forums, but this time it's my first time participating in
a Wiki of this type.
What section of the Wiki think was more useful for you?
Yo creo que las que estuvieron más compartidas o más discutidas. Una de las que
recuerdo es la de financiamiento. Otra fue sobre la formación de recursos humanos, y la
forma de titulación de los estudiantes de este centro universitario.
I think they were more shared and most discussed. One I remember is that of
funding. Another was on human resources training and certification as students at
this campus.
If your individual performance assessments were expanded to consider their
contributions to artifacts and SN participation, would you produce more artifacts
and show more participation in SN?
Sí, pero creo que falto mucha participación. No solamente de mi parte, yo creo que la
mayoría de los que estuvimos participando, participamos en pocas ocasiones que
estábamos en diferentes procesos y diferentes circunstancias, pero si, puede mejorar la
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participación.
Yes, but I think that more participation were needed. Not only from my part, I
think most of us who were involved, participate in a few occasions that we were in
different processes and different circumstances, but if you can improve
participation.
Comments:
Solamente, agradecer que me hayas invitado a participar en este proceso. Y conocer estos
procesos que tienen consecuencias novedosas que tal vez, en otras situaciones, en otros
esquemas a los cuales estamos acostumbrados, pues no hubiese tenido la oportunidad de
conocer este aspecto. Y finalmente, disculparme de no haber participado de la manera
que quisiéramos.
Only, to thank you invited me to participate in this process. And to know these
processes which have a novel that might, in other situations, in other schemes to
which we are accustomed, it would not have had the opportunity to know this.
And finally, apologize for not having participated in the way we want.
Notes:
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Interview # 7
Interviewer Name: Part30
Date:
Location: cubículo

ITEMS
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Your age?
51 años
51 years.
Your gender?
Femenino
Female.
What kind of work you are doing on a research project?
Desde que se está estructurando el proyecto o cuando ya está organizado.
Si se trata del diseño, si se trata del análisis de datos..?
Bueno, es que ahí hay ver, por lo general, es colaborar en las cuestiones de muestreo. En
la búsqueda de bibliografía, cuando se está armando el proyecto, en la búsqueda de
bibliografía relacionada a los proyectos. Y una vez que se apruebe el proyecto, previo a
eso, se hace una carta compromiso sobre en qué se va uno a comprometer a colaborar.
Entonces, básicamente, en lo que se colabora en las actividades de campo, en los
muestreos, después en el procesamiento de la información y el monitoreo de la zona y
una vez que se tengan datos procesados, se decida participar en un congreso, se participa
en la redacción del resumen para el congreso que se vaya a asistir. Ya sea que vaya yo
como ponente o como coautor. Esa sería una pequeña parte del trabajo que se realiza.
Since the project is being structured or when it is organized.
If this is the design, if it comes to data analysis?
Well, is that there we need to see, generally, it is to collaborate on issues of
sampling. In the literature searching when the project is building on the literature
pertaining to the projects. And once the project is approved prior to that,
everybody makes a commitment letter on what tasks we are going to engage at the
scientific work. So basically, when it collaborates in the field, in the samples, then
the information processing and monitoring of the area and once you have
processed data, it decides to participate in a conference, is involved in drafting
the summary for the conference that will be attending. Either I’m going as
speaker or as collaborator. That would be a small part of the work done.
What is your highest academic level achieved?
Maestría en Ciencias.
Master in Science.
What kind of activities do you normally do on the Internet?
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Son de dos tipos. Una de consiste en buscar material para mis clases y dos, buscar
bibliografía para los proyectos de investigación y el correo electrónica para revisar la
información que le llega a uno.
There are from two types. One is to find material for my classes and two, to find
references for research projects and e-mail to review the information that comes
to you.
Do you access Wikis on the Internet?
No. La verdad casi no acceso a eso.
No. The truth, I almost do not access to that.
Do you think about your performance in doing research?
Lo considero bueno, pero no me siento limitada. Me siento capaz de hacer sacar adelante
mi investigación.
I consider it good, but I do not feel limited. I am able to take forward my
research.
What is your biggest concern when conducting research?
No cumplir con los objetivos planteados o no cumplir con los compromisos establecidos.
Porque a veces planeamos publicar dos artículos en un congreso y cuando va pasando el
tiempo y uno ve que se ha trabajo en un artículo es cuando uno dice, oigan que está
pasando? Porque no somos una sola persona, porque somos varios en el proyecto,
entonces vemos a quien le corresponde primero jalarle el hilito para que tome la
iniciativa. Eso si me preocupa, no cumplir en los tiempos acordados. A veces no depende
de uno, a veces hay contratiempos. Como en nosotros dependemos mucho, digamos de
las condiciones del mar, entonces si, aunque tu programes tus muestreos. Si hay huracán,
si hay marejada o si hay mal tiempo, de hecho ya te afectó y ya movió todo lo que ya
tenías planeado y no te han salido las cosas tu esperabas. Entonces, ya desde ahí, como
que te frustras.
Not to meet the planned objectives or not meet their stated commitments. Because
sometimes we plan to publish two papers in a conference and when time passes
and you see that has been working on an article is when you say, hey that's going
on? Because we are a single person, because we are more in the project, then we
see who gets to pull you the trickle first to take the initiative. That if I am
concerned, failure to meet the agreed time. Sometimes it depends on you,
sometimes there are setbacks. As we rely heavily on, say, sea conditions, then yes,
but your programming your samples. If there is a hurricane, if you surf or if
weather is bad, in fact, already moved and affected you and you already had
everything planned out and you do not have things you expected. Then, from
there, is the way you get frustrated.
How often you are engaged in research projects?
Pues todo el tiempo, porque estamos, pues, asignados a un laboratorio, la investigación es
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mi principal labor. Porque de las 40 horas que tienes asignadas, la mayor parte se la lleva
la investigación, y después la docencia y la vinculación.
Well, all the time, because we are therefore assigned to an academic laboratory,
and research is my main job. From the 40 hours I have assigned, most of them my
research activities take it off, and then, the rest, are for teaching and social
bonding.
What kind of collaborative work (if any) do you do when you are conducting
research projects?
Buscando la información y procesando los datos que se capturan.
I do searching for information, and for processing data it has captured.
How often do you keep personal information about your metacognitive learning
processes when you are conducting research?
No, más bien trato de externarlo, de compartirlo porque hay veces, por ejemplo,
encuentras un artículo que está muy relacionado a lo que estás haciendo y los otros no lo
saben de su existencia, entonces me gusta compartirlo.
No, I rather try to externalize, to share it because sometimes, for example, find an
article that is closely related to what you're doing and the others did not know of
its existence, then I like to share.
What was the best thing about using the KMS Wiki?
Bueno, te ayuda a externar tu forma de pensar en ciertas cuestiones en la Wiki. Digo, lo
que nunca entendí fue como socializar con los compañeros en la Wiki. Eso no, como que
eso no es tan malo porque a la hora que estás interaccionando en la Wiki si yo veía a un
participante X y yo veía lo que él había opinado y entonces yo daba mi opinión pero yo
no sabía quién era la persona con quien esta opinando, en ese sentido, yo no estaba
socializando como yo entiendo la palabra socializar, es decir, contactar una persona y
decirme, sabes que, tengo esta duda en lo que tú estás diciendo, etc. A veces yo leía lo
que el decía y yo le daba mi opinión pero nunca le planteé preguntas directas. Creo que
en ese sentido, si me limité.
Well, it helps you externalize your thinking on certain issues in the Wiki. I mean, I
never understood what it was like to socialize with peers in the Wiki. Not so, as
that's not so bad because when you're interacting with the Wiki if I saw a
participant X and I saw what he had felt and then I gave my opinion but I did not
know who the person who is reviewing, in that sense, I was not socializing as I
understand the word socialize, that is, to contact a person and say, you know, I
have this doubt in what you're saying, etc.. Sometimes I read what he said and I
gave my opinion but never pose direct questions. I think in that sense, if I just
have contained myself back.
To what extent is the information shared on the Wiki reliable?
Si fue confiable porque cada quien aportaba lo que sabía acerca de la pregunta que se
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estaba elaborando. Yo no creo que no sea 100% confiable, yo creo que si era confiable.
Yes, it was reliable because everyone contributed what they knew about the
question that was being developed. I do not think that is not 100% reliable, I
believe that if it was reliable.
Do you think it is reliable to share information through the KMS Wiki?
Si, si, porque son diferentes investigadores, algunos tienen más modos de saber de otros
tipos de financiamiento que pudiera ayudar a las investigaciones.
Yes, yes, because they are different researchers, some have more ways to find out
about other types of financing that could help investigations.
What have you learned from the experience of using the KMS Wiki?
Que si hace falta socializar ese tipo de investigación porque nos quedamos con ciertos
tipos de convocatorias y no nos atrevemos a ver más allá. En ese sentido creo que si son
buenas para difundir ese tipo de cuestiones. En cuanto a la Wiki, yo creo que si funciona
como tal y a veces no nos involucramos en redes de ese tipo por desconocimiento. Pero
en esta que participle, sí funcionó.
More socialization is needed to socialize this kind of research because we are left
with certain types of calls and do not dare to look beyond. In that sense I think if
you are good to spread these kinds of questions. As for the Wiki, I think it works
as such and sometimes do not get involved in such networks due to ignorance. But
in this I have participated it worked.
After this experience, do you think you are more willing to welcome collaborative
approaches?
Si yo creo que sí, sí lo haría.
Yes, I believe so, yes I would.
After this experience, are you more likely to want to belong to a community of
practice for CUCSUR-UDG?
Si, si son temas en los cuales yo pueda externar una opinión, sí.
Yes, if issues on which I can externalize an opinion, yes.
Has the experience of using the KMS Wiki showed you a different way to approach
research?
Bueno, yo aprendí en cómo puedo desarrollar mejor un proyecto y donde conseguir
fuentes de financiamiento.
Well, I learned how I can better develop a project and where to get funding
sources.
What section of the Wiki think was more useful for you?
Deja me acuerdo, financiamiento y productividad.
Allow me to recall, financing and productivity.
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If your individual performance assessments were expanded to consider their
contributions to artifacts and SN participation, would you produce more artifacts
and show more participation in SN?
Si, ojalá tuviera herramientas para hacer esquemas, rutas críticas y diagramas con editor
de texto. Porque hay cosas que si los pones en forma de diagrama se entienden mejor.
Yes, I wish I had tools to make sketches, line times and diagrams with text editor.
Because there are things that if you put in chart form are better understood.
Comments:
No sé si en este tipo de Wiki se puede agregar una especie de chat, para charla con los
otros colaboradores. Para poder aclarar dudas que pudieran ocurrir al momento de
participar simultáneamente. Me sentí bien en participar, aunque creo que me faltó
participar más pero a veces se me olvidaba. Es buena idea, es buena idea.
I do not know if this type of Wiki you can add a sort of chat, to chat with other
contributors. In order to clarify questions that may occur simultaneously at time
of entry. It felt good to participate, but I think I needed to participate more but
sometimes I forgot. It's a good idea, it’s a good idea.
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Interview # 8
Interviewer Name: Part31
Date: 01/10/2010
Location: Cubículo

ITEMS
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Your age?
46 años.
46 years.
Your gender?
Masculino
Male.
What kind of work you are doing on a research project?
Pues, todos los componentes porque la participo en la generación de la idea, el
planteamiento del problema, los fondos, la infraestructura del laboratorio, la colecta de
datos,… todo pues, hasta las publicaciones.
Well, because all components participate in idea generation, problem statement,
funds, laboratory infrastructure, data collection... everything thus to publications.
What is your highest academic level achieved?
Maestría en Ciencias.
Master in Science.
What kind of activities do you normally do on the Internet?
El proceso de datos, la estructura de documentos, la preparación de clases, búsqueda de
información en internet, por ejemplo, básicamente imágenes o fotografías, documentos
para ser utilizados en las clases. A veces, búsqueda de artículos científicos para reforzar
la investigación que estoy trabajando. Contactos con gentes a través de correo
electrónico. Y el chat, lo utilizo pero solo para contactos personales, no académicos.
Data processing, documents structure, class preparation, I do online searching
for information, for example, basically images or photographs, for use in the
classroom. Sometimes I do search for scientists’ papers to strengthen research I'm
working. I do contact with people via email, and I use the chat but only use it for
personal contacts, no academic matters.
Do you access Wikis on the Internet?
Sí, sí tengo acceso a Wikis en internet. Pero no las utilizo para el trabajo, sino para uso
personal.
Yes, I have access to Wikis on the Internet. But I do not use them for work, but for
personal use.
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Do you think about your performance in doing research?
Pues no sé, en una categoría de excelente, bueno, regular y malo. Yo diría que bueno,
pero, pues, trabajo yo solo. Toda la investigación, la hago yo solo porque no hay otro
compañero que haga lo que tenga la misma área de investigación que yo. El compañero
que trabaja esta misma área de acuicultura, está estudiando el doctorado, de manera tal
que dedico a trabajar solo, y aunque tengo colaboradores en los proyectos para proceso
del análisis de datos o análisis de laboratorio. Básicamente en ayudan en eso y también en
el mantenimiento del laboratorio.
Well, I do not know, in a category of excellent, good, fair and bad. I'd say good,
but, well, I work alone. All research, I do by myself just because there is no
partner who does the same research area as me. The fellow working the same
area of aquaculture, he is studying a PhD, so I devote to work alone, and
although I have partners in projects to process data analysis or laboratory
analysis. Basically in that and also help in maintaining the laboratory.
What is your biggest concern when conducting research?
Que los datos no sean repetibles. Que haya un… como mi trabajo es de natural
experimental, pues dependo mucho de las condiciones del laboratorio. Por ejemplo, si se
va la luz, me echa a perder un trabajo de un mes, quince días, porque se me mueren los
animales por falta de luz, que alimenta a las bombas para el intercambio de aire, para la
oxigenación. Esto es lo que más me preocupa, porque no tenemos el equipo suficiente
como para poder responder a fallas de energía eléctrica, y otras cosas, por ejemplo, de
repente, no hay suficiente equipo, o no hay el equipo idóneo para hacer alguna actividad.
The data are not repeatable. That there is ... because my work is from
experimental nature, since it depends heavily on laboratory conditions. For
example, if the power goes out, spoil me a job one month, fifteen days, because I
have animals die for lack of light, which supplies pumps for air exchange, for
oxygenation. This is what worries me, because we have enough equipment to
respond to power failures and other things, for example, suddenly, not enough
equipment or no equipment suitable for making activity.
How often you are engaged in research projects?
Pues todo el tiempo, todo el tiempo estoy involucrado en proyectos de investigación.
For all the time, every time I am involved in research projects.
What kind of collaborative work (if any) do you do when you are conducting
research projects?
Pues como decía hace rato, las relaciones de trabajo con los compañeros, pues cada quien
hace una parte del trabajo. En algunas si nos mezclamos todos, o involucrados todos para
la obtención de los datos. Todo depende de la naturaleza del trabajo que vaya a hacer. Por
ejemplo, en otro proyecto en el que estoy colaborando con otro compañero. El hace las
actividades de campo, de mar, por si se tiene que ir a bucear o cosas así y yo me encargo,
aquí en el laboratorio de mantener vivos a los individuos. Y bueno, compartimos los
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resultados.
Well as I said awhile ago, working relationships with colleagues, because
everyone does some work. In some if we mix all, or involved in obtaining all the
data. It all depends on the nature of the work to be done. For example, in another
project I'm working with another partner. He makes the field activities of sea, if
you have to go diving or something like that and I'll see, here in the lab to keep
people alive. Well, we share the results.
How often do you keep personal information about your metacognitive learning
processes when you are conducting research?
En clase, se dan muchas experiencias personales, porque las clases son relativas al trabajo
de investigación que hago. Entonces, muchas de las anécdotas en clase son relativas al de
investigación o de laboratorio. Entonces, son muy cotidianas, este tipo de intercambio
con estudiantes o con algunos compañeros.
Podría decirse que es poco frecuente que guardes información, porque siempre la
compartes con estudiantes o compañeros?
Si porque la información técnica no le es de utilidad a nadie más porque soy el único que
trabaja en esta línea de investigación.
In class, there are many personal experiences because the classes are related on
my research. There are so many anecdotes in class that are related to research or
laboratory. Then… every, everyday… this type of exchange happens with my
students or with some colleagues. Are you telling me that it is rare that you save
information for yourself because I always share with students or colleagues?
Yes, because the technical information it is not useful to anyone else because I'm
the only one working in this line of research.
What was the best thing about using the KMS Wiki?
Pues yo esperaba que fuera más participativa, que hubiera más intercambio de ideas pero
fuimos pocos los que tuvimos participaciones. Pero sería interesante, que una Wiki de esa
naturaleza sea abierta a toda la gente del centro universitario para que toda la información
que ocurra en el centro universitario fuera socializada mediante una Wiki o una red
social, no sé, yo no me meto mucho el Facebook, no me meto para nada en ese tipo de
cosas, por ejemplo, en ese, Facebook, de las redes sociales, pero una Wiki podría ser
importante para al menos intercambiar la información que está sucediendo en el centro
universitario, más que nosotros estamos fuera de él.
Well, I expected it to be more participatory, there was more exchange of ideas but
we were few who had shares. Even do, it would be interesting, a Wiki of this
nature is open to everyone in the university campus for all information that occurs
at the university that was disseminated through a social network or a Wiki, I do
not, I do not get much on Facebook, I do not go for anything in that sort of thing,
for example, that, Facebook, social networks, but a Wiki might be important for,
at least, share the information that is happening at the university, more than we're
out him in a distance location.
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To what extent is the information shared on the Wiki reliable?
Pues, más que confiable, yo no tendría la posibilidad de decir si la información es
confiable o no es confiable. Más bien, estaría o no de acuerdo con alguna parte de la
información que se dio en la Wiki. Aunque de alguna manera, yo consideré que algunas
personas quisieron… pues, dieron menos con la clave, porque algunos compañeros que
pusieron… pareció que no estaban informados. Bueno quien soy yo para juzgarlos en ese
sentido, porque él es de otra área, a lo mejor, admistrativa o ciencias sociales para que me
diga que sus procesos de investigación, sus procesos de trabajo, por ejemplo, con los de
ciencias sociales son diferentes a los que hacemos nosotros en las ciencias biológicas. Era
más bien desinformación, en ese sentido, me parecía poco confiable la información,
porque yo no conozco la naturaleza de los métodos que utilizan en esas áreas de
investigación. Y eso puede ser más bien el meollo del asunto. Así que me pareció poco
confiable, pero… lo a mejor eran de ciencias sociales o administración. Que en ese
sentido es como debe de ser, o como es, en la realidad. A lo mejor, si fuéramos un centro
universitario temático, en el que hubiera, por ejemplo, los 500 o 300 profesores, y todos
son ingenieros, entonces toda la información pudiera ser más fluida o más homogénea y
lo mejor el nivel de la información sobre un tema o un aspecto pudiera ser homogénea y
por lo tanto la información pudiera ser más confiable porque habría más posibilidades de
réplica sobre un tema porque todos son más allegados a él y no como en este caso en el
que sencillamente los compañeros que participaron son… no sé… contadores públicos,
licenciados en turismo, abogados, no sé… de las tantas carreras que hay en el centro
universitario.
Well, more than reliable, I would not be able to tell if the information is reliable
or not. Rather, it would or not to agree with any part of the information given in
the Wiki. Yet somehow, I thought that some people wanted to ... well, they gave
less to the key, because some comrades who put ... it seemed that they were not
informed. Well who am I to judge them in that sense, because he is from another
area, maybe, or social sciences or management sciences can to tell me what are
their research processes, they use, their work processes, for example, the social
sciences are different from what we do in biological sciences. It was more
misinformation, in this sense it seemed unreliable information, because I do not
know the nature of the methods used in these research areas. And that may be
more the heart of the matter. So I thought unreliable, but ... He or she was, at the
best guess, from science or management social. In that sense is as it should be, or
as it is, in reality. Maybe, if we were a college theme, which had, for example, 500
or 300 professors, and they are all engineers, then all information could be
smoother or more uniform and better level of information about an issue or aspect
that may be homogeneous, and therefore the information could be more reliable
because it would most likely replicable on a particular issue because everyone is
closer to him, and not like in this case, that simply participating partners are ... I
do not know ... Public accountants, tourism academic, lawyers, I do not know ...
of the many careers that exist in the university.
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Do you think it is reliable to share information through the KMS Wiki?
Confiable?, sí porque… a menos que se trasfiera documentos…, y que se pase
información así, de investigación, podría decir clasificada, antes de ser publicada, no creo
que suceda, no creo que llegue a que si vas a compartir información con alguien,
información sin publicar, por ejemplo, y que sea publicable, no creo que sea el lugar
adecuado para hacerlo, sin embargo se puede trasferir, dar la información para publicarla,
pero no creo que se pueda con información sin publicar, porque se tendría que hacer en
un trato más directo y personal, no tenemos que olvidar del trato de la gente, no?
Reliable?, Yes ... unless it is transferred documents ... and so information is
passed, research, could say classified before being published, I do not happen, I
do not get that if you share information with someone, unpublished data, for
example, and which is public, I do not think that is the place to do it, though it can
transfer, give the information to publish, but I do not think you can with
unpublished data, because it would to do in a more direct and personal, we must
not forget the treatment of people, no?
What have you learned from the experience of using the KMS Wiki?
Pues, que… simplemente las Wikis o la comunicación vía Internet, la ventaja que yo le
veo de lo que yo he aprendido, es que se puede meter información en espera de
respuestas sin estar buscando a la persona y esperar poderla encontrar y participar o
alguna cosa así, entonces, pienso yo que una Wiki de esta naturaleza puede ser
interesante así como utilizamos el correo electrónico, aunque es más general, a lo mejor
una Wiki sí nos agrada al personal del centro universitario en el intercambio de
información en nosotros y en espera de una respuesta, algo así como el Messenger pero
más amplio que te permita ver y mandar información básica más grande, e igual, dejarlas
abiertas a un público más grande.
Well, that ... just Wikis or internet communication, the advantage that I see what
I've learned is that you can get information without waiting for responses to be
looking for the person and wait and participate or could he find anything, then I
think that a Wiki of this nature may be of interest and use email, but is more
general, perhaps a Wiki if we like the university staff in the exchange of
information on us and waiting for a reply, something like the Messenger but
broader one that gives you background information and send larger, and the
same, leaving them open to a wider audience.
After this experience, do you think you are more willing to welcome collaborative
approaches?
Sí, yo creo que sí, no le veo problema, son herramientas que hay que aprender a usarlas,
pues yo creo que negarse sería algo contraproducente porque no sabemos hasta donde
pueden llegar las cosas, no? Definitivamente estoy abierto en seguir trabajando con estas
herramientas en la medida que se vayan desarrollando las habilidades dentro de la gente y
se vaya socializando este tipo de Wikis o una Wiki en el centro universitario sería padre.
Yes, I think so, I see no problem, are tools that must learn to use them, because I
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believe that to refuse would be somewhat counterproductive because we do not
know where things can get, right? I'm definitely open to working with these tools
to the extent that they develop skills in people and leave this kind of socializing or
a Wiki Wikis at the university be a father.
After this experience, are you more likely to want to belong to a community of
practice for CUCSUR-UDG?
El problema, que como comunidad de practica posiblemente haya poco intercambio de
información que me pueda servir, al menos en mi campo de investigación, en el campo
docente, si puede ser de utilidad, yo creo que esa sería la más productiva para todos
nosotros. Para encontrar no sé, ahora que estamos con el cambio a las modalidades de
competencias, por lo menos el intercambio de información nos puede ayudar, porque hay
otros compañeros con más experiencia que nosotros para poder desarrollar mejor los
contenidos de los cursos en base a competencias y que nos den ideas de cómo preparar o
presentar información en los cursos.
Yes, I think so, I see no problem, are tools that must learn to use them, because I
believe that to refuse would be somewhat counterproductive because we do not
know where things can get, right? I'm definitely open to work with these tools to
the extent that they develop skills in people and leave this kind of socializing The
problem, as a community of practice may have little exchange of information I
can provide at least in my field of research in the teaching field, if it can be useful,
I think that would be most productive for us all. To find I do not know, now that
we change the rules for competitions, at least the exchange of information can
help us, because there are other colleagues with more experience than us in order
to better develop course content based on skills and give us ideas on how to
prepare or present information in the courses.
Has the experience of using the KMS Wiki showed you a different way to approach
research?
No por el momento, porque fue escasa la participación de los compañeros, ojalá hubiera
sido más amplia, pero yo creo que si tiene potencial para desarrollarlo.
Not at the moment, because there was little participation from colleagues, I wish I
had been wider, but I think it has the potential to develop.
What section of the Wiki think was more useful for you?
Todos fueron importantes para mí, pero eso sí, los temas deberían generarse en función
de la demanda. Porque cuando empezamos con este experimento ya había algunos temas
puestos de los que íbamos a partir. Yo creo que sin duda, si siguiéramos participado más,
hubiera habido… incluso una generación de nuevos temas y subtemas de los que ya se
habían puesto originalmente, que si hubieran abierto muchos más, pero obviamente…
posiblemente se necesitado socializar más el trabajo y hacerlo más extensivo. Pero el
objetivo del trabajo era comenzar con este ensayo.
All were important to me, but yes, the issues should be generated according to the
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demand. Because when we started this experiment and there were some issues of
positions that we would leave. I think certainly if we were involved, it would have
been ... even a generation of new topics and subtopics which had already been
originally, as if they had opened up many more, but obviously ... possibly need to
socialize more and make it work more extensive. But the aim of this work was to
start with this essay.
If your individual performance assessments were expanded to consider their
contributions to artifacts and SN participation, would you produce more artifacts
and show more participation in SN?
Por lo pronto no fueron necesarias pero puede llegar a necesitar, definitivamente, de
poder subir y bajar imágenes, de poder compartir imágenes, de poder compartir audio y
video, posiblemente sí, pero sí creo que son necesarios pero en la medida en que sepamos
más.
So far were not necessary but you may need, definitely, you can upload and
download images, to share images, audio, and video sharing, possibly yes, but I
think they are necessary but far more is known .
Comments:
Yo hubiera deseado que hubiera habido más participación, posiblemente los tiempos en
la universidad, posiblemente los tiempos que cada tiene son diferentes por tus actividades
y algunas veces dejamos las cosas pasar. Yo me acordaba toda la semana que tenía que
trabajar y que tenía que entrar a la Wiki y no lo hacía y lo dejaba para más tarde o lo
postergaba dar mis comentarios o dar nuevas ideas o leía los comentarios y me salía
porque no me quería quedar ahí y dar una respuesta pero posiblemente la baja de la
afluencia o colaboración de los compañeros fue precisamente eso, que todos estábamos
buscando un momento más cómodo para poder participar y lo encontramos ese tiempo y
dejamos que se nos fuera pasando el tiempo y de repente, algunos asuntos del centro
universitario no dejaban trabajar a la gente. Los cambios de la administración y también
hubo mucha gente que a lo mejor estaba ocupada. Ustedes que están en el centro
universitario están más ocupados, nosotros estamos acá aislados y no estamos en ese
movimiento del centro universitario pues estamos metidos en la docencia y la
investigación y no estamos metidos en el proceso administrativo así que desconócenos el
grueso de la vida académica del centro universitario porque nosotros estamos aquí, creo
que a lo mejor el trabajo, cerrarlo a las doce semanas fue muy poco y a la comunidad a la
que se le invitó fue poco participativa. Suena interesante, me gustó a mí el trabajo pero a
lo mejor faltó más movimiento entre los que participamos.
I would have liked to have been more involved, possibly the time in college,
possibly the times that each is different because of your activities and sometimes
let things happen. I remembered all week I had to work and had to go to the Wiki
and it did not and left for later or postponed it to give my comments or new ideas
or read the comments and I came because I wanted to stay there and give an
answer but possibly lowering the influx or peer collaboration was just that, we
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were all looking for a more convenient time to participate and we found that time
and we allow them to be spending time and suddenly some issues left university
not work for people. Campus Administration changed and there were many
people that maybe they were too busy. You, who you are at the university main
location are the busier, we are here and we are not isolated in the movement of
university because we are involved in teaching and research and we are not stuck
in the administrative process so we ignored the bulk of academic life of the
campus because we're here, I think that maybe the job, closing at twelve weeks
was too little and the community to which he was recently invited participation.
Sounds interesting, I liked my work but maybe I missed more movement between
those who participated.
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Interview # 9
Interviewer Name: Part24
Date: 07/10/2010
Location: Cubículo
ITEMS
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Your age?
44 años
44 years.
Your gender?
Masculino.
Male.
What kind of work you are doing on a research project?
Es investigación un poco básica que tiene que ver, más que nada, con ecología marina
particularmente, ecología de ecosistemas aplicando el enfoque de ecosistemas. Y uso una
herramienta computacional que te permite construir modelos para representar las
relaciones trópicas entre los diferentes componentes de un ecosistema, sobre todo de
ecosistemas marinos y a partir de ahí se pueden generar procesos y modelos de
simulaciones para explorar diferentes matices en el manejo de los recursos. Básicamente,
se puede decir que ahorita estoy trabajando eso.
It is a basic research; it has to do more than anything, in particular on marine
ecology, system ecology applied on an ecosystem approach. I use a software tool
that lets me to build models for tropic relationships representation between the
different components of an ecosystem, especially in marine ecosystems, and from
there you can create processes and simulation models to explore different
nuances in the management of resources. Basically, I can say that right now I'm
working on that.
What is your highest academic level achieved?
Doctorado en Ciencias
Philosophy D.
What kind of activities do you normally do on the Internet?
Principalmente hago búsqueda de literatura especializada. Principalmente eso, el Internet
me interesa básicamente para eso.
Mostly I do search for literature. Mainly I do that, the Internet basically of my
interest for that.
Do you access Wikis on the Internet?
No, no tengo acceso a Wikis.
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No, I have no access to Wikis.
Do you think about your performance in doing research?
Mi desempeño?... pues de alguna manera está determinado por el tipo de recursos que
dispone uno para llevar a cabo la investigación. En la etapa de recabación de datos, tú
necesitas contar con un proyecto con financiamiento que te permita la recabación de los
datos es el inicio de mi trabajo, si yo no tengo datos es más difícil llevar a cabo la
investigación aunque en ocasiones puedo hacer búsqueda de datos ya generados, que les
llaman datos independientes y los puedo integrarlos para también tener un punto de
partida. Por lo general, mi desempeño es… si lo podemos calificar en una escala de malo
a bueno, o de malo a excelente, yo diría que es regular, es decir, me hace falta tener una
constancia a apoyos que se necesitan tener una continuidad. La falta de apoyos es un
factor no me está permitiendo llevar una buena agenda.
My performance? ...is somehow determined by the type of resources available to
conduct a research. In the data-gathering process, I need to have a project with
funding that will allow the data gathering which is the beginning of my work. If I
have no data is more difficult to carry out my research but sometimes I can make
search for data that is been already generated, these data is called independent
data and I can integrate them to my research which is also a starting point. In
general, my work is ... if we can qualify on a scale of bad to good, or bad to
excellent, I would say that is regular, indeed, I need to have a consistent funds
support for continuity. The lack of funds support is a factor that is not allowing
me to have a good agenda.
What is your biggest concern when conducting research?
Mi mayor preocupación?..., no recabar los datos de buena calidad y que por
circunstancias inesperadas también se llegue a parar… a detener esa actividad. Y por otro
lado, también, el tiempo que se tarda en concluir una publicación,… lleva un buen
tiempo, pues que se quede a medias… que nos se logre el producto.
My biggest concern? it is not gather good quality data, and some unexpected
circumstances also come to stop my research... to stop this activity. On the other
hand, also, the time taken to complete a publication ... because it takes a lot of
time, and this process can interrupted in the process... another concern is we not
will achieve the end product.
How often you are engaged in research projects?
Regularmente, estoy más o menos active todo el tiempo. No solamente aquí, tengo
colaboraciones con otras instituciones, tengo colaboradores nacionales, y generalmente la
oportunidad de estar con ellos un par de ocasiones al año trabajando algunas
publicaciones con ellos.
Regularly, I am more or less active all the time. Not only here, but I have
collaborations with other institutions, I have national partners, in general, I have
the opportunity to meet with them a few times a year working a few publications
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along with them.
What kind of collaborative work (if any) do you do when you are conducting
research projects?
En publicaciones generalmente, en productos concretos.
In general publications, in specific products.
How often do you keep personal information about your metacognitive learning
processes when you are conducting research?
No las guardo, las comparto, las comparto inmediatamente.
Do not store them, I share them, I share them immediately.
What was the best thing about using the KMS Wiki?
Es una manera muy rápida y muy fácil de poder establecer comunicación con
compañeros con los que trabajo y poder compartir la experiencia matemática que está por
ahí que es de interés.
It is a very fast and easy way to communicate with colleagues with whom I work
and share the experience mathematics that is out there that is of interest.
To what extent is the information shared on the Wiki reliable?
El 100%. Lo que uno escribe ahí, es como uno cree que son las cosas,
independientemente que estén equivocados o no, pero es una información confiable de
una persona con un punto de vista.
100%. What you write here, is how one thinks things are, whatever whether they
are wrong or not, but it is reliable information from a person with a point of view.
Do you think it is reliable to share information through the KMS Wiki?
Claro por supuesto que sí.
Of course, yes.
What have you learned from the experience of using the KMS Wiki?
El acercamiento con los compañeros y conocer un poco más sus puntos de visto, y su
forma de ser.
It is the approach with peers, and to learn more from their points of views, and
their way of being.
After this experience, do you think you are more willing to welcome collaborative
approaches?
Al 100%, yo le veo mucho potencial para mi trabajo y para mi desarrollo personal.
100%, I can see a lot of potential for my work and my personal development.
After this experience, are you more likely to want to belong to a community of
practice for CUSCSUR-UDG?
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Si, absolutamente.
Yes, absolutely.
Has the experience of using the KMS Wiki showed you a different way to approach
research?
Hasta ahorita no lo tengo claro. No había pensado eso. No he llegado a ese punto pero
puede tener potencial.
So far I have not clear. I had not thought that. I have not reached that point but it
may have potential.
What section of the Wiki think was more useful for you?
Colaboración y cooperación.
The section for collaboration, and cooperation.
If your individual performance assessments were expanded to consider their
contributions to artifacts and SN participation, would you produce more artifacts
and show more participation in SN?
Mapas conceptuales y generadores de diagramas.
C-maps and Diagrams generators.
Comments:
Nada más, que espero que se lleve a cabo el proyecto de crear un Wiki para el centro
universitario, lo cual sería muy interesante y… poder participar en él y crecer en esas
nuevas redes sociales como la Wiki.
Nothing but, I hope to carry out the project of creating a Wiki for our campus,
which would be very interesting and ... be able to participate and growing up in
these new social networks such as the Wiki.
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Appendix F
Content of Postings on the Wiki
TOPICS
1.2.1 Fuentes de Financiamiento Locales (RE 1.2.1 Local Financial Sources)
Programas y fuentes de financiamiento locales
(Local financial sources and programs)
Part13
1. RE: 1.2.1 Fuentes de Financiamiento Locales (RE: 1.2.1 Local Financial Sources)
May 3 2010, 3:12 PM
Fundación PRODUCE. Algunos apoyos por parte del municipio. Convocatoria interna
CUCSUR
(PRODUCE Foundation. Some financial support from County. CUCSUR Internal
Call.)
Part30
2. RE: 1.2.1 Fuentes de Financiamiento Locales (RE: 1.2.1 Local Financial Sources)
May 5 2010, 9:30 PM
Convocatoria de Investigación del CUCSUR. Convocatoria de Proyectos ACUDE, los
cuales deben contar con un convenio de colaboración con alguna contraparte.
(CUCSUR Research Call. ACUDE Projects Call, which have to have with a
collaboration agreement from a third party).
Part31
3. RE: 1.2.1 Fuentes de Financiamiento Locales (RE:1.2.1 Local Financial Sources)
May 25 2010, 10:35 AM
¿A que se refieren como fuentes de financiamiento locales? para que uso o destino?
Si es la convocatoria CUCSUR pues es de investigación. La ACUDE de vinculación
PRODUCE para proyectos productivos. Aquí también se pueden mencionar la ventanilla
de SAGARPA, SEMARNAT, CONAFOR, SEDER, etc., que más bien son fuentes de
financiamiento pero para proyectos productivos o para atender demandas muy específicas
(de las que podría suponer si se puede hacer algo de investigación) y hay una serie mas
de programas de gobierno que de momento no me acuerdo.
Todo está en tratarle de entender a los programas y buscar el modo de acceder a esos
fondos para un proyecto de inversión que puede ser la base de un estudio social por
ejemplo y que posteriormente se pueda publicar algo.
Saludos
(What do you mean by Local Financial Sources? What is their purpose? If we are
talking about CUCSUR Call, so it is means for Research. ACUDE from
PRODUCE is for productive projects. Also, is possible to be mentioned
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SAGARPA, SEMARNAT, CONAFOR, SEDER fund programs, etc., which are
financial sources for productive projects, or for specific needs (from we can
suppose that there is a research activity) and also, there are a set of government
programs that I can remember right now.
Everything is about trying to understand and find the way to gain access to those
investment project funds that become the foundation of a social study and be able
to be published).
Greetings
Discussion: 1.2.3. Fuentes de Financiamiento Nacionales “ Domestic financial sources”
1.2.3. Fuentes de Financiamiento Nacionales
Sept 1 2008, 1:26 PM
Programas y Fuentes Financiamiento Nacionales para proyectos de investigación.
“Domestic financial sources and programs for research projects.”
1. RE: 1.2.3. Fuentes de Financiamiento Nacionales
Apr 16 2010, 6:47 PM
Con la limitante temporal que existe en los parámetros de otorgamiento de recursos
financieros en las actuales convocatorias nacionales, es posible incluir como producto del
proyecto de investigación o de desarrollo el otorgamiento una patente internacional?
Cómo lograría esto?
“With the time constraint that exists within the parameters of grant funding in the
current national calls, do you can include as a product of the research project or
developing an international patent award? How do you to achieve this?”
Part13
2. RE: 1.2.3. Fuentes de Financiamiento Nacionales
Apr 19 2010, 12:04 PM
"Con la limitante temporal que existe en los parámetros de otorgamiento de recursos
financieros en las actuales convocatorias nacionales, es posible incluir como producto
del proyecto de investigación o de desarrollo el otorgamiento una patente internacional?
Cómo lograría esto?"
Existen varias fuentes de financiamiento Nacionales con el objeto de apoyar la
realización de investigaciones científicas o tecnológicas, innovación y desarrollos
tecnológicos, formación de recursos humanos especializados, becas, divulgación
científica y tecnológica, creación y fortalecimiento de grupos o cuerpos académicos de
investigación y desarrollo tecnológico, y de la infraestructura de investigación y
desarrollo que requiera el Sector Educación.
De cuales debemos conocer cuál de ellas podemos participar de acuerdo a nuestras
necesidades.
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“With the time constraint that exists within the parameters of grant funding in the
current national calls, do you can include as a product of the research project or
developing an international patent award? How do you to achieve this?).
There are several national funding sources in order to support scientific research
or technological innovation and technological development, training of
specialized human resources, scholarships, scientific and technological
dissemination, creation and strengthening of groups and academic bodies,
research and technological development, and R&D infrastructure required by the
Education Sector.
Of which we know which of them can participate according to our needs.”
Part25
3. RE: 1.2.3. Fuentes de Financiamiento Nacionales
Apr 23 2010, 10:08 PM
"Existen varias fuentes de financiamiento Nacionales con el objeto de apoyar la
realización de investigaciones científicas o tecnológicas, innovación y desarrollos
tecnológicos, formación de recursos humanos especializados, becas, divulgación
científica y tecnológica, creación y fortalecimiento de grupos o cuerpos académicos de
investigación y desarrollo tecnológico, y de la infraestructura de investigación y
desarrollo que requiera el Sector Educación. De cuales debemos conocer cuál de ellas
podemos participar de acuerdo a nuestras necesidades.
Yo creo que es muy, muy difícil pero no imposible.
“There are several national funding sources in order to support scientific
research or technological innovation and technological development, training of
specialized human resources, scholarships, scientific and technological
dissemination, creation and strengthening of groups and academic bodies,
research and technological development, and R&D infrastructure required by the
Education Sector.
Of which we know which of them can participate according to our needs.”
“I think is very, very hard but it is impossible.”
Part28
4. RE: 1.2.3. Fuentes de Financiamiento Nacionales
Apr 27 2010, 4:21 PM
"yo creo que es muy, muy difícil pero no imposible."
Así es, puede ser difícil pero no imposible. Pero es importante conocer bien las bases de
la convocatoria, y ver si nuestra propuesta encaja en ella, sino es conveniente buscar otra
que se ajuste a lo que deseamos hacer.
“I think is very, very hard but it is impossible.
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So it may be difficult but not impossible. But it is important to know the basis of
the call, and see if our proposal fits in it, but should find one that fits what we
want to do”
Part28
5. RE: 1.2.3. Fuentes de Financiamiento Nacionales
Apr 27 2010, 4:26 PM
"Con la limitante temporal que existe en los parámetros de otorgamiento de recursos
financieros en las actuales convocatorias nacionales, es posible incluir como producto
del proyecto de investigación o de desarrollo el otorgamiento una patente internacional?
Cómo lograría esto?"
Si se puede incluir, pero considero que no es muy conveniente. Si lo incluyes como
producto y si al fin no logras la patente, tendrías problemas por incumplimiento de tus
productos. Considero que es mejor no incluirla y si logras tener la patente es una ventaja.
“With the time constraint that exists within the parameters of grant funding in the
current national calls, do you can include as a product of the research project or
developing an international patent award? How do you to achieve this?).
“If you can include, but consider that it is not very convenient. If you have
included as the end product, and if you do not get the patent infringement would
have problems of your products. I think it is better not to include it and if you
manage to have the patent is an advantage.”
Part30
6. RE: 1.2.3. Fuentes de Financiamiento Nacionales
Apr 29 2010, 6:44 PM
"Con la limitante temporal que existe en los parámetros de otorgamiento de recursos
financieros en las actuales convocatorias nacionales, es posible incluir como producto
del proyecto de investigación o de desarrollo el otorgamiento una patente internacional?
Cómo lograría esto?"
No estoy muy segura, yo creo que el proceso de la patente sería una segunda fase del
proyecto, que incluiría el registro de la patente.
“With the time constraint that exists within the parameters of grant funding in the
current national calls, do you can include as a product of the research project or
developing an international patent award? How do you to achieve this?”
“I'm not sure about it I think the patent process would be a second phase in the
project, involving the registration of the patent).

Part13
7. RE: 1.2.3. Fuentes de Financiamiento Nacionales
May 3 2010, 3:02 PM
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"Así es, puede ser difícil pero no imposible. Pero es importante conocer bien las bases de
la convocatoria, y ver si nuestra propuesta encaja en ella, sino es conveniente buscar
otra que se ajuste a lo que deseamos hacer. "
Aquí lo interesante seria que socializar las fuentes de financiamiento que conocemos cada
uno para ampliar las posibilidades de conseguir recursos.
“So it may be difficult but not impossible. But it is important to know the basis of
the call, and see if our proposal fits in it, but should find one that fits what we
want to do.
The benefit would be to socialize the funding sources that we know each one to
expand the possibilities of obtaining resources.”
Part13
8. RE: 1.2.3. Fuentes de Financiamiento Nacionales
May 3 2010, 3:09 PM
"Si se puede incluir, pero considero que no es muy conveniente. Si lo incluyes como
producto y si al fin no logras la patente, tendrías problemas por incumplimiento de tus
productos. Considero que es mejor no incluirla y si logras tener la patente es una
ventaja."
Con respecto al registro de una patente es un proceso que debemos conocer con
antelación antes de comprometernos dentro del proyecto.
“If you can include, but consider that it is not very convenient. If you have
included as the end product, and if you do not get the patent infringement would
have problems of your products. I think it is better not to include it and if you
manage to have the patent is an advantage.”
“With respect to the registration of a patent is a process that we must know in
advance before we commit in the project.”
Part31
9. RE: 1.2.3. Fuentes de Financiamiento Nacionales
May 6 2010, 11:50 AM
"Con respecto al registro de una patente es un proceso que debemos conocer con
antelación antes de comprometernos dentro del proyecto."
También creo que no debería de incluirse un compromiso de una patente en un proyecto.
Según recuerdo algunas patentes duran hasta 4 años en salir (además de los costos).
Por otra parte, dependiendo del área de la investigación la patente tiene diferentes
requisitos ya sean experimentales o pruebas de campo por ejemplo, así que poner una
patente como compromiso sería riesgoso y tu propuesta de proyecto de investigación
entonces se debería de enfocar a reunir los requisitos de la patente más que la
investigación.
Finalmente ¿cómo sabes si algo va a funcionar para ser patentable antes de investigar?
¿Qué fue primero; el huevo o la gallina?
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“I also believe that it should not include a commitment to a patent on a project.
As I recall some patents last up to 4 years out (plus costs).”
“Moreover, depending on the area of patent research has different requirements
either experimental or field tests for example, so I put a patent as a compromise
would be risky and your proposed research project should focus then you qualify
patent rather than research.”
“Finally, how do you know if something will work to be patentable before
investigating? What came first; the chicken or the egg?”
“Greetings
“ahdiaz”
Part3
10. RE: 1.2.3. Fuentes de Financiamiento Nacionales
May 11 2010, 12:25 PM
"Con respecto al registro de una patente es un proceso que debemos conocer con
antelación antes de comprometernos dentro del proyecto."
Estoy de acuerdo en ello. Casi me atrevo a pensar que la adquisición de una patente es
casi hacer una propuesta por si misma (similar a lo que dice la compañera Part30), pero
una vez que esté concluido ó por concluir el producto. Ya que la obtención de la patente
involucra costos, tramitología y paciencia para esperar la resolución.
“With respect to the registration of a patent is a process that we must know in
advance before we commit in the project.)
“I agree to it. I almost dare to think that the acquisition of a patent is about to
make a proposal on its own (similar to what the fellow said Part30), but once it is
completed or to complete the product. Since obtaining the patent involves costs,
red tape and patience to wait for the decision.”
Part31
11. RE: 1.2.3. Fuentes de Financiamiento Nacionales
May 25 2010, 10:21 AM
"Estoy de acuerdo en ello. Casi me atrevo a pensar que la adquisición de una patente es
casi hacer una propuesta por si misma (similar a lo que dice la compañera Part30), pero
una vez que esté concluido ó por concluir el producto. Ya que la obtención de la patente
involucra costos, tramitología y paciencia para esperar la resolución.
"Más que atreverse a pensar como dice Part30 es algo seguro, porque para patentar un
producto químico medicinal por ejemplo se le dedican años de pruebas en animales y
luego de eso "lograr" conseguir el permiso de su prueba en humanos y demostrar que
efectos colaterales pudiera tener y así esperar que la secretaría de salud acepte el
producto, además de que si la síntesis o purificación del mismo es o no peligrosa.
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En el caso de las reacciones químicas industriales, deben de probar que no son peligrosas,
sus productos estables dentro de un margen y que nadie ya la tenga registrada y esto
último se lleva un buen de tiempo porque se tiene que buscar a nivel mundial.
Cada patente tiene entonces sus propios protocolos y requisitos.
Saludos ahdiaz
“I agree to it. I almost dare to think that the acquisition of a patent is about to
make a proposal on its own (similar to what the fellow Part30 said), but once it is
completed or to complete the product. Since obtaining the patent involves costs,
red tape and patience to wait for the decision.”
“Rather than daring to think like Part30 says is ensured, because to patent a
chemical such as medicinal are dedicated years of testing in animals and after
that" make "to get permission from their test in humans and show that side effects
and thus could be expected that the health department will accept the product as
well that if the synthesis or purification of the same is or is not dangerous.”
“In the case of industrial chemical reactions, they must prove they are not
dangerous, its products stable within a range and that no one already has it
registered and the latter takes a good time because you have to search globally.”
“Each patent, then, has is their own protocols and requirements.”
“Greetings” “ahdiaz”
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Discussion: 5.2. Publicaciones.
Como se Publica en revistas científicas y/o Journals arbitrados el producto de una
investigación.
“How to published in scientific journals and / or arbitrate Journals from a
research.”
1. RE: 5.2. Publicaciones.
Apr 15 2010, 6:33 PM
Cómo puedo diseñar un megaproyecto interinstitucional donde todos los participantes
tengan productividad equivalente?
“How I can design a mega project where all participants have equal
productivity?”
Part30
2. RE: 5.2. Publicaciones.
May 17 2010, 1:32 PM
"Como se Publica en revistas científicas y/o Journals arbitrados el producto de una
investigación."
En este sentido, primero hay que escoger la revista que mejor se adapte al tipo de
estudios que estamos realizando y después ver que nuestro trabajo no sea de carácter
regional, porque a veces resulta que escogemos una revista de primer nivel y contestan
que no se puede publicar por el tipo de datos que estamos manejando; aquí creo que
cuenta mucho desde el titulo que le ponemos al trabajo y el enfoque que se le dé.
Otro factor a tomar en cuenta, y de mucho peso es el idioma en el que se quiere publicar,
así como el costo de la publicación, pues en ocasiones aunque son buenas revistas el
presupuesto para ello no nos alcanza, y eso nos obliga a publicar en revistas de menor
impacto. También hay que escoger la revista en base a los estándares del CONACYT o
del SNI porque luego resulta que donde publicamos la revista no tiene el suficiente
impacto que requieren estas instituciones y por lo tanto no contabilizan esa publicación.
“In this sense, one must first choose the journal that best suits the type of studies
we are doing and then see that our work is regional or not, because sometimes we
choose a journal which is first rate and cannot be publish the data type we are
dealing with, here I think everything is taking in account, starting from the title, is
too long? As well as the name we put to our work and the approach we are using
in our research.
Another factor to take into account, and much weight is the language in which
you want to publish, as well as the cost of publication, although sometimes they
are good reviews the budget for it does not reach us, and that forces us to publish
lower impact journals. You must also choose the journal based on the standards
of CONACYT and SNI because then it turns out that where we publish the journal
does not have enough impact to require these institutions and therefore not
accounted for that publication.”
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Part28
3. RE: 5.2. Publicaciones.
Estoy de acuerdo con part30, hay que ver el alcance del manuscrito. Si la información es
muy regional es difícil que sea aceptada en una revista internacional de alto impacto, en
ese caso es mejor publicarla en una revista local. En mi caso, me han rechazado algunos
manuscritos en revistas internacionales, el argumento es que son estudios muy locales.
Desde mi punto de vista es importante publicar en revistas internacionales, sobre todo
para el SNI, pero esta información llegaría a un número reducido de personas. El difundir
los resultados de una investigación a nivel local o regional es también muy importante,
porque la información estaría disponible para usuarios de la zona, donde puede tener un
mayor impacto.
“I agree with part30, we have to see the scope of the manuscript. If the regional
information and is very difficult to be accepted in an international journal of high
impact, in that case it is better to publish in a local magazine. In my case, I have
rejected manuscripts in international journals; the argument is that they are very
local studies.
From my point of view is important to publish in international journals, especially
for the SNI, but this information would reach a few people. The dissemination of
research results to local or regional level is also very important because the
information would be available for users of the area, which can have a major
impact.”
Part31
4. RE: 5.2. Publicaciones.
Se publica con datos relevantes e innovadores en revistas ya sean nacionales o
internacionales. Que estén indizadas, que sean arbitradas, con ISBN, el índice de
impacto, etc. como criterios de selección de la revista donde publicar.
Pero la pregunta es como publicar, y esto requiere más que nada, datos originales y
relevantes; así que cuando contestas que los datos son muy regionales es porque no tienen
la calidad o rigor científico en su adquisición. Para esto pues lo que se necesita es $$$
para equiparse cada vez más y obtener datos más finos, concisos y precisos, respuestas
directas de algún factor que no dejen duda o ambigüedades de variables.
Por eso cada vez es más difícil publicar en esas revistas.
“Relevant data is published in journals and innovative national or international.
They are indexed; they are refereed, with ISBN, the impact factor, etc. as
selection criteria for the magazine to publish.
But the question is how to publish, and this requires more than anything, original
and relevant data, so when you answer that regional data are is because they
have the quality and scientific rigor in its acquisition. For this as it takes is $ $ $
to equip more and obtain more fine, concise and precise, direct answers to some
factor that leave no doubt or ambiguity of variables.
So it is increasingly difficult to publish in these journals.”
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Discussion: 5.4. Formación de Recursos Humanos.
Category: Discussion Forum / General Discussion
-- (Human Resources Training).
5.4. Formación de Recursos Humanos.
Sep 3 2008, 7:31 AM
Como formar recursos humanos y sus implicaciones a través del trabajo científico.
“How to train human resources and its implications through the scientific work.”
Part29
1. RE: 5.4. Formación de Recursos Humanos.
May 18 2010, 5:42 PM
"Como formar recursos humanos y sus implicaciones a través del trabajo científico. "
La formación de recursos humanos a través de trabajos de investigación (tesis) debe ser
de completa dedicación y compromiso por parte del director y del tesista. La definición
de las actividades y los tiempos también son parte clave, así como el seguimiento y
discusión en todas las etapas de la investigación por parte del director, hasta la conclusión
de la tesis y su publicación del trabajo. Las propuestas de investigación deben plantearse
en tiempos razonables que permitan al tesista un aprendizaje básico en la investigación,
con costos moderados de tiempos.
“Human resource training through research (thesis) must be complete dedication
and commitment by the director and the thesis student. The definition of activities
and times also are key, as well as monitoring and discussion at all stages of the
investigation by the director, until the conclusion of the thesis and its publication
of the work. Research proposals must be made at reasonable times to enable the
basic thesis student learning research, with moderate cost of time).”
Part28
2. RE: 5.4. Formación de Recursos Humanos.
May 18 2010, 6:02 PM
Si bien la tesis no es la única forma de capacitar recursos humanos, si es el primer
ejercicio donde los tesistas se acercan a todo los procesos que implica la investigación y
donde inician su formación en esta área. Sin embargo, con tanta modalidad de titulación
(en las que no implica la realización de tesis) limitan en su formación. He conocido
personas que no hicieron tesis de licenciatura y llegan a tener bastantes problemas en la
realización su investigación para la tesis de maestría, incluso algunos investigadores no
aceptan estudiantes si no han realizado una tesis previamente.
“While the thesis is not the only way to train human resources, it is the first
exercise where bachelor students come to all the processes involved in the
investigation and where they start their training in this area. However, with many
graduating options (which does not involve the theses) is limiting in their training.
I've met people who did not graduate thesis and come to have many problems in
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carrying out his research for the Master's thesis, even some researchers do not
accept students if they have not previously prepared a thesis).”
Part13
3. RE: 5.4. Formación de Recursos Humanos.
May 24 2010, 1:12 PM
"Si bien la tesis no es la única forma de capacitar recursos humanos, si es el primer
ejercicio donde los tesistas se acercas a todo los procesos que implica la investigación y
donde inician su formación en esta área. Sin embargo, con tanta modalidad de titulación
(en las que no implica la realización de tesis) limitan en su formación. He conocido
personas que no hicieron tesis de licenciatura y llegan a tener bastantes problemas en la
realización su investigación para la tesis de maestría, incluso algunos investigadores no
aceptan estudiantes si no han realizado una tesis previamente. "
Estoy de acuerdo que es desventaja la diversidad de modalidades de titulación, sin
embargo existen formas (PROYECTOS CON RECURSOS) donde se puede integrar a
los alumnos, también los programas de estancias de investigación por intercambio
académico y entre otras la incorporación temprana de investigación (COECYTJAL), es
cierto que de esto depende mucho del interés de los alumnos que hoy en día no quieren
batallar.
“While the thesis is not the only way to train human resources, it is the first
exercise where bachelor students come to all the processes involved in the
investigation and where they start their training in this area. However, with many
graduating options (which does not involve the theses) is limiting in their training.
I've met people who did not graduate thesis and come to have many problems in
carrying out his research for the Master's thesis, even some researchers do not
accept students if they have not previously prepared a thesis).”
“I agree that is a disadvantage graduation options diversity of certification,
however there are ways (funded projects) which can integrate students, also
interexchange and research academic stay programs , in addition among others,
research early incorporation programs (COECYTJAL ), it is true that this
depends very much from student’s interest to today do not want any struggle).”
Part31
4. RE: 5.4. Formación de Recursos Humanos.
May 24 2010, 2:53 PM
Lo que pasa es que la apertura de nuevas formas de titulación fue una respuesta contra los
bajos rendimientos de las universidades públicas en los porcentajes de titulación, pero
esto a su vez está dado por el bajo desempeño de muchos de los estudiantes ¿y por qué
no? ¡También de algunos maestros hay que decirlo! Ahora, la FORMACIÓN DE
RECURSOS HUMANOS es una actividad intrínseca a la docencia y es obligada. Que
muchos profesores crean o quieran acoderarla a la investigación o mediante actividades
de investigación, no es aplicable en todos los casos, ni estoy de acuerdo con ello.
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“What happens is that the opening of new graduation options was a response to
low numbers on public universities in graduation rates, but this in turn is given
by the poor performance of many students and why not? We have to say it, also on
some professors! Now, HUMAN RESOURCE TRAINING is an intrinsic activity to
teaching and is a must be it. That many teachers want to create or berthing
research or by research, is not applicable in all cases, I nor agree with it).”
Part30
5. RE: 5.4. Formación de Recursos Humanos.
Jun 1 2010, 6:24 PM
"Como formar recursos humanos y sus implicaciones a través del trabajo científico. "
Considero que la formación de recursos humanos empieza desde que están haciendo su
servicio social, bueno, siempre y cuando lo hagan en algo relacionado con su carrera,
porque de repente vemos a los alumnos sacando copias o haciendo cualquier otra
actividad que nada tiene que ver con su formación, y de ahí estoy un poco en desacuerdo
con los criterios de asignación de los prestadores de servicio social.
Si es el caso que le tocó donde el alumno quería, bueno, pues entonces a tratar de llevarlo
por la línea de la investigación, y como segundo paso, interesarlo en que desarrolle un
proyecto de tesis o incorporarlo a algún proyecto de investigación o bien motivarlo para
que trabaje sobre algún tema de interés y que participen en simposios o congresos, que
actualmente se usa mucho hacer este tipo de eventos a nivel de estudiantes, pues me ha
tocado ver que presentan trabajos que realizaron durante el semestre y que tienen buena
calidad, tanto en su presentación como en la calidad de la información.
“How to train human resources and its implications through the scientific
work).”
“I believe that human resource training starts when they are doing their social
service, well, if they do something related to your career, because suddenly we
see the students making copies or doing any other activity that has nothing to do
with training, and there I am a bit at odds with the allocation criteria of social
service providers.”
“If is the case that student is been located where he/she wanted, well, then we can
try to take the student into a research line, and as a second step, make the student
gain interest in developing a thesis project, or to join a research project, or
motivate to work on a topic of interest and participate in symposia and
congresses, which are currently widely used to this type of event at the student
level. I have witness on seeing them presenting an academic work during the
semester with a good quality, in presentation and the quality on information).”
Part31
6. RE: 5.4. Formación de Recursos Humanos.
Jun 17 2010, 10:55 AM
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"Considero que la formación de recursos humanos empieza desde que están haciendo su
servicio social, bueno, siempre y cuando lo hagan en algo relacionado con su carrera,
porque de repente vemos a los alumnos sacando copias o haciendo cualquier otra
actividad que nada tiene que ver con su formación, y de ahí estoy un poco en desacuerdo
con los criterios de asignación de los prestadores de servicio social.
Si es el caso que le tocó donde el alumno quería, bueno, pues entonces a tratar de llevarlo
por la línea de la investigación, y como segundo paso, interesarlo en que desarrolle un
proyecto de tesis o incorporarlo a algún proyecto de investigación o bien motivarlo para
que trabaje sobre algún tema de interés y que participen en simposios o congresos, que
actualmente se usa mucho hacer este tipo de eventos a nivel de estudiantes, pues me ha
tocado ver que presentan trabajos que realizaron durante el semestre y que tienen buena
calidad, tanto en su presentación como en la calidad de la información."
Yo no creo que los alumnos empiecen su formación en el Servicio social, ¿que no se
supone que las tutorías los van formando desde un inicio?, así que yo pienso que los
alumnos se van formando desde que tienes un adecuado manejo en las tutorías.
Pero si es correcto que uno los debería estar encarrilando a lo que ellos quieren ser o
ayudarles a definir sus expectativas, así como el invitarlos a participar en congresos eso
les ayuda a foguearse y tomar un poco mas de criterios.
“I believe that human resource training starts when they are doing their social
service, well, if they do something related to your career, because suddenly we
see the students making copies or doing any other activity that has nothing to do
with training, and there I am a bit at odds with the allocation criteria of social
service providers.
If is the case that student is been located where he/she wanted, well, then we can
try to take the student into a research line, and as a second step, make the student
gain interest in developing a thesis project, or to join a research project, or
motivate to work on a topic of interest and participate in symposia and
congresses, which are currently widely used to this type of event at the student
level. I have witness on seeing them presenting an academic work during the
semester with a good quality, in presentation and the quality on information).”
“I do not believe that students begin their training in social service, what is not
supposed that the tutorial program is going up since the beginning?, So I think
that students are formed from it, they have proper management in the tutorial
program activities.”
“But if the right, we should be lining up to what they want to be or help them
define your expectations as well as invite them to participate in conferences that
help them gain experience and develop more critical thinking).”
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Discussion: Cambio de Visión
Category: Discussion Forum off-topic
“Change of Vision”
Part1
Cambio de visión
Apr 20 2010, 1:13 PM
Ustedes creen que cambie el enfoque de la investigación del centro con la nueva
administración?
Como debe de ser la investigación que se realice en el CUCSUR???
“Do you think that the research policies in our campus will changes with the new
administration?”
“How our research activities should be carried out in the CUCSUR??)”
Part13
1. RE: cambio de visión
Apr 22 2010, 10:59 AM
"Ustedes creen que cambie el enfoque de la investigación del centro con la nueva
administración?
Como debe de ser la investigación que se realice en el CUCSUR??? "
NO, el principal problema es la improvisación y falta de seriedad en los compromisos, ya
que la administración deja solo al investigador. La pregunta numero dos no me es clara
con respecto a qué?
“Do you think that the research policies in our campus will changes with the new
administration?”
“How research activities should be carried out in the CUCSUR??)”
“NO, the main problem is the improvisation and lack of seriousness in the
commitments, because the administration left alone to the investigator. Question
number, two I am not clear about what?)”
Part13
2. RE: Cambio de visión
Apr 22 2010, 11:04 AM
"NO, el principal problema es la improvisación y falta de seriedad en los compromisos,
ya que la administración deja solo al investigador. La pregunta numero dos no me es
clara con respecto a qué?"
Quienes deberían?
Cuáles son las políticas de apoyo para realizar investigación en el CUCSUR?
Y si estas son apropiadas para cubrir las necesidades en las líneas de investigación
existentes en el CUCSUR?
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“NO, the main problem is the improvisation and lack of seriousness in the
commitments, because the administration left alone to the investigator. Question
number two I am not clear about what?”
“Who should?”
“What are the policies of support research activities in the CUCSUR?”
“And if these are appropriate to meet the needs of existing research lines in the
CUCSUR?”
Part1
3. RE: cambio de visión
Apr 22 2010, 12:20 PM
La segunda pregunta está relacionada principalmente al tipo de investigaciones que se
deben realizar, por un lado está la investigación pura que resuelve problemas (del
investigador) pero que los resultados tanto para la ciencia especializada como para la
sociedad no tienen relevancia, aclaro, NO TODOS. O la investigación aplicada que
resuelve problemas (sean de la ciencia o la sociedad) y que para lo cual se requiere una
gama de multidisciplinar y de herramientas para llegar a resultados con alguna utilidad
práctica. Sé que a muchos les calará hasta los huesos pero estoy seguro que todos
quisiéramos que lo que realizamos como investigadores tenga un impacto directo y en
muchas ocasiones, esto no pasa, y el único que se beneficia es el propio investigador al
generar artículos "científicos" por cierto en Inglés, que sirve para mantener la categoría
de Fregón como miembro honorífico del SNI.
Llegando a este tema sería bueno poner otra pregunta relacionada al SNI, pero más
adelante.
“The second question is related mainly to research type to be performed, on one
side, is pure research that solves problems (the researcher) but the results, both
for the specialized science and society have no relevance, I’m clarifying this, NOT
ALL OF US. Or applied research that solves problems (whether for science or
society) and that which requires a multidisciplinary range of tools to reach any
practical results. I know that many people will sink to the bone but --I'm sure we
all want what we do as researchers have a direct impact on many occasions, this
does not happen, and the only beneficiary is the researcher to generate
"scientific" papers, certainly in English, that are being used to keep the annoying
category as an honorary member of the SNI.
“Coming to this issue, it would be good to put another question related to SNI,
but later on.”
Part1
4. RE: cambio de visión
Apr 22 2010, 12:39 PM
Creo que las políticas desde nacionales y por supuesto institucionales (UdeG) no son las
adecuadas, por lo mismo la investigación es un elemento de rezago en el país. Se debe
generar investigación pero esta investigación relacionada con algo en específico, que lo
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poco de recursos que hay sirva para armar cosas concretas. En la última convocatoria
creo por los resultados que vi en la página, cada investigador tiene su propia línea de
investigación, entonces que línea como CUCSUR se debe seguir, si tenemos de chile y
manteca. Todos los departamentos tienen líneas de investigación, (por cierto muchas
encaminadas, por lo menos en nombre, a la sustentabilidad) pero como CUCSUR no hay
nada claro, "somos", me apunto como miembro del CUCSUR, buenos para producir
abejorros, en conservación de ríos (Ayuquila), vegetación (las joyas), etc. pero
desconozco si alguien esté trabajando sobre tecnología "sustentable". Los proyectos que
vi fueron aprobados, estoy seguro que tienen una relevancia (incluso está marcada) pero
en base a que es esta relevancia si no es clara la dirección de lo que queremos. Hagan el
ejercicio y vean los proyectos que tienen apoyo institucional y traten de encontrar el hilo
unificador, a excepción de muchos proyectos de zonas costeras que el hilo es el agua
busquemos algo más.
“I believe that national and institutional policies (UdeG) are not appropriate.
Therefore research is an element of backwardness in the country. It should
generate research but this research should be related to something specific, with
low resources are serve to assemble concrete things. In the last Call I thing the
results I watch on the webpage, each researcher has his own line of research,
then what research line as CUCSUR it must be followed, if we have pepper and
fat. All departments have lines of research (albeit many efforts, at least in name,
sustainability) but as CUCSUR nothing is clear, "we", I join as a member of
CUCSUR, are good on producing bumblebee, on conservation rivers (Ayuquila),
vegetation (Las Joyas), etc. but I do not know if anyone is working on
"sustainable" technology. The projects I saw that were approved, I certainly they
have a relevance (or even checked) but on the basis that it is relevant if it is not
clear on what direction we want to go. Do the exercise and see the projects that
have institutional support and try to find the unifying thread, with the exception of
many coastal projects that the thread is the water look a little more in depth.”
Part23
5. RE: cambio de visión
Apr 22 2010, 3:54 PM
"Ustedes creen que cambie el enfoque de la investigación del centro con la nueva
administración??
Como debe de ser la investigación que se realice en el CUCSUR??? "
Debemos contribuir todos los que de alguna manera nos ostentamos como investigadores
o que intentamos realizar y aprender acerca de ésta, a que el enfoque de la investigación
cambie a nivel nacional, y con ello cambiará el enfoque de la investigación, de la
Universidad de Guadalajara y la cualquier administración de un centro regional o
temático. Deberá formularse una política pública nacional de enfocar a la investigación
como un medio de crecimiento e impulso a mejores formas de vida. Luego entonces se
verá como una inversión y no como una simulación. Ya que no debemos olvidar que ésta
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es una función sustantiva de la universidad pública o privada. Por lo tanto, no debe
preocupar ninguna "nueva administración".
No solo de cualquier administración aprendices de investigación
“Do you think that the research policies in our campus will changes with the new
administration?”
“How research activities should be carried out in the CUCSUR??)”
“We must to contribute with all those who flaunt somehow we as researchers or
try to perform and learn about it, that the research focus changes in national
level, and thus, this changes it will change the focus of research at the University
of Guadalajara with any administration on our regional or thematic campuses. It
must be made a national public policy to focus on research as a means for
growing of higher standards of life. Then it will see it as an investment and not as
a simulation. Because we must not forget that this is a substantive role in the
public or private university. Therefore, you should not worry about any "new
administration.”
“Not just any research trainee’s administration.”
Part25
6. RE: cambio de visión
Apr 23 2010, 10:05 PM
"Creo que las políticas desde nacionales y por supuesto institucionales (UdeG) no son
las adecuadas, por lo mismo la investigación es un elemento de rezago en el país. Se
debe generar investigación pero esta investigación relacionada con algo en específico,
que lo poco de recursos que hay sirva para armar cosas concretas. En la última
convocatoria creo por los resultados que vi en la página, cada investigador tiene su
propia línea de investigación, entonces que línea como CUCSUR se debe seguir, si
tenemos de chile y manteca. Todos los departamentos tienen líneas de investigación, (por
cierto muchas encaminadas, por lo menos en nombre, a la sustentabilidad) pero como
CUCSUR no hay nada claro, "somos", me apunto como miembro del CUCSUR, buenos
para producir abejorros, en conservación de ríos (Ayuquila), vegetación (las joyas), etc.
pero desconozco si alguien esté trabajando sobre tecnología "sustentable". Los proyectos
que vi fueron aprobados, estoy seguro que tienen una relevancia (incluso está marcada)
pero en base a que es esta relevancia si no es clara la dirección de lo que queremos.
Hagan el ejercicio y vean los proyectos que tienen apoyo institucional y traten de
encontrar el hilo unificador, a excepción de muchos proyectos de zonas costeras que el
hilo es el agua busquemos algo mas."
Yo creo que la diversidad de líneas de investigación refleja la diversidad académica de
este centro universitario. Lo que creo que debe ocurrir es que esta diversidad debe ser
respetada por la autoridad administrativa y por los compañeros investigadores.
“I believe that national and institutional policies (UdeG) are not appropriate.
Therefore research is an element of backwardness in the country. It should
generate research but this research should be related to something specific, with
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low resources are serve to assemble concrete things. In the last Call I thing the
results I watch on the webpage, each researcher has his own line of research,
then what research line as CUCSUR it must be followed, if we have pepper and
fat. All departments have lines of research (albeit many efforts, at least in name,
sustainability) but as CUCSUR nothing is clear, "we", I join as a member of
CUCSUR, are good on producing bumblebee, on conservation rivers (Ayuquila),
vegetation (Las Joyas), etc. but I do not know if anyone is working on
"sustainable" technology. The projects I saw that were approved, I certainly they
have a relevance (or even checked) but on the basis that it is relevant if it is not
clear on what direction we want to go. Do the exercise and see the projects that
have institutional support and try to find the unifying thread, with the exception of
many coastal projects that the thread is the water look a little more in depth.”
“I believe that the diversity of research lines reflects the academic diversity of this
great university. What I think should happen is that this diversity should be
respected by the administrative authority and fellow researchers.”
Part25
7. RE: cambio de visión
Apr 23 2010, 10:07 PM
"Ustedes creen que cambie el enfoque de la investigación del centro con la nueva
administración??
Como debe de ser la investigación que se realice en el CUCSUR??? "
Debemos proponer los cambios que queremos e insistir que se realicen y al mismo
tiempo hacer nuestro quehacer científico.
“Do you think that the research policies in our campus will changes with the new
administration?”
“How research activities should be carried out in the CUCSUR??)”
“We should propose the changes we want and insist that it be made while making
our scientific work.”
Part13
8. RE: cambio de visión
Apr 26 2010, 1:45 PM
"Creo que las políticas desde nacionales y por supuesto institucionales (UdeG) no son
las adecuadas, por lo mismo la investigación es un elemento de rezago en el país. Se
debe generar investigación pero esta investigación relacionada con algo en específico,
que lo poco de recursos que hay sirva para armar cosas concretas. En la última
convocatoria creo por los resultados que vi en la página, cada investigador tiene su
propia línea de investigación, entonces que línea como CUCSUR se debe seguir, si
tenemos de chile y manteca. Todos los departamentos tienen líneas de investigación, (por
cierto muchas encaminadas, por lo menos en nombre, a la sustentabilidad) pero como
CUCSUR no hay nada claro, "somos", me apunto como miembro del CUCSUR, buenos
para producir abejorros, en conservación de ríos (Ayuquila), vegetación (las joyas), etc.
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pero desconozco si alguien esté trabajando sobre tecnología "sustentable". Los proyectos
que vi fueron aprobados, estoy seguro que tienen una relevancia (incluso está marcada)
pero en base a que es esta relevancia si no es clara la dirección de lo que queremos.
Hagan el ejercicio y vean los proyectos que tienen apoyo institucional y traten de
encontrar el hilo unificador, a excepción de muchos proyectos de zonas costeras que el
hilo es el agua busquemos algo mas."
Esto es interesante y más lo es si logramos la consolidar la(s) linea(s) institucional
(CUCSUR) y que cada departamento aporte su investigación dentro de la misma. Esto
ayudaría porque es cierto estamos muy diversificados y pero igual esto puede ser
ventajoso siempre y cuando colaboremos en un macroproyecto.
“I believe that national and institutional policies (UdeG) are not appropriate.
Therefore research is an element of backwardness in the country. It should
generate research but this research should be related to something specific, with
low resources are serve to assemble concrete things. In the last Call I thing the
results I watch on the webpage, each researcher has his own line of research,
then what research line as CUCSUR it must be followed, if we have pepper and
fat. All departments have lines of research (albeit many efforts, at least in name,
sustainability) but as CUCSUR nothing is clear, "we", I join as a member of
CUCSUR, are good on producing bumblebee, on conservation rivers (Ayuquila),
vegetation (Las Joyas), etc. but I do not know if anyone is working on
"sustainable" technology. The projects I saw that were approved, I certainly they
have a relevance (or even checked) but on the basis that it is relevant if it is not
clear on what direction we want to go. Do the exercise and see the projects that
have institutional support and try to find the unifying thread, with the exception of
many coastal projects that the thread is the water look a little more in depth.”
“This is interesting and more so if we are able to consolidate the institutional
lines (CUCSUR) and that each department will contribute with its research within
it. This would help because it's true we are much diversified, but this can be
advantageous as long as they work together in a macro project.”
Part13
9. RE: cambio de visión
Apr 26 2010, 1:56 PM
"Debemos proponer los cambios que queremos e insistir que se realicen y al mismo
tiempo hacer nuestro quehacer científico."
Antes de proponer cambios es evaluar que se ha hecho e insistir que se realice lo que
existe, planear y concretar que se no vale subsistir de las ocurrencias administrativas.
“We should propose the changes we want and insist that it be made while making
our scientific work.”
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“Before proposing changes, we need to evaluate what is has been done and insist
that what should be done, planning and realizing that it is unfair just survive from
the administration events.”
Part28
10. RE: cambio de visión
Apr 28 2010, 3:49 PM
"Ustedes creen que cambie el enfoque de la investigación del centro con la nueva
administración??
Como debe de ser la investigación que se realice en el CUCSUR??? "
No hay que ser tan pesimistas, y esperemos que en un futuro tenga un cambio sustancial
para el bien de todos.
En cuanto a la segunda pregunta. Considero que la investigación en el CUCSUR debe de
ser de una forma más integral, es decir, que se impulse más la investigación
multidisciplinar y que no se base en pequeños proyectos aislados (como hay varios).
“Do you think that the research policies in our campus will changes with the new
administration?”
“How research activities should be carried out in the CUCSUR??)”
“Should not be so pessimistic, and we should have some hope that future have a
substantial change for the good of all.”
“Regarding the second question I believe that research in the CUCSUR must be
done in a more comprehensive manner, in others words, to boost out the
multidisciplinary research and that is not be based on small, isolated projects (as
there are several).”
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